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amphion

"The best nearfield speakers 
I have ever heard."

Günter Pauler, Stockfisch Records on Amphion Argon3.

UK Distributor
Sound Fowndations | 01276 501 392 | info@soundfowndations.co.u  k

Would you like to hear what Mr. Pauler from Stockfisch Records hears in his studio? Now you have access to the same speakers that are used in the recording process of some of the all time audiophile reference recordings.Even if Mr. Pauler feels Argon3 are the best nearfield speakers he has ever heard, Argon3's were designed to work best in normal acoustically non-treated rooms, where most of the audiophiles enjoy their music.More information on Amphion products on
www.amphion.fi

www.amphion.fi | info@amphion.fi

http://www.amphion.fi
http://www.amphion.fi
mailto:info@amphion.fi


INTRODUCTION

Hi•Fi ChoicePASSION FOR SOUND
YOUR EXPERTS

PAUL MESSENGER
EXPERTISE: SPEAKERS

PAUL is the UK's foremost expert on 
loudspeakers. Having worked as a speaker 
designer and reviewer for over 30 years 
Paul is internationally recognised for his 
ability to assess loudspeaker performance, 
and report on developments in the field.

JIMMY HUGHES
EXPERTISE: SYSTEM OPTIMISATION

JIMMY has been involved in hi-fi for over 
40 years. His knowledge of tweaking and 
optimising systems is unrivalled in the hifi 
industry and he brings enormous expertise 
to the pages of Hi-Fi Choice. If anyone can 
help you improve your set-up, it's him.

RICHARD BLACK
EXPERTISE: TECHNOLOGY

RICHARD writes exclusively for HFC and 
brings his experience as a successful 
musician and recording engineer to the 
title. As Technical Consultant, he's our 
authority on tech testing, ensuring that 
our verdicts are beyond compare.

ED SELLEY
EXPERTISE: HI-FI TROUBLESHOOTER

ED has spent the best part of decade 
selling, developing and supporting 
products from some of the biggest names 
in audio. As troubleshooter he is on hand to 
help readers find and eliminate any issues 
they have with their systems.

ALVIN GOLD
EXPERTISE: PERFORMANCE AUDIO

ALVIN is an internationally respected audio 
reviewer who has contributed to a huge 
range of magazines over the years. He has 
a very full 30 years of reviewing under his 
belt and has a passion for both high
performance and high-end hi-fi.

f >

JASON KENNEDY
EXPERTISE: TURNTABLES
JASON edited Hi-Fi Choice through the 
Brit-pop era and relinquished the helm 
after 17 years on the title. A hi-fi addict 
since his twenties, Jason fell for the beauty 
of vinyl and has never looked back. He's 
here to help you get the best from your LPs.

MALCOLM STEWARD
EXPERTISE: EMERGING TECH

MALCOLM is a legend in hi-fi magazine 
circles. A former editor of Hi-Fi Review he 
was one of the best-known and most 
outspoken reviewers of the 1980s and 
1990s. He now writes exclusively for Hi-Fi 
Choice and he loves being 'back'.

We come. ..
www.hifichoice.co.uk Issue No. 339 Awards 2010

Welcome to the Awards issue 2010, arguably the most 
important issue of the year 
for anyone considering buying 
hi-fi. Inside you'll find our guide 
to the best products on the

market, as we steer you towards the most 
fulfilling hi-fi products of today.
We're also delighted to be the first 

magazine to bring you full coverage of this 
year's Whittlebury Hall show, which is fast 
becoming a must-see event for audio 
enthusiasts. Elsewhere in the issue, we have 
a cracking exclusive on Meridian's top-of- 
the range CD player, the 808.3, as well as 
Naim's compact streamer the UnitiQute 
plus our cover star, Leema's new Stream 
and Pulse CD and amp.
There's a brit theme this month for sure, 

but will the UK dominate the awards? Go to 
p67 for the answer.

Dan George Editor
dan.george@futurenet.co.ukFUTURE PUBLISHING, 2 BALCOMBE STREET, LONDON NWl 6NW +44 (0)20 7042 4000OUR PROMISE TO YOU

HI-FI CHOICE is passionate about high-fidelity. We’re 
dedicated to the very highest standards of sound 
reproduction. Our commitment is to bringyou the most 
reliable, in-depth hi-fi equipment tests anywhere and 
we’re backed by the UK’s biggest technology publisher. 
Our expert writers will help you get the most from 
your hi-fi and guide you towards the best-performing 
products for your budget. Our passion is your passion.
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AVAILABLE

Jordan Acoustics

The HeadphoneThe Turntable & The Cartridge

The Integrated Amplifier TheA/V Receiver

The SACD/CD PlayerThe Universal Player

Limited Edition Anniversary Products

DENON

Each model in the series is a signature 
reference product of luxurious quality 
and a true quest for perfection. Faithfully 
reproducing sound the way the original 
artist intended, the limited edition 
anniversary models are sure to become 
collectors items that will sell out very 
quickly.

Official Denon Dealers Legacy 
Association Member

During this year Denon will 
celebrate its 100th anniversary. 
This is a monumental point in 
Denon's history and to celebrate 
Denon have released a limited 
edition series of anniversary 
products.

Limited Edition
Products finished in a luxurious 
gloss finish 
5-year warranty
Certificate of Authenticity from the 
chief product designer
Includes a beautiful Denon Brand Book

DENON 
since 1910

freephone:

0800 121 4771 / 4772
e-mail:ask@jordanacoustics. co.uk
web:www.jordanacoustics.co.uk

co.uk
http://www.jordanacoustics.co.uk


Unusual thing, excellence

AVAILABLE
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Nairn NDX network player heralds news

21__ Opinion
The commentators with clout

26 Letters
Our readers talk hi-fi

55__Music Reviews
Our picks of the best new releases

130 _ The back page
Jimmy Hughes attempts an 'awards system'

READER SERVICES
63 Help & Advice
Your questions, our answers

122_ Reader Classifieds
The UK's best place to buy and sell

124_ Next issue
What's in store next month

30 Leema Stream Ill 
and Pulse Ill:
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and Salisbury...
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BUYER'S GUIDE

,09 Britain's most 
useful hi-fi buying 
information
CD Players/Tumtables/Phono cartridges/ 
Radio tuners/Headphones/Integrated & 
pre/power amps/Cables/Speakers/ 
Equipment supports UPDATED MONTHLY
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CONTENTSAWARDS 2010
P Most importantly it lets the music 
^tr - transport you. ..its timing skills in 
particular are very strong

Jason Kennedy, Leema Stream II and Pulse II review p30

42
Unison Hybrid amp beauty from Italy

TESTED THIS MONTH

Rega New entry-level sonic stunner

Digital 1

fungim .„ o

46
Naim The ‘all-in-one’ that eschews CD...

REVIEWS
Definitive verdicts on 
the latest new kit
30 _ Leema
Stream III CD playerandPulselll amp

35 _ Rega
RP1 turntable

36 .Meridian
808.3 Signature Reference CD player

41 _ Pro-Ject
DAC Box USB DAC

42_Unison Research
Unico Nuovo integrated amplifier

46_Naim
UnitiQute all-in-one streamer/player

51 _ Musical Fidelity
Ml HPA headphone amplifier

53_NAD
C426 FM/AM tuner

NAD analogue-only radio joy Musical Fidelity ‘phone seduction

36
Meridian £10k CD flagship -

Pro-Ject Boost your PC’s sound

UK exclusive!

MINI TEST
Bi-wire loudspeaker 
cables
60 __Black Rhodium
Jive

60  The Chord Co.
Carnival SilverScreen

61 __Supra
Rondo 4x4.0

61___ van den Hui
The Teatrack Hybrid
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Audiofile
All the latest news and views from the hi-fi industry

Naim that 
tune
Naim announces its first full-size network player
PRICE: £3,000
AVAILABLE: OCTOBER/NOVEMBER
CONTACT: 01722 426673
WEB: NAIMAUDIO.COM

I

ot on the heels of the all-in- 
one UnitiQute streamer, 
Naim Audio has announced 

the launch of the NDX Network
Player. Naim sees NDX owners using 
it "primarily, as a high-end-quality 
streamer, playing back music ripped 
from CDs or hi-res music downloaded 
from the many online stores.” In 
addition to the ability to play back a 
full range of audio formats, the NDX 
supports Internet radio and has an 
optional DAB/FM module and three 
24-bit/192kHz capable digital inputs. 

Also fitted is the same USB interface 
w: han: al readv seen on the DAC and 
the UnitiQute. which allows for 
playback of high-resolution file«-, from 
USB sticks and direct access of audio 
from an iPod or iPhone. I he XDX is 
also equipped with a buffered BXC 
digital out tor connection to an 
external IJAC.

Xaim has applied its cmtomaf\ 
care and attention to the construction 
of the XDX including "Galvanic

j-o. -w key sections of the 
circuits" and maximum isolation 
be ween the digital and the analogue 

sedons. This is topped off with the 

customary heavily damped Naim 
casework with considerable isolation 
properties. The NDX is fitted with 
wireless support “for convenience” 
and with wired Ethernet, which 
Naim fully recommends.

The NDX’s development is said to 
have borrowed from the experience 
gained with the DAC and the 
product has the same 16-times 
oversampling process via a SHARC 
processor that runs into a custom 
filter arrangement. In the same 
manner as the Naim DAC, this filter 
has been refined to the point where it 
contains only five lines of code.

The "memory method" of jiîîer- 
suppression is also retained. This 
uses a master clock best able to 
match the timing of the incoming 
stream to virtually eradicate jitter 
from the DAC chips. The traditional 
practice of being able to upgrade 
via external power supplies 
continues. The NDX can be pot cored 
h\ both the XPS and the 555PS 
external power supplies for a 
useful boost in performance. •

NAIM'S NEW ERA
THE NDX is the latest part of an 
increasingly large range of network 
audio products from Nairn. Customers 
have the choice of adding an NDXto an 
existing system to put it on a network, 
whilst the Uniti or Uniti Qute offer 
network capacity at a lower price.

Naim's existing HDX can stream 
music over network whilst also storing 
rips from its onboard hard drive.

Finally, the Uniti Serv is a dedicated 
ripping solution for adding material to 
a network.
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AUDIOFILE

Naim sees NDX owners using it 
"primarily as a high-end-quality 
streamer playing back CD rips"
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Power is nothing 
without control.
Back in 1998 when the first Cyrus Mono X am plifier was 
launched it was hailed as a breakthrough. Never content to rest 
on our laurels, we constantly strive to push the boundaries of 
what is possible within hi-fi. Like our SE CD playe rs that have 
become a benchmark within the industry, our new Mono X 200 
and Mono X 300 Zero Global Feedback power am plifiers are big 
engineering projects that challenge accepted bench marks.

Incorporating the newest advances in component technology, our 
reengineered Zero Feedback platform delivers some very special sonic 
benefits, resulting in an exceptional musical performance. Both our new 
Zero Feedback amplifiers retain our famous large sound stage yet drive 
even demanding loudspeaker loads with perfect control and ease.

These new amplifiers will be available in stores from October. 
Book a demonstration at your local Cyrus retailer and 
experience this outstanding technology for yourself.

fTa'-2009

WINNER

Cyrus 8 XP, November 09SE technology award SE CD player of the year CD 8 SE CD player of the year

SOUND AND VISION
GROUP TEST

WHAT HI FI? WH AT HIFI?
AWARDS 2009 AWARDS 2009 AWARDS 2009

WHAT HI Fl? 
SOUND AND VISION
AWARDS 2009

WHAT HI Fl? 
SOUND AND VISION
AWARDS 2009

HiRH

Best °* ***•
UY 2009

PRODUCT OF THE YEAR
CO PLAYERS

CYRUS CD 6 SE

PRODUCT OF THE YEAR
STEREO AMPLIFIERS

CYRUS 6 XP

CD PLAYERS
BEST CD PLAYER £1000 ■ £1500

CYRUS CD 8 SE

CD PLAYERS
BESTCO^TER!lloO

-ffcs CD XT Sl/DAC X

STERlOAMPUIFlHS
BE^SliUOAMPUflU£!00 mMIO

CYRUS 8 XP D

Did You Know
Our R&D, Manufacturing and Servicing are all done 
at our headquarters in Cam bridgeshiri(|&iglancnlB 
Having all these departments in one p lace enables 
us to not only design world class components, but 
also allows us to provide outstand Ing levels of 
customer care to all Cyrus owners worldwide.

Designed manufactured and supported in England by Cyrus.
For the latest news on products or to download a brochure, please visit www.cyrusaudio.com 

Cyrus sales 01480 435577

http://www.cyrusaudio.com


Audio

lOOnotoutDenon celebrates its centenary with special edition range
Denon has gone to town to celebrate its centenary with a range of new hi-fi products. Unusually, this is not limited to one or two components, but a complete set of stereo and multichannel components with ancillaries.The PMA-100 integrated amplifier and DCD-AlOO CD/SACD player are improved versions of existing Denon models, but boast 'special anniversary tuning, superior construction and higher sound quality.' The products are topped off with a special high-gloss black finish and lOOth anniversary signature badges. Both units are priced at £2,249 each.Also available is the equally glossy A-HlOO headphone and a more unusual addition to

PRICE: £500-£2,249 AVAltrBLE: NOW
CONTACT: 0800 048 0408 WEB: DENON100.COM

Electric AvenueNew integrated amplifier from Norway
lectrocompaniet has undertaken a substantial redesignof its ECI5 integrated amplifier and the result is practically an all-new design with only the transformer 

being retained. The ECI5 Mkll uses a Class A-biased preamp connected to a new output stage. Power stays at 120 watts, but there are twice the number of output devices to improve low-end

the range; the DL-AlOO direct-drive turntable. The DP-AlOO is unusual in that it uses a quartz-locked, direct-drive motor to rotate the platter instead of the more common belt-drive approach used by most current turntable manufacturers.The DP-AlOO is fitted with the DL-AlOO cartridge as standard, which is a re-worked and retuned version of the DL-103 cartridge that has been in production for nearly fifty years. The range is completed by the AVR-AlOO nine-channel AV receiver and the DBP-AlOO universal disc player.The AlOO anniversary products are on sale now, but will only be available from selected retailers.

Guaranteed to please
TEUFEL'S new three-strong budget 
loudspeaker range will bolster its 
already sizeable portfolio.

The T Series consists of the T300 
standmount and the T400 and T500 
floorstanding models. All three use 
a 28mm fabric calotte tweeter with 
130mm bass driver in the T300 and 
T400 and a larger 170mm design in 
the T500. All three models have a high- 
gloss front panel and are finished in 
either black or wenge.

Like all Teufel designs, the T Series 
is not available through dealers, but 
is instead sold direct with an eight 
week right of return period and an 
extremely impressive 12-year warranty 
if you decide to keep them.

PRICE: £238-£568. AVAllABLE: NOW 
CONTACT: 00800 200 300 400 
WEB: TEUFELAUDIO.COM

response. The output stage also does without output relays in order to improve sound quality. Cosmetically, the major difference is a new dimmable display.
ELECT POCOM PAN IET

PRICE: £2,750 AVAILABLE: NOVEMBER CONTACT: 020 8893 5835 
WEB: ELECTROCOMPANIET.COM

Tempting tuner
TEAC has launched a new £170 tuner. 
The T-R650DAB supports DAB, FM and 
AM bands and has a 'good selection' 
of presets and supports timer and 
sleep functions. It's also fitted with a 
digital output for recording purposes 
or for increasing performance via an 
external DAC.

The T-R650DAB also makes use of a 
good-quality quartz locked PLL tuning 
system, paired with carefully selected 
components to produce 'a crisp low^ 
distortion sound.'

PRICE: £170 AVAllABLE: NOW 
CONTACT: 01555 666161 
WEB: TEAC.CO.UK

www.hifichoice.co.uk AWARDS 2010 tr^ty. 11
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^ECLIPSE
CJFUJITSU TEN

Buy a set of five speakers with the same front 

three and we’ll make one of them half price. 

Another great sounding reason to enjoy every 

second at the centre of the action.

ECLIPSE TD SERIESJust for the pure performance.
Eclipse TD (UK) Ltd +44 (0)20 7328 4499 www.eclipse-td.net

http://www.eclipse-td.net


I Audio

Emilie

High-end for less

PRICE: £39-£189 AVAILABLE: NOW CONTACT: 0800 048 0408 WEB: APPLE.COM/UK

New season's
Apples
New iPod range hits the market

Apple has announced 
three updates to its 
all-conquering 

iPod range.
The new Shuffle retains the 

VoiceOver technology of the 
preceding shuffle, but reverts 
back to having button 
control as well. The 2GB 
capacity Shuffle comes in 
five different finishes and 
costs £39.

The Nano has undergone a 
more substantial redesign 
and has dispensed with the 
clickwheel control altogether 
in favour of a touchscreen
style interface that means 
that the 8GB Nano is only 
fractionally larger than the

Shuffle. The good news is 
that the Nano retains the 
standard connector for use 
in aftermarket d^ockS. The 
8GB model will bo £129.

The final update 
to the range affects 
the iPod Touch. It 
borrows heavily from 
the iPhone 4, with a 
new Retina display.

Also making its debut 
is the Ping feature of 
iTunes 10, which gives 
live updates about 
favourite artists.

The 8GB iPod Touch 
will bo £189. The iPod 
Classic, however, 
continues on unchanged.

Pod-?

fe:41 AM

EMILLE AUDIO has dramatically 
lowered the price of ^ownership with 
the now ^ARA.

The £2.^^ amp is ^several thousand 
c^^pec t^m the ^next 

in the Korean manufacturer's range, 
but is still made in the same factory 
as the other models and shares the 
same distinctive brand styUng.

The ^ARA usas a quartet of 7591A 
valves to produce 22 watts. The 
preamp is built around the well- 
reregardod 6922 valve. Like the bi^^r 
Emllle models, the ^ARA usas hand- 
wired output transformers and this 
attention to detail extends to a special 
winding for headphone amplifier.

^Thaps the most interesting 
feature of the ^ARA - and the most 
radical departure bom the rest of the 
range - is the on-board DAC This 
supports both S/PDIF and USB inputs 
and compliments the two 
conventional line inputs that are also 
fitted.The comprehensive 
specification is topped off with two 
relatively rare features for a valve 
amp: a headphone ^ket and a 
remote control

PRICE: £2,460 AVAILABLE: NOW 
CONTACT: 01923 352479
WEB: EMILLELABS.COM

Just PeachyAmerican digital audio brand Peachtree arrives in the UK
Offering 'digital music for 

audiophiles', Peachtree audio has 
debuted a range of three new 
amplifiers. All pair a Class A valve 

preamplifier with a solid-state power 
section. They also support digital inputs via 
a high-quality Sabre DAC, as well as 
analogue inputs. Interestingly, all three 
models have a cavity at the back that can 
accept a Sonos zone player.

PRICE: £850-£l,100 AVAILABLE: NOW
CONTACT: 020 8358 9593
WEB: PEACHTREEAUDIO.COM

nova

O 0 0 0
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Audio
NEWS IN BRIEF
A selection of news-breaking 

stories on everything hi-fi

•AR^CAM has announced the r<:ube 
iPod sound system (£500). The r<:ube 
can stream wirelessly from an iPod via 
an optional Kleer module.
arcam.com

Boxing clever
Forty new products over three ranges from expert Canton

Canton has been busy 
of late, judging by 
the grand unveiling 

of forty new products over 
three ranges at the recent IFA 
show in Berlin.

The new Karat Series 
borrows technology from 
the range-topping Reference 
models and uses side-firing 
drivers for a slim front 
profile, as well as featuring 

upgraded crossovers and 
drivers for improved 
performance.

The mid-priced Chrono 
Series is also completely 
reworked. The seven-model 
range makes use of 
technology from the higher 
specification SL series, in 
a more affordable cabinet.

Many of the models also 
include a downward

firing cabinet for easier 
room placement.

The GLE Series is the entry
level range. The six models 
benefit from new drivers and 
crossovers resulting in a 
' total acoustic makeover.'

Additionally, Canton has 
announced two new home 
cinema packages, as well 
as a soundbar and a pair 
of subwoofers.

•OLLIVE has just launched the 3HD 

music server (£899) which can hold 
5,000 lossless tracks on its 500GB 
internal hard drive (se p16).
olive.us

•AKG has worked with producer Quincy 
Jones to develop the Q701 headphone 
- which it claims is the most accurate 
it has produced.
akg.com

•DMNE ACOUSTlCS is a new speaker 
company from Poland. Its Proxima 2 

loudspeaker (£995) is available in the 
UK now, via Audio Sanctum.
diivinMcoustics.com

• I-MEGO claims that its Earth Series 
headphone combines stylish design, 
with the use of environmentally 
friendly recycled materials. Prices tba. 
i-mego.com

PRICE: £280-£2,400AVAILABLE: NOW CONTACT: 020 8358 8593 WEB: CANTON.DE

DESERT ISLAND DISCS
S^e Reichert. PR Manager for Armour Home selects his fab four

LINDA RONSTADT 
LIVING IN THE USA 
I confess I bought this in 
1978 on the strength of 
the advertising posters. 
Luckily for me, ittumed 
out to be brilliant. Sheis 
got a wonderful voice 
and there's not a duff 
trackonit.

It’s easy to get all 
intellectual about 
classical music, but 
the bottom line is that 
Beethoven's 7th is 
just such a cracking 
good tune. Perfect for 
shutting outthe world.

VARIOUS ARTISTS
THE OLD GREY WHISTLE 
TEST COMPILATION) 
No one of a certain 
age can forget this 
iconic show. This 
double CD contains 
38 great songs that 
sustained me in my 
younger days.

EMMYLOU HARRIS 
PIECES OF THE SKY 
I love songs thattell 
a story. Boulder to 
Birmingham is the most 
wonderful example. 
It’s a lamentabout 
the untimely death of 
Harris' close friend and 
mentor Gram Parsons.
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www. demoni 00.com

DENON

t's a family affair.

Denon D-M38DAB Micro Component System // Following in the footsteps of the What HI-FI? Sound 
and Vision award winning D-M37DAB, this new stereo all-rounder from Denon's D-M family comes with even 
more intelligent features. Most remarkably, the front panel USB port now features iPod/iPhone digital direct 
connectivity, which truly brings your mobile music libraries to life. Experience the beautiful D-M38DAB at your 
local Denon dealer. Visit www.denon.co.uk for more details.

iPhone 
iPod
Direct Play

T
Also available in:

Black I Black

Denon is a trademark or registered trademark of D&M Holdings. Inc. iPod is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. iPhone is a trademark of Apple Inc. Apple is not responsible for 
the operation of this device or its compliance with safety and regulatory standards.

00.com
http://www.denon.co.uk


SHOW REPORTWHITTLEBURY HALL NATIONAL AUDIO SHOW

Whittlebury 
Hall*2010

Jason Kennedy discovers the very latest 
audio trends from the National Audio
Show in Whittlebury

T
he second National 
Audio Show in 
Whittlebury, built on 
the successes of the

previous year and offered visitors 
more rooms and more exhibitors.

There were quite a few retailers 
at the show, some taking quite 
big rooms and effectively 
representing big brands like 
Bowers and Wilkins and Focal. 
In fact, we were surprised to see 
the former sharing space with 

models from Jamo.
The show was also a glass 

audio-enthusiast's paradise, 
with at least halfthe rooms being 
kept warm with glowing valves. 
These were naturally partnered 
by a fantastic array of turntables, 
several of which were totally 
new to us. Whittlebury remains 
a very two-channel-oriented 
show and there was little in the 
way of multichannel product on 
display. Many of the systems 

were amongst the most high 
end exhibited in the UK in recent 
years and the show represented 
the opportunity to see some real 
rarieties and esoterica.

This show is all about listening. 
The well spread out layout of 
Whittlebury meant that noise 
pollution was low and this 
encouraged people to sit down 
and listen to systems rather than 
wandering in and out of rooms that 
are struggling to be heard over the 
noise of their neighbours, which is 
a welcome development.

There wasn't a great deal of 
budget kit on show, but there was 
plenty for the mid-market even 
ifthe sector is, as one exhibitor 
suggested, 'dying on its feet.'

"The show was 
a glass audio
enthusiast's 
paradise, with half 
the rooms kept 
warm with valves."

O CYRUS MONO X
Cyrus has been revising and 
upgrading its Mono X monoblock 
power amps, most significantly by 
making them zero-feedback (ZF) 
devices, which is an extremely rare 
thing in solid-state amplification.

There are two new models, 
the Mono X 200 and 300. The 
number indicates the power output 
into eight ohms, which is quite 
extraordinary given that both 
inhabit the traditional half-width 
Cyrus casework! The advantage of 
ZF operation is relatively unfettered 
circuit design and very low noise 
levels. cyrusaudio.com

O OLIVE 3HD
Olive made a big impression with 
its 4HD streamer and has now 
followed it with a more affordable 
alternative dubbed 3HD. This 
has the same distinctive wedge- 
fronted casework, but uses a 
smaller SOOGB internal hard drive. 
This brings the cost down to £900, 
less than half that of the 4HD.

It can be operated with a five- 
inch touch-screen, or driven from
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an iPhone or iPod Touch with Olive's Maestro app. Savings have been achieved by omitting digital in and outputs - the output of the Cirrus Logic DAC being limited to analogue RCAs. olive.us

O DELTEC PRECISION 
AUDIO PDM3Deltec is going back to its roots adding a digital to analogue converter called PDM3 to its range. This runs sample rates from 16-bit/44.lkHz to 24-bit/96kHz and accepts signals via optical and coaxial S/PDIF inputs alongside USB.A unique feature is the Deltran Locked connection. This is designed to link with the player or transport, in order to lock the clocks of the two units together. I t's something you see on very high-end transports and DACs and requires that a Deltran emitter be fitted to your player.Deltec supplies such a part for users or various aftermarket upgraders to install.
deltecprecisionaudio.com

O HI-FI RACKS PODIUM 
PLATFORMHi-Fi Racks' Podium stand made a great impression when we reviewed it last year (HFC320) and its new Podium Platform could well up the ante for wallmounted shelves. Priced at £189, it's made out of 40mm-thick solid hardwoods and is designed to support components up to 90kg in weight. It also looks rather more attractive than most of the competition.The company also introduced a wider version of the Podium stand called XLM, which is 1,200mm wide by 400mm deep and has five solid oak legs available in various lengths. Cost is £299 per tier. 
hifiracte.co.uk

O SYSTEMDEK 3D 
REFERENCELast year's show saw the reemergence of Systemdek on the turntable scene with the 30 Precision. This year it was showing its latest incarnation with the popular Reference sobriquet.

The 30 Reference has an advanced suspension design that can be adjusted from above as per the original Systemdeks, but is this time mass-loaded to give it some stability. The whole turntable weighs an alarming 65kg and was equipped with an Audio Origami PU712-inch arm and Transfiguration Orpheus cartridge. Price will be in the region of £20,000. jordanacoustics.co.uk

O CANOR AUDIO 02 VR+ Edgar Audio were responsible for some very interesting valve- powered amps and a CD player, but three years ago the company changed its name to Canor.It chose the NAS to reveal its CD2 VR+ valve-powered disc-spinner, a refined version of its standard model with Mundorf caps and selected valves alongside the Burr-Brown 24-bit/192kHz DAC.Making the most of vinyl was the TP306 VR all-valve phono stage. It accepts both MM and MC cartridges with variable gain and impedance forthe latter. Inboard 

step-up transformers by Lundahl are something of a bonus. 
eanor-audio.corn

O MASTERSOUND PH LSYou can tell Mastersound is an Italian brand by the presence of those walnut slabs on a chassis that house valve electronics (there's nothing quite like glass and hardwood to arouse the emotions). This is Mastersound's goal at least and its new PH LS (£3,795) is a valve preamplifier with line and MM phono inputs that can do just that with the right music.The partnering Final 845 monoblocks combine parallel single-ended 845 valves to deliver 50 watts from each 34kg power amp (£9,995).
mastersoundsas.it

O THALES SIMPLICITYGraham Tricker has added a pair of elegant new German components to the GT Audio portfolio. The Thales Simplicity is a tangential tonearm that adjusts cartridge
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tracking angle as it traverses the 
record. It's an old idea that has 
been cleverly revised and refined 
to produce what its designer calls 
a tetragon system. It's claimed to 
reduce tracking error to a mere 
0.008 degrees, so no wonder it 
costs £6,000.

At the other end of the system 
were a pair of Avantgarde Duo 
Omega speakers, beautiful high
efficiency designs that incorporate 
an active subwoofer to give the 
speaker air-shifting potential. gtaudio.com
O TRON SEVEN 
PREAMPLIFIER
Having built a Seven Line stage 
and a Seven Phono, Tron has taken 
the step of combining the two in a 
single box to save some space and 
money. The Seven Preamplifier 
is a valve-powered design with 
four-line inputs, plus phono in 
one of three variants according to 
required gain.

Unlike many valve designs, the 
Seven has a mono/stereo switch, 
mute and a tape loop. Input

socketry is in silver and the case 
itself is non-ferrous to minimise 
eddy currents. Prices start at 
£2,995. Tron-e/ectric.co.uk
G ICONCDXl
This show is not short on glowing 
audio and the Icon room glowed 
more brightly than most, thanks to 
a plethora of new components.

All but one were amplifiers, the 
CDXl CD player being the odd one 
out, although the size of the tubes 
on its top might make you think 
otherwise. Designer David Shaw 
has made the output stage out 
of a low-powered tube amplifier 
using 6SN7 valves and a choke- 
regulated power supply. Seems 
like a bargain at £1,000.

Among the slew of amplifiers, 
two pre-production models stood 
out because they were running 
Tung Sol KTl 20 valves, a brand 
new high-powered version of the 
classic KT88. The Icon Audio amps 
built for this new device are the 
MB90 Mkll monoblocks and Stereo 
60 Mklll integrated.iconaudio.co.uk

G KUDOS TITAN
Kudos was pushing the boundaries 
with its new range-toppingntan 
Project. Still at a prototype stage, 
it was nonetheless making a very 
compelling sound at the show. 
Kudos has split the speaker into 
two cabinets with a pair of bass 
drivers operating isobaric style in 
the lower one and the mid-bass 
and tweeter in the top box.

The cabinet is made by Danish 
company Hornslet from variable
thickness HDF, a supplier that 
designer Derek Gilligan chose for 
its commitment to quality above all 
else. The Titan is expected to sell 
for around £13,000. kudosaudio.com
G AYREDX-5
Symmetry revealed Ayre's latest 
entrant to the digital scene, the 
DX-5. Described as an A/V engine, 
it plays back 'virtually all' digital 
formats, be they audio or video, so 
in effect it's a universal player. It's 
geared toward computers as well 
as more conventional sources and 
has a Streamlength asynchronous

USB receiver. It accepts signals 
up to 24-bit/192kHz and takes 
power supplies, isolation of A and 
Vand upscalingvery seriously. 
Conveniently, it will also play all 
the five-inch optical disc formats 
known to audio and video.ayre.com
0 SW LOUDSPEAKERS 
MAGIC FLUTE
One of the most spectacular 
and, it has to be said, expensive 
loudspeakers at Whittlebury was 
the Magic Flute from Sweden. 
This four-way design houses 
each driver in its own carbon 
fibre enclosure with the aim of 
completely removing reflections or 
resonances from the cabinet.

The sound it produced with an 
MSB Platinum Vtransport and 
DAC was extremely revealing 
indeed. But at £50k a pair, one's 
expectations are naturally high. swspeakers.com
O STAX SR-507
Electrostatic headphone king Stax 
unveiled its latest addition to the
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Lambda series; the SR-507. This 
replaces the SR-404 Signature 
model and has a new thin film 
diaphragm that is 'practically 
free from stretching under 
temperature or humidity'.

11 also has a completely new 
10-click adjustment system for 
maximum comfort, the cable uses 
6N high-purity copper with silver 
plating on the outer wires. The 
earpads are in sheepskin leather 
and have a more sculpted shape 
than previous models. stax.co.jp

8 D'AGOSTINO MASTER 
AUDIO SYSTEM
Dan D'Agostino was the guy that 
started Krell, but now he works 
under his own name. The first fruit 
of his new labours is a distinctly 
steam punk-styled Master Audio 
System 300-watt power amplifier. 
Still at prototype stage there has 
not been a price announcement, 
but construction is clearly top-notch 
with lead and copper heatsinking 
and a beautifully finished VU meter 
to indicate power output. 
absolutesounds.com

0 ACOUSTIC SIGNATURE 
MANFRED
Astin Trew is getting into vinyl. It's 
first foray into hardcore analogue 
is the AT8800 phono stage, which 
they showed in prototype form. 
A dual-mono 'no compromise' 
design, it has 12 power supply 
stages, RCA phono and XLR inputs 
for truly balanced operation and 
adjustable load, capacitance and 
gain. Price is expected to be 
close to £2,000.

Rather more finished is the 
Acoustic Signature Manfred 
turntable that A-T is bringing in. 
This£1,200 German design is 
available with a Jelco tonearm for 
£1,600 and has a separate motor 
and a high-quality finish for the 
money. astintrew.co.uk

G DEVORE FIDELITY 
GIBBON9
Tom Tom Audio had reconstructed 
the DeVore Monkeyhaus, 
according to the notice on the 
door. A process which involved 
playing atypical show music 
through Rega electronics and

DeVore Gibbon 9 speakers. This 
New York-built floorstander has 
a separate chamber for the side
firing bass driver and superbly 
finished cabinetwork in a three
way design that's said to be easy 
to drive. It comes in at£5,495 and 
its literature describes it as having 
musicality, playfulness, fidelity 
and flexibility. devorefide/ity.com

G) SRM AREZO 
REFERENCE XR
SRM has gone one, well actually 
two better in the XR version of its 
Reference turntable. The standard 
Reference has one flywheel to 
keep things running smoothly, the 
£5,998 range-topper has three 
hefty lumps of stainless steel 
spinning around the subplatter to 
give the Delrin the inertia found in 
high-mass designs without their 
energy-storing drawbacks. The 
turntable has sorbothane isolation 
and runs an extra-long tungsten- 
steel bearing in a phosphor bronze 
j ournal. srm-tech.co.uk

O DBA ENVY 
LOUDSPEAKERS 
dba stands for'demand better 
audio' and its room looked like 
an explosion in a carbon fibre 
ball factory. The company has 
a Formula One background 
and is clearly adept at building 
carbon and Kevlar spheres. It 
makes a number of speakers 
and electronics and sells them 
individually or as systems.

The dba amplifier is based on a 
Hypex class D module and its Envy 
loudspeakers come in a one-piece 

carbon fibre sphere with a variety 
of drivers including an 80mm 
carbon/Kevlar wideband unit and a 
planar ribbon. Prices start at£640 
including cabling.
demandbetteraudio.co.uk

© HOWES ACOUSTICS 
QUARTER WAVE OMNI
John Howes is something of an 
audio legend. Now he has gone 
public and is offering his PX4 and 
PX25 single-ended amplifiers 
to the public, alongside a very 
elegant pair of speakers.

Based on a Paul Voigt design, 
the Quarter Wave Omni has an 
upward-firing Lowther PM6 A 
driver and a semi-circular reflector 
to send the treble and mid into the 
room. Priced at£4,500. 
howe-acoustics. co. uk

This was a very aspirational event 
with very few rooms showing 
systems below £25kand many 
breakingthe six-figure barrier.

Absolute Sounds made a superb 
j ob with the Metronome Kalista 
Ultimate transport and DAC playing 
through Dartzeel's new NHB- 
458 monoblocks and Magico V2 
speakers, but that system is as 
expensive as a serious kitchen!

It was also heartening to see 
brand new British companies 
making their debut, and on the 
formats front, computer audio was 
clearly making inroads. Sanos 
was atthe show, for instance, but it 
still has a long way to go before 
it usurps the beauty of a serious 
turntable. We love technology, but 
we love vinyl even more. •
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Set your music free with Martinlogan speakers
premier—brought to you by Absolute Sounds 

importer of the world's finest hi-fi.

Yet the Summit X never sounds heavy. On the 
contrary, its performance is extraordinarily fast and 
open, painting an image that dances boldly before 
the listener, fully scaled and unconstrained, 
a sound that's natural, effortless and startlingly real.

The pinnacle of Martinlogan's hybrid electrostatic 
technology, the Summit X joins an extensive range 
of speakers encompassing freestanding, on-wall 
and in-wall models, from affordable hybrid designs 
and standalone subwoofers to the awesome CLX 
- the best full-range electrostatic speaker money 
can buy.

Nothing brings music to life like 
Martinlogan speakers. Unique 
technologies, seamlessly fused to 

create a sound so spacious, so open, it 
makes ordinary speakers seem hopelessly 
constrained.

26 years of electrostatic evolution has led to 
Martinlogan's latest creation: the mighty 
Summit X. Key to the new speaker's extraordinary, 
performance are its advanced XStat tm 
electrostatic panel and perfectly integrated 
Controlled Dispersion Powered Force tm woofer 
section, effortlessly extending bass response to 
subterranean depths.

‘The Summit X is just too addictive to live without. I’m putting 
my money where my mouth is and buying the review pair as 
my new reference loudspeakers’
Howard Kneller, Soundstage! (September 2009)

absolute sounds fcd
58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTW

T: +44 (0)20 89 71 39 09 F: +44 (0)20 88 79 79 62 
www.absolutesounds.com info@absolutesounds.com

‘Reference-grade performance that you’d struggle to match 
at double the price’
Alan Sircom, Hi-Fi+ (Issue 66)

‘Seduces the listener with realism and a sense of scale. 
The Summit X will own your heart from its first notes’ 
Ken Kessler, Hi-Fi News (November 2009)

http://www.absolutesounds.com
mailto:info@absolutesounds.com


OPINIONTECHNOLOGY
On the Level
Understanding output level needn't be a headache, 
as Richard Black explains

One of the problems with us nerdy reviewer types is that we sometimes tend to assume readers understand the jargon we use and it can be salutory to discover just what is being misunderstood. (So do please write in and let us know!)It's clear from correspondence and discussions on web forums that quoted 'output level' is one of the misunderstood terms. It sounds so obvious: this CD player has an output level of 2V, that one has 2.2V But what does it actually mean? Quite simply that at maximum output the voltage at the phono sockets is 2V (or whatever). That's an AC (alternating) voltage, of course, so it's strictly 2V RMS, or 'root mean square': for a sinewave (pure tone) output the signal varies between 2.83V positive and 2.83V negative, just as the 240V mains electricity supply swings from about +338Vto -338V.So what we're really saying with the 2V output is that the output can swing as far as ±2.83V. It's convenient to specify an RMS output for a sinewave, though, because sinewaves are easy to produce, reproduce and measure. Other types of waveform, for instance square waves, are very hard to work with because they are sensitive to frequency and phase response and give different answers depending on exactly how one measures them.Real music is neither sinewaves nor square waves, but as long as we know that the maximum output swing is ±2.83Vwe know that is also the limit for musical signals, transient or (relatively) steady. But that 'maximum' thing - for a digital source, it's closely defined by the digits, which can only represent a voltage so big and no bigger. Most of the time the signal is lower in level, so the output voltage will be less; possibly as small as a few millivolts and don't forget that it's always
Small variations going In can lead to big variations going out 

zooming up and down anyway, so it's frequently precisely zero. If you think of a loudspeaker cone moving in and out, the voltage that's causing it to move is an analogue of the cone's position (that's why it's called analogue audio). Sometimes bigger, sometimes smaller, sometimes nothing at all.If another CD player has, say, a 3V output, everything is just scaled up by a factor of 1.5. That's absolutely all and really the number isn't of much importance in the daily world. It's only when one compares two CD players that output level is an issue, because higher output level equals louder music, which equals, very often, unfair subjective advantage.
Volume or loudness?With analogue sources the maximum output isn't strictly limited in the same way, so output level is specified with reference to some arbitrary level. For instance, phono cartridge level is conventionally quoted with reference to Scm/s modulation level. That's some way below the maximum that can be handled on LB so maximum level will be considerably higher. It's still true, though, that if one cartridge has an output of 4mV and another SmV, the only thing that signifies it is that you'll end up listening to the latter with the volume a fraction lower for the same loudness. Any sound quality differences you hear will be due to something else!That said, just once in a while it happens that an amplifier has inadequate input headroom for a higher-than-usual-output source. These days that's very rare and it's usually obvious because the sound in loud music suffers from nasty overload that doesn't go away when the volume control is wound back. Apart from that and the business of side-by-side comparisons, output level is something you can safely ignore. •

The problem 
with us nerdy 
reviewer types 
is that we 
sometimes 
tend to 
assume readers 
understand the 
jargon we use

RICHARD BLACK
A musician and recording engineer, Richard 
knows a thing or two about hi-fi - he's been 
writing about it for over two decades

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Having problems with hi-fi jargon? We can 
help - drop us a line today.
Email us now: hiflcholce@futurenet.com
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OPINION^
THE CUTTING EDGE

Preaching to the converted
The current choice of high-resolution music is unlikely to win 
new converts, says Ed Selley

H igh-resolution digital audio is one of the most exciting developments in audio in the last 20 years.Comfortably superior to CD, the files themselves also avoid many of the pitfalls that sank DVD-Audio and rendered SACD, at best, a fringe interest (even though there is already a large amount of hardware available and able to replay it). There is nothing intrinsically difficult about the process of streaming high-resolution files and the hardware has definitely come of age. My recent experiences with the Nairn UnitiQute (reviewed on p46) were extremely positive. The UnitiQute was simplicity itself to setup and use. And yet in spite of both of these positives, I still think we might be about to get it very wrong.The problem that streaming devices collectively face is that their ability to replay high-quality content has far outpaced the availability of the content itself. For the most part, it is still the case that even the most avid streaming audiophile buys a CD in the same old way before ripping it to a drive. The results offer greater convenience and the opportunity for forums to have multiple-page arguments about jitter and error-correction, but even the most devoted streamer will concede that the effect is, at best, CD done slightly better. There are precious few legal sites where it is possible to download 16-bit /44.lkHz files, that is to say the same as CD. Try to improve on CD and the picture becomes bleaker still.
Going Ga Ga for hi-resThe choice of high-resolution files available to buy remains strictly limited despite some strong efforts from Nairn (naimlabel.com), Linn (linnrecords.com) and Bowers and Wilkins (bowers-wilkins.com). The issue even here, in my view, is that the choice itself is unashamedly targeted at people who are already buying this sort of material. Spotify and iTunes have the content but not the bitrate and represent the other possible compromise of choice.Little attempt is being made to encourage people downloading compressed files to try the same piece in higher quality and hear the benefit. A quick check reveals that I can choose from at least three high-resolution versions of 
Ode to Joy but not a single version of Lady Ga Ga's The Fame. I am not suggesting that the latter stands comparison with the former, but popular media has been the driver for the take-up of formats throughout history and it hard to see where these people will be coming from when the choice of music from the last

Lady Ga Ga: millions of copies sold - none of them as a 
lossless download

decade, let alone albums that actually charted is negligible.As a result of this, high-resolution audio could be all set to repeat the reasons for the failure of previous efforts to replace CD. The current approach is akin to the film industry only releasing art house films on Blu-ray and keeping the mass market plodding along with DVD. If the take up of chart albums in hi-res were only five percent of the total online sales, it would still significantly increase the amount of such media actually being purchased. I cannot see the argument that there is no demand for such files being accurate when there are no files available to test the demand.
HFC has tested several superb products recently that are simple to use and capable of great results at relatively real-world prices. Unless you are already an audiophile, however, there is no convincing reason to take the plunge. Right now, we need to show why this technology has so much to offer. Another release of 

Brothers in Arms is not going to achieve this. •

High-resolution 
audio could be 
all set to repeat 
the failure of 
previous efforts 
to replace CD

ED SELLEY
Ed worked in retail before joining some 
of the biggest names in the hi-fi industry 
creating and supporting audio products

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Are you waiting for 'real' music to go hi-res 
before you buy into the hardware?
Email us now: hlflchoice@futurenet.com
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DEFINITIVE AUDIOTHE WORLD'S FINEST HI-FI SYSTEMS

LIVINGVOICE
Loudspeaker Systems

Main image: Living Voice OBX RW loudspeaker in Santos Rosewood

L to R: 1. Living Voice IBX R2 2. Art Audio Concerto integrated amplifier (GE) 3. SME 10 & Series V arm 4. KSL Kondo Neiro integrated amplifier 
5. KSL Kondo Gakuoh 300B mono amplifiers 6. Art Audio Argento 300B integrated amplifier (WE) 7. SME 2012 & KSL Kondo lo-J cartridge 
8. KSL Kondo Gakuon 211 mono amplifiers 9. Resolution Audio Cantata Music Center 10. KSL Kondo Ongaku 211 integrated amplifier

T. +44(0)115 973 3222 E.shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk www.definitiveaudio.co.uk
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OPINIONAUDIO ICONS
When radio ruled
In the golden age of stereo FM radio, one Japanese tuner 
stood out above all others, remembers/immyHughes

B
ack in the 1970s, when things like 
the internet were still the stuff of 
science fiction writers, radio was 
one of the few 'free' sources of

music. By the late 1960s, the BBC were 
regularly broadcasting stereo FM, giving hi-fi 
enthusiasts access to a high-quality source.

Stereo FM radio was taken very seriously at 
that time. Indeed, one hi-fi magazine actually 
ran a regular monthly column discussing the 
quality of broadcasts for the previous month. 
While there was plenty of debate about 
whether or not amplifiers sounded different, 
few disagreed that tuners varied enormously.

As a result, there were some delectably 
elaborate and expensive tuners produced for 
those wanting the best-possible results from 
FM radio. Among the most aspirational 
was Yamaha's CT-7000. This was an 
uncompromising cost-no-object, state-of-the-art 
design that delivered outstanding sound quality 
with very low noise.

In the mid 1970s, the CT-7000 was, without 
question, the tuner by which all others were 
judged - a true benchmark. And while some 
radio cognoscenti whispered that tuners like 
the Sequerra 1, or the old Marantz lOB were 
even better, it was hard to verify - in the UK/ 
Europe, both were rarer than hen's teeth.

The CT-7000 was both surprisingly large 
and unusually heavy for a tuner. Internally, it 
was well-filled. There were no yawning empty 
spaces inside - virtually every inch was used. 
Al the circuits were shrouded in separate metal 
screening cases to reduce noise and 
interference - which partly explains the weight.

By the standards of the day, the CT-7000 
looked very cool and simple. Most of the 
controls (aside from the large, weighty tuning 
knob and mains on/off) were hidden behind a 
flap. Unusually, the tuning scale was gently 
back-lit. This created a clean understated 
appearance that looked elegant and unfussy.

Back then, virtually every expensive Japanese 
tuner sported big garish illuminated displays 
that gave Blackpool competition. With its soft 
back-lit display and smooth lines, the CT-7000 
veritably oozed class. Standard finish was silver, 
though a few were made in black.

Interestingly, Yamaha never made a matching 
amplifier. This cemented the impression of the 
CT-7000 as a Statement product - a solitary 
gem that came into being purely because 
Yamaha had the know-how and technology to 
build it. Every hi-fi enthusiast lusted after one, 
but the price was high and few could afford it. 
Nevertheless, a surprising number were sold.

The legendary Yamaha CT-7000, the king of the airwaves

Tonally, the CT-7000 delivered a sweet, open 
quality of sound that was very smooth and 
natural. Most tuners sounded slightly dull and 
closed-in, lacking both fine detail and wide 
dynamics. But the Yamaha was beautifully airy 
and crisp, producing a sharp, detailed 
presentation.

Noiseless
It sounded clean, too (good 19kHz pilot-tone 
rejection) and very very quiet. It was the absence 
of hiss (even on weak signals) that really 
impressed. It was also good at rejecting 
interference, too. FM tuners were rather prone 
to this - for example, ticking noises or a sort of 
warbling known as 'birdies'.

The CT-7000 was blessedly free of such things, 
but the lack of hiss was its principal virtue. For 
comparably noise-free sound, it was said that 
stereo FM tuners needed roughly ten times as 
much signal compared to mono tuners. 
However, the CT-7000 could produce low-noise 
results even with fairly weak signals.

When graced with a good strong signal, the 
CT-7000 still sounded slightly 'quieter' than 
nearly all its rivals. It was the combination of 
low self-noise and open-detailed sound quality 
that made the Yamaha a reference standard. 
It made one take very seriously the idea of 
radio as a hi-fi source.

Sadly for UK users, tuners like the Yamaha 
CT-7000 might one day be extinct, should the 
BBC eventually decide to cease transmitting 
FM signals. But, even if you can't actually use it, 
many hi-fi enthusiasts would still like to have a 
CT-7000 just to admire and own. It really is a 
special piece of kit! •

I n the mid 1970s, 
the CT-7000 was 
without question 
the tuner by 
which all others 
were judged -a 
true benchmark

JIMMY HUGHES
A hi-fi enthusiast for four decades, Jimmy's 
knowledge of system-matching and record
collecting are unmatched in the industry

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Have you got a CT-7000, or did you find 
something better? Tell us about your tuner 
Email us now: hifichoice@futurenet.com
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* Get in touch! email us at hifichoice@futurenet.com or write to: Hi-Fi Choice Letters, Future Publishing Ltd,> 2 Balcombe Street, London NW1 6NW

Designed for performance 
Engineered with carbon fibre 
Created for music

See it Hear it Exclusively at 
www.spendoroudio.com/stdeolers

Audio Designs East Grinstead West Sussex 
eastgrinstead@audiodesigns.co.uk

Audio Projects Leeds West Yorks
sales@audio-projects.co.uk

Audio T Brentwood Essex
brentwood@audio-t.co.uk

Audio T Cheltenham Gloucestershire 
cheltenham@audio-t.co.uk

Audio T Worcester Worcestershire
worcester@audio-t.co.uk

Billy Vee Sound Systems Lewisham London SE13 
sales@billyvee.co.uk

Harrow Audio Harrow London HAl 
sales@harrowaudio.com

Hi-Fi Corner Edinburgh Lothian
rosestsales@hificorner.co.uk

Martins Hi-Fi - Norwich Norfolk
ian@martinshifi.co.uk

Moorgate Acoustics Sheffield South Yorks 
sales@moorgateacoustics.co.uk

Robert Ritchie Hi-Fi Montrose Angus
robertritchie2004@hotmail.com

Sevenoaks Sound & Vision Brighton
Brighton-Hove East Sussex 
brighton@ssav.com

Sevenoaks Sound & Vision Chelsea
Chelsea London SWlO 
chelsea@ssav.com

Sevenoaks Sound & Vision Holborn
Holborn London WCl
ho1born@ssav.com

Swiss Cottage Sound & Vision
Swiss Cottage London NW3 
info@scsav.co.uk

The Sound Gallery
High Wycombe Buckinghamshire 
thesoundgallery@btconnect.com

Zinc HT Borehamwood Herts 
chai@zinc-ht.com

SPENCCR

Eiky fan one•••

I was very pleased to see the 
Opinion column on the Acoustic 
Precision Eikos (HFC337).

Like Jason Kennedy, I had this 
in my main system and have 
since moved it to my second 
system. It has performed 
perfectly for over 13 years, while 
about six or seven years ago Tom 
Evans did the external power 
upgrade for me.

What is truly extraordinary 
about this player is that I cannot 
find anything to touch it as a 
replacement. I have had around 
half a dozen players up to £5kon 
A-B comparison and the blindfold 
test I have applied to myself 
always throws up the same 
result - that the Eikos remains 
effortlessly musical, breathing 
life into music that surpasses 
anything from the current crop of 
more expensive players.

Not only is the product an icon, 
I just do not know where I will find 
anything to exceed this decade- 
old performance at a comparative 
price. If you have any ideas or 
contacts who could assist, kindly 
let me know.
Nigel Goodall. via email

.•.two...
I read with interest the recent 
article by Jason Kennedy 
regarding his experience with the 
Acoustic Precision 'Eikos'. Like 
Jason, I have found the Eikos to 
be an immensely enjoyable and 
an exciting listen.

I ncidentally, the squash ball 
feet on my machine collapsed 
after a few years giving the Eikos 
a list that was only cured by 
positioning a set of large Oak 
Cone Feet (supplied by Russ 
Andrews) under the platform 
base. This put things back on 
an even keel and, if anything, 
focussed things even more 
- revealing the old, familiar, 
detailed and dynamic sound.

I was intrigued by the revelation 
that of the 400 Eikos players 
manufactured, a small quantity 
have been further modified by 
the inclusion of a substantial 
power supply and with a separate 
Lithos 6 regulator.

Please tell me more, together 
with details of how and where 
this can be undertaken, as well as 
cost estimates for such work.
David Hopkin, via email

•••and three
Imagine my (pleasant) surprise to 
see an Eikos get a mention in the 
October issue. I turned to page 
27 and could hardly believe my 
eyes! Why? Because I have just 
bought a new Eikos. Yes, in 2010!

At the heart of my system is a 
DEQX and Tom (Evans) has had 
it down in his workshop on a 
couple of occasions to replace 
the stock power supply with his 
Lithos 6 and 7 magic. During it's 
second visit, I was discussing 
with Tom the best dedicated 
transport, to feed the DEQX and 
to replace my ML390s, which 
had been used in transport-only 
mode since I installed the DEQX.

I had borrowed some very 
expensive transports from my 
local high-end dealer, but was 
not very impressed. Tom laughed 
and said that he would make me 
one that would be "the best''. 
I asked him what it would be 
based on and he said that he had 
one new Eikos that had never 
been finished. His plan was 
to convert it to be a dedicated 
transport only, fed by his latest 
Pulse 2 external power supplies 
and fitted with my personal 
choice of AES/EBU digital-out 
to feed the DEQX. We agreed 
and a few weeks later I became 
the proud owner of a brand new 
Eikos (special edition). To say 
that the sound is absolutely 
fabulous is an understatement.

The Acoustic Precision Eikos - still 
delighting our readers as well as HFC's 
Jason Kennedy

The German transport did not 
even come close.

From a very happy and 
contented Tom Evans' customer.
Colin Gray, via email

HFC The Eikos certainly seems 
to retain a loyal following and 
the fact that three readers 
still have running units would 
suggest that plenty of the 
original 400 are still alive 
and well. With regards to any 
additional work being done on 
the Eikos, we would suggest 
contacting Tom Evans Audio 
directly (audiodesign.co.uk) 
although we do not know if 
they are in a position to modify 
existing units further.The internet killed the radio star?
I read Mike Booth's letter about 
using freeview for DAB and felt 
compelled to write in and ask- 
what's the point?

Sure Freeview can summon 
up a slightly higher bit rate and 
improve on DAB's frankly derisory 
broadcast quality, but it is still not 
as good (nowhere near in fact) 
as FM. It is increasingly being 
overtaken by internet 
radio services that can equal 
or better it on quality and destroy 
it on choice.

I am a classical music devotee 
and the internet has increased 
my choice from two stations to 
well over a hundred with at least 
ten of them, the broadcast equal 
of Radio 3 on DAB. All of this is via 
a Squeezebox Duet that is price
comparable with an ordinary 
standalone DAB radio. Ditch the

T 01323 843474 
^^w.spendora ud io .corn
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LEXERS SOUND AND VISION
AWARDS 2009

The Squeezebox Touch is not just 
a way of accessing your music, but 
potentially your next radio as well

LETTER OF THE MONTH
Spot the convert

DAB and get online!
A Kanagaratnam, via email

HFC Internet radio is coming 
on in leaps and bounds and the 
ease which it can be accessed 
is improving os well. We feel that 
DAB still has a place as many 
hi-fis are nowhere near an internet 
connection and the car is still a 
tricky place for an internet radio. 
Nonetheless, for choice alone it is 
worth experimenting.
Work -Ufe balance
There is very little I can do to make 
myself sound like anything other 
than a luddite when writing this, but 
please stick to reviews that don't 
always involve computers! I am not 
a technophobe - given I work in IT, 
but hi-fi has been my refuge from 
my work for over a decade now and 
the idea of dealing with some of the 
same problems I do at work when 
indulging in my pastime is a little too 
much to bear.

The turntable Blind-listening Group 
Test(HFC 338) was a welcome break 
from the computer audio world and I 
would welcome more of the same. 
David Bazan, via email

HFC As with so many things in 
life, we need to strike a balancing 
act between discussing technical 
changes in the industry, as well 
as indulging in a spot of vinyl 
appreciation. We are not going 
to stop writing about some of 
the technical developments in 
audio, but equally we are aware 
that many of our readers have 
far more interest in conventional 
hi-fi and we will keep featuring 
the best from these categories.
Michell's Gyrodec - forget streaming 
by doing some spinning

Spotlfy is certainly capturing the 
imagination of some of you

I READ your Insider article on 

Spotify (HFC336) with considerable 

interest. I've had little enthusiasm for 

computer audio until recently, as 

I could not understand why I was 

being asked to pay 90 per cent 

of the price of an album on physical 

media for a download that has no 

physical counterpart.

Spotify has been my route into 

computer audio because, the price 

(in my case accepting adverts for 

two months and then paying £10 for 

the premium service) is far more in 

keeping with what I believe the price 

of non- physical media should be.

I am firmly convinced that this 

pattern is the future of computer 

audio, because it plays to the 

strengths of the technology and 

offers superb value for money. 

Should the lossless service go live, I 

will be at the front of the queue.

TPlaner, via email

WIN A RUSS ANDREWS POWERMAX MAINS LEAD WORTH £45!
Letter of the Month winners 
will receive an impressive 
Russ Andrews PowerMax 
mains lead worth £45, 
so drop us a line now: 
hifichoice@futurenet.com

STEREO SPEAKERS

BEST STEREO SPEAKERS £1000+

5PENDORA6

AS
All round brilliance shines through 

Nothing prepared us for the precision 
and power of the ASs

What Hi-Fi

A6
Outstanding - true must hear hi-fi
What Hi-Fi
Quite exceptional - for those who 
want the truth Hi-Fi World
I love the A6s. They're
GRRRRREAT!
Hi-Fi +

A9
A NEW Spendor A-line loudspeaker 
Outstanding in every way

SPENDCR

T 01323 843474
^ww.s pendorau dio.com

^^w.hifichoice.co.uk
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The fact 8 in Tiger Ebony

"They do everything well.
Man, I Love these speakers

Highly Recommended"

THESE PMC’S ARE EXCEPTIONAL,
HIGHLY DESIRABLE IN EVERY WAY

April 2010

EDITOR'S CHOICE

A truly great design

sempre-audio.at

“More fl an mere hi-fi.

source equipment.

HIFI

ATL
TONEAudio

ULTIMATE LOUDSPEAKERS

T 0870 4441044

'Natural, dynamic with an 
exceptionally live sound 
and outstanding finish"

fact s feature precision controls that 

allow for fine adjustment of both high 

frequency and bass to create the perfect 

sound balance in every room and with all

The fact series is a groundbreaking range 

of loudspeakers that provides the pure 

unadulterated essence of a recording 

from a wholly elegant form.

PMC's ATL“ bass loading system 

provides vivid, ultra high definition 

sound with astonishingly rich deep 

accurate bass at all levels, defying 

the beautifully slim cabinet size.

WHAT HI FI?
SOUND AND VISION

To find out why you need the fact 
from your local fact dealer see 

www.fact-speakers.com

“Make no mistake, this speaker 
is the real deal: the fact 
that it looks so good is 

just a distraction!"
Issue 73

fact3
HAS ARRIVED

this was a musical 
performance, fact-8 

is a great loudspeaker'

“This is an excellent speaker 
with excellent imaging, 
good bass extension 

and beautifully styling"
Dec 2009

http://www.fact-speakers.com
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□ OUR AWARDS

RECOMMENDED:
The products we 
feel meet a certain 
high standard of 
performance

Listening
Subjective testing doesn't necessarily 
require the world's sharpest ears. 
What's more important is the 
experience to analyse the sound 
arriving from the hi-fi and this is where 
our subjective reviewers come in: 
they have been listening critically to 
audio equipment for aeons and have 
learned to identify the characteristics 
that make kit informative, involving or 
just plain dull.

EDITOR'S CHOICE: 
Awarded to those 
products that are 
judged to deliver 
reference-standard 
performance

GROUP TEST 
WINNER: 
Comparative tests 
can only have one 
true winner, and this 
badge says it all

FOR OVER THREE decades, Hi-Fi Choice 
has been trusted for its combination 
of subjective and technical review 
expertise. The crucial consideration 
for any audio component is how it 
sounds, but it is important to back this 
up with laboratory measurements for 
many reasons - everything from the 
wish to check basic performance to 
the possibility of uncovering peculiar 
behaviour under conditions, perhaps 
slightly different from those of the 
subjective tests.

characteristic in the sound. Brightness, 
for instance, may be a function of 
frequency response or distortion and 
this is where measurements come 
in. We analyse a range of parameters 
to see just where the correlation lies 
between sound and design. Our test 
equipment has been tried, tested and 
added to over the years and again our 
experience with it is unrivalled.Straightforward presentation 
We call on that experience to boil down 
the measurements to simple bar charts, 
which show at a glance how well a 
component behaves relative to others 
in its category. It's this combination 
of subjective and technical expertise 
that makes our reviews the most useful 
in the field.

Measurement
But even the most experienced listener, 
with a stack of familiar recordings heard 
in familiar surroundings, can't always 
know what is causing a particular

AT HI-FI CHOICE, we have access 
to some of the most advanced test 
equipment currently available on the 
market, including the Audio Precision 
APx585, which you'll find in the labs 
of many top hi-fi manufacturers. 
The 585 can be configured to test a 
variety of key hi-fi products, such as 
amplifiers, CD players/DACs and - 
with the help of a specially-calibrated 
microphone - loudspeakers.

In conjunction with some 
conventional lab equipment at 
our disposal, the 585 will also be 
used to test analogue playback 
equipment including phono stages 
and turntables. These objective 
measurements - which conform 
to recognised industry standards 
- are designed to complement 
subjective evaluations such as the 
listening panels organised by our 
internationally respected reviewers.

The standard of our test facilities 
is unrivalled in the UK press. Quite 
simply, no other magazine offers this 
level of cutting-edge testing, making 
the verdicts in Hi-Fi Choice the only 
ones you can really trust.

STATE-OF-THE- 
ART HI-FI TECH
HFCs test equipment is the 
most advanced kit available

Hi-fi reviews
No other magazine offers a more reliable standard of hi-fi testing.
Technical Consultant Richard Black explains...

"crucial consideration 
for any audio 
component is how 
it sounds, but it is 
important to back this 
up with laboratory 
measurements...,’

How we testHi-Fi Choice employs the most rigorous test and measurement regime in the business and here we explain why our definitive verdicts count

EXPERT TESTING

http://www.hifichoice.co.uk


DEV1EIA/C LEEMA STREAM Ill & PULSE IllREVIEWS CD PLAYER AND INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER £t,49&(EACH)

0

Battle of ”
BritainBritish-made, upgradable and full of proprietary technology Jason Kennedy looks at how Leema is moving in on rivals Cyrus, Nairn and Arcam

t's been over two years since Leema Acoustics introduced its entry level Stream CD player andPulse amplifier, so it's not surprising that such a technologically savvy company would consider the time right for a revision.What was unexpected is the degree to which they have changed in appearance. Not only do they come in a range of colours, but the Stream CD player now has a slot in place of a drawer, digital in and 

outputs (including USB) and a brand new DAC.The Pulse amp has sprouted an array of digital inputs and an MM/ MC phono stage alongside its analogue inputs and is ready for virtually any source you'd care to throw at it. And in true Leema style, both components can be run as one using its LIPS comrns bus. The controls have changed, too, instead of regular keys we now have the Navimech, a long name for a circle of five buttons. But why has Leema to a III suffix?

□ DETAILS
PRODUCT: 
Leema Stream Ill 
and Leema Pulse Ill
ORIGIN: UK
■^E: CD player and 
integrated amplifier

Stream Ill 9kg 
Pulse Ill llkg
DIMENSIONS: 
(WxHxD) Stream Ill 
90x435x330mm 
Pulse Ill 
90x435x375mm 
1^^ :̂
• (Stream Ill) 
DAC: 4x 24/192
• USB: 16/48 
•(Pulse Ill) 
MM/MC phono stage
• Minijack 
headphone output
• Output: BO watts 
(8ohms), 150 watts 
(4ohms)

DISTRIBUTOR: 
Leema Acoustics
taEPHONE: 
01938811900
WEBSITE:
leema-acoustics.com

Slots a funApparently there was a Stream II in between this model and the original, so logically this should be Stream III and Pulse II but that makes for confusing marketing, so they are now both III. So what's changed apart from the casework? Well the slot will give you a clue that the disc drive is new and has a new servo to match, this being controlled by custom firmware. It feeds Leema's new Quad DAC which comprises a Wolfson receiver designed to minimise jitter and the company's favoured Crystal CS434x converters.Leema's Mai Nicholls is particularly pleased with this DAC, because its de-jittering skills are applied to all the digital inputs. He reckons that this factor brings the quality available from optical connections in line with those from coaxial ones which are traditionally the best-sounding.The minimalist button array on the player's Navimech is not the most conventional, nor the easiest to use because there are none of the usual symbols to denote functions due to each button being multipurpose.
30 M Cholcece AWARDS 2010 w^w.hifichoice.co.uk
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The supplied remote also eschews symbols, b u t is easier to read.The array of digital connections on the back of the Sram player includes three S/PDIF outputs and one input in coaxial form. It also has a USB output which is something of a rare beast. It's included so that you can make high-quality rips from CD to a PC. Leema recommends Audacity software for this purpose.The Pulse amp also incorporates a DAC, but the USB connection here is the more conventional bi-directional variety that accepts signals from a computer. According to Mai this is not the usual and fashionable asynchronous variety of USB, but the Wolfson receiver does brings jitter down to levels associated with conventional digital connections. It's only limitation is that the BurrBrown USB receiver only offers a sample rate up to 48kHz.The Pulse III amplifier also has a revised power supply which is said to offer improved transient current capability. It's still specified as 80 watts (into eight ohms) and nearly double that into four, which is a

"This pairing lets 
the music transport 
you and makes for 
highly engaging home 
entertainment."healthy rating and about par for the price. What is above par is the range of inputs on offer - not only are there the four digital inputs, but there are five analogue inputs as well. Of these, AV direct is a unity gain input for an external AV processor and aux/MP3 is an either/or shared input between the front and rear sockets which effectively gives you a sixth input. The phono stage, which accepts both MM and MC cartridges, has benefited from refinements trickled down from Leema's Element phono stage.Finally, there are the previously mentioned comms link LIPS connectors, which allows one component to control others in the system. This system allows the Stream to control volume, input selection and on/off in the Pulse.

For example, if you are using another input, say tuner, and want to play a CD, simply pressing play will select the CD input on Pulse, set the volume to the default minimum and place the player in play. If you then select another input, the CD will stop automatically. LIPS naturally gets more useful the more Leema components you use.
Cool caseworkThe paint finish was chosen to keep costs down but it makes for a very smart-looking chassis, the sculpted lines and coherence of the controls bringing the two units into strong aesthetic union. The tiny display is not the easiest to interpret, however, because Leema has had to use some unusual abbreviations to fit certain messages in, but the every day ones are pretty clear.What's less useful is that the Stream display will only show elapsed track time and not track number whilst in play. On a long disc especially the latter would be more useful and we're surprised that there isn't the option to display it.

HOW IT 
COMPARES

TOlS PRICE POINT 
is approximately 
where you start to 
find range-topping 
European-made 
integrated amps.

Arcam'sA38 
has always been 
particularly strong 
here and we would 
expect it to give 
the Pulse Ill a run 
for its money in 
terms of power and 
transparency.

Naim's NaitXS 
is now £1,425 and 
while it doesn't offer 
the range of inputs 
found on the Pulse 
Ill it could have the 
upper hand when it 
comes to pace and 
musical honesty.

The Stream lll's 
adversaries include 
Creek's extremely 
musical Destiny, 
which has very 
little character of its 
own and the highly 
detailed Shanling 
CD-TlOOOSE.
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DEWIElAfC LEEMA STREAM Ill & PULSE IllREVIEWS CD PLAYER AND INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER £1,496(EACH)

Q&A... CONNECTIONS

WE SPOKE TO LEEMA'S TECHNICAL 
DIRECTOR MALLORY NICHOLLS 
ABOUT THE STREAM AND PULSE Ill

HFC: How does the new Quad DAC 
differ from the DACIn the original 
Stream and what makes It better?

MN: We used eight chips with sixteen 
individual DACs as opposed to four. It 

comes down to the law of diminishing 

returns. In order to combine those 

DACs we have to go through a mixer 

stage and we reasoned that if we could 

do away with this stage, we could have 

the advantages of the multi-DAC by 

using the theoretical ideal number 

ofDACs still generating a balanced 

signal, but coming straight from the 

DACs into the unbalancing filters - so 

we lose a whole stage of analogue 

electronics in between.

We combine outputs in the digital 

filterwhich has been optimised for 

improved transient response. It's 

basically a much shorter signal path, 

but we still have the inaccuracy rejecting 

advantage of the balanced DACs.

Are you able to achieve the some 
sound quality with o slot-loader as 
you did with the troy-loader?
The optical unit is the same as in the 

Antila II and more importantly, we're 

using a completely new servo that we 

have been jointlv been developing 

with an Austrian company. This has 

reduced jitter by half compared to 

the previous Philips drive and this is 

combined with the Wolfson digital 

receiverwhich is also very low in 

j'itter. This gives us a worst-case jitter 

measurement of 130 picoseconds, 
which is around a half to a third of what 

the previous Antila achieved.

How would you recommend these 
two components be connected, by 
analogue or digital cables?
Absolutely in the analogue domain, 

because the DAC in the player is superior.

Both units ore controlled by on 
ARM 32-bit microprocessor. Con 
you tell us more about it?
It's a high-power processor. Previous 

products used an eight-bit PIC, which 

is a fairly ordinary processor and we 

needed more power for the new servo 

and so forth, so we used a much 

racier processor.

^0 Analogueoutput

©More digitalinputs on 
theamplifier

ODigitalrnputs 
including USB ©Dedicated Leema LIPS 

controlinterface

OAnalogue inputs 
and outputs

The sheer array of inputs in both 
number and type is spectacular and 
should keep the most technophilic 
enthusiast happy for years to come.

Two-way street
The presence of the same DAC in 
both components means that you can 
compare the analogue with the 
digital input from the Stream via the 
Pulse and this was duly tried. Once 
we had got used to the way the amp 
drops volume when changing inputs 
(a rather irritating 'safety' feature) it 
became apparent that the two 
approaches are very close, but that a 
digital connection made with a good 
quality Chord Signature cable has the 
upper hand when it comes to fine 
detail and bass power. In theory, the 
analogue connection should be better 
as the CD player has the better DAC, 
so cabling could be the key here. 
Both routes deliver a superbly timed

TECH LABS

RESULTS AT A GLANCE: STREAM Ill CD PLAYER
Excellent

Above 
average 
Average

Below 
average

Poor
OUTPUT LEVEL 
2.375Vrms (L);
2.374Vrms (R) 
Left and right 
channels are 
close.We 
measured a 0.001 
Vrms difference

THD+N:
0.02%^20dBFS;
2.06%-60dBFS. 
These are good 
figures and what 
you’d expect for 
standardRed 

Book CD playback

FREQUENCY 
RESPONSE: 
20Hz-20kHz 
+/-0.2dB.
The Stream Ill 
has a steady 
roll-off 
above2kHz

CROSSTALK:
20kHz (LtoR): 
-93dB; (RtoL) 
-93dB. Channel 

separation Is what 
we’d expect from 
a CD player at 
this price

DYNAMIC 
RANGE:
96.0dB.This Is 
a well-engineered 
machine that 
precisely 
matches the 
CD standard

OlnternalMM/MC 
phonostage

OMatchingLIPSsocketfor ^0 H!gh:quality 
the amplifier binding posts

and precisely focused sound that can 
easily distract from the important 
business of reviewing.

The Stream is a very engaging 
player, its ergonomics may not be 
that fabulous, but such foibles are 
soon forgotten once it has a good 
disc in its slot. It produces palpable 
depth and body in the context of an 
open, transparent presentation that 
makes the most of fine recordings. 
Josephine Cronholme’s Your Wild 
Garden is one such piece and the 
way that her crystalline voice is 
placed solidly between the speakers 
is entrancing. The player is precise 
without being edgy,, in fact it's 
relaxed and natural-sounding and 
while it doesn't have the dynamic 
thrills of our more expensive reference 
its refinement is unusually high.

The Pulse has a little more character, 
inasmuch as its presentation is 
slightly restrained and a little over-
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LEEMA STREAM Ill & PULSE Ill DEWIElAfC
CD PLAYER AND INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER £1,496(EACH) REVIEWS

HIDDEN TECH

^0 Patch cables to front panel controls ^0 'lnhaler'CDtransport ^0 Toroidalpowersupply ODAC board for both internal CDs and 
digitalinputs

^0 Output caps ^0 Digitalinputboard ^0 Substantialinternal heatsink O Power supply with separate output 
taps

smoothed compared to dearer alternatives. This gives imaging more focus than usual, but also holds back the full scale of the recording's acoustic. On the flipside it means that less refined discs sound just that little bit cleaner, which can be a bonus if your musical tastes are catholic.There's plenty of detail, too, it's presented in a coherent and timely fashion so that the music comes first, but if you want to listen into the mix there's plenty to find.In order to get an idea of how well Leema has executed the USB input, we hooked up a laptop using both USB and TOSLINK optical cables and persuaded the PC to swap between the two. The difference was negligible, whereas the last time we tried this the result was night and day in favour of the TOSLINK connection.The phono stage was also put 
through its paces with a low-output

moving coil cartridge. The gain had to be turned up pretty high, but it delivers a fine, low noise result, nonetheless.We had the opportunity to listen to the Stream in a completely different system and indulged in some of the more challenging selections from Frank Zappa's back catalogue. This further enhanced the impression of musicality that the player gave with its partnering amp, by delivering a well-articulated, invigorating and musically engaging version of events.
Polished performersThis pairing looks good, is clearly well made and offers great flexibility in terms of integration with other sources of both hi-fi and computer persuasions. But most importantly it lets the music transport you. Its timing skills, in particular, are very strong and this combined with a

TECH LABS

RESULTS AT A GLANCE: PULSE Ill INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
Excellent -

Above average 
Average

Below average
Poor

WEASKEDMAL 
Nicholls what 
speakers he 
recommends with 
the Steam and Pulse. 
He suggested either 
Leema'sXone or 
Xeta, opting for the 
latter model as 
top preference.

This new £1,995 
floorstander is a 
two-and-a-halfway 
design with two four- 
inch bass units and 
a pair of midrange 
drivers in the same 
diameter. High 
frequencies are taken 
care of by a one-inch 
silk dome.

Xeta is effectively a 
biggerXone and has 
a separate cabinet 
for the mid and treble 
drivers in order to 
isolate them from the 
excitations produced 
by the bass system.

Mai prefers Chord 
Co. cables and at 
this price level he 
finds that Anthem 
interconnect and 
Odysseyspeaker 
cable fit the bill 
very well.

polished presentation makes for highly engaging home entertainment.Of the pair the Stream III seems slightly the stronger, but they work extremely well together and this, combined with their range of inputs, helps them raise the bar in this sector. •
Hi-Fi Choice
OUR VERDICT STREAM 111
SOUND QUALITY 
★ ★★★★

VALUE FOR MONEY 
★ ★★★★

BUILD QUALITY 
★ ★★★

SPECIFICATIONS
★ ★★★★

LIKE: Strongon timing and 
transparency with a good 
range of in and outputs 
DISLIKE: No track on 
display while in play and 
the use oftext ratherthan 
symbols is a pain
WE SAY: This isa superb CD 
player, it clearly improves on 
its predecessor

OVERALL

★★★★★
Hi-Fi eholce
OUR VERDICT PULSE Ill

From 20Hz20kHz, 
thereisa+/-0.15dB. 
The Pulse has 
a flat frequency 
response across 
the board

70winto8ohms. 
lOOw into 4 ohms. 
We found that this 
unit did not match 
Leema’s listed 
power figures

^SIGNAL-10- 
^NOISE
(20Hz-20kHz).
90dBboth 
channels was 
below Leema’s 
listedspec 
of-102dB

1HDAT10W: 
0.007%which 
is a good figure. 
Internal noise was 
marginal andthe 
listenershould not 
hear background 
distortion

^OUlPUT

0.05 ohms. This 
is a good figure. 
The Pulse will 
not have pairing 
issues with 
mostspeakers

SOUND QUALITY 
★ ★★★

VALUE FOR MONEY
★ ★★★★

BUILD QUALITY
★ ★★★

SPECIFICATIONS
★ ★★★★

LIKE: Clean, smooth sound 
and unusuatlywide array 
of inputs
DISLIKE: Sound might be 
a little bit too smooth for 
some and tendency to drop 
volume is irksome
WE SAY: A remarkably 
refined amp and capable 
forthe money

^fuw.hifichoice.co.uk
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TURNTABLEGeaatB REVIEWS

Rega style 
for less
Rega has revised its entry-level record player, 
adding a new tonearm and platter material.Jason 
Kennedy asks if the brand still 'owns' the sectorega, once the king of the affordable turntable sector has just reasserted its position in the marketa brand-new enoy-level model, theRPl. This new turntable replaces the rather dowdy PI and sports not only a new platter material, but a totally new tonearm to boot, an arm we aretold that hints at changes to come across the entire range.
New mouldThe platter is now moulded in phenolic resin which was once known as Bakelite; one of the first plastics to be used in manufacturing and usually associated with radios from the forties and fifties. Rega chose it not for its aesthetics, but because it's one of the hardest and stiffest of all plastic materials. It can also be precisely moulded and remains stable over long periods.The RBlOl tonearm replaces the RBlOO of the Pl but looks very similar.It is, however, significantly lighter according to Rega, which, all things being equal, suggests a more stable platform for the cartridge.Its one-piece construction, from headshell to counterweight stub, should also ensure minimal resonance, too. It comes with an Ortofon OMSe moving magnet cartridge already fitted and aligned, 

so that all you have to do to get the player up and running is push the counterweight as close to the bearing as it will go and set anti-skate. Which is about as straightforward as set up gets.
Plinth charmingThe plinth of the RPl is painted MDF and is available in three colours: black, silver and white. It supports the arm and main bearing which has a sub-platter that takes the belt drive and the motor. The latter is not decoupled in any way from the plinth, which means it has to run very smoothly if vibration is to be kept at bay.The deckle sits on three fixed rubber feet and a good-quality clear lid is supplied to keep dust out. Although you are encouraged to close it during use, we found that the sound improved with it fully removed.
Fingerliftin' goodWhile the fingerlift isn't quite as curvy on the RBlOl as the classic RB300/301, it's almost as nice to use and makes for easy cueing with or without the arm-lift.Once the OMSe is settled in the groove you can hear Rega's trademark musicality straight away. Bandwidth is limited at both

□ DETAILS
PRODUCT: 
Rega RP1 
ORIGIN:UK
TYPE:
Turntable, arm 
and cartridge 
WEIGHT:4kg 
DIMENSIONS: (WxHxD) 
120x440x355mm (inclid)FEATURES^:
• Speeds: 33/45 
manual
• RB101 tonearm
• Ortofon OM5e MM 
cartridge
• Finishes: cool grey, 
titanium, white 
DISTRIBUTOR: 
Rega Research
TELEPHONE: 
01702 333071
WEBSITE: 
rega.co.uk

extremes - most obviously at the top - but the midband takes you straight to the heart of the matter.Regas have always put the music before the sound and while this might not be to all tastes it's the key to their enduring appeal. The RPl could have a bit more sparkle and better image focus, but it draws you into the performance with ease, whether it's Tom Waits or Brendel playing Beethoven you can forget the sound and escape into the music.
It's a crackerRega's music-first approach takes a bit of grasping and those coming to vinyl for the first time might find the lack of serious bass and refined highs a little surprising. But give it more time and its tune-playing skills win through. The enoy-level cartridge does a decent enough job, but the quality of arm warrants an upgrade in this area and this will give the sound better dynamics and make it less fussy about vinyl - old pressings can show their age as it currently stands.We think the RPl is a great turntable and one that will force the competition to up its game. This is, of course, excellent news for vinyllovers and all hi-fi aficionados. •

Hi-Fi Choice
OUR VERDICTSOUND QUALITY
★★★★★VALUE FOR MONEY
X X X XXBUILD QUALITY
★★★★FEATURES 
★ ★★

LIKE:Top engineering 
and easy to set up

DISLIKE: Needs decent 
isolation for best results 
and can't repress pops 
and clicks all that well

WESAY:TheRPl 
deserves a better 
cartridge and the arm 
could easily support oneOVERALL
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□ DETAILS

PRODUCT:
Meridian Signature 
Reference 808.3
ORIGIN: UK
TYPE: CD player and 
preamplifier
WEIGHT:
14kg

Push ins 
thelimlt
Jason Kennedy looks at Meridian's £10,000 top-of- the range CD player and asks if we are approaching the performance limits of Red Book CD

eridian has been at the forefront of CD player technology since 1984 and the 808.3 is its flagshipdisc spinner, so no digital stone has been left unturned in the quest to make its third incarnation the ultimate.As early pioneers in technology to reduce the 'ringing effect' of conventional digital filters, the 808.3 makes use of the latest apodising filters (see Talking Point) 

and resolution enhancement DSP technology.Equally significant for Meridian devotees is the 808.3's ability to operate as a bridge or front end for a Sooloos digital media system and to send a digital signal to a pair of Meridian active DSP loudspeakers. The finishing touch is that this is not just a CD player, it's also a preamplifier with digital and 

DIMENSIONS: 
(WxHxD) 
480x175x411mm
^WRES:
• Analogue inputs: 6 
RCA phono
• Digital inputs: 3x 
coax, 2xToslink, 
Speakerlink
• Meridian Sooloos 
RJ45 connectivity

• Analogue outputs: 
XLR, RCA phono
• Digital outputs: 
coax, 2x RJ45 
balanced
DISTRIBUTOR:
Meridian

TELEPHONE:
01480445678
WEBSITE: 
meridian-audio.cornanalogue inputs.

Cutting edgeThe 808.3 looks pretty much like its predecessor, so we asked Meridian's Bob Stuart what had changed since the 808.2. He said that having developed the apodising filter - one that's designed to eliminate pre-ringing in both the digital signal being read off the disc and the ringing produced by filters in the original recording - the software was totally revised in the original 808.For the 808.3, Meridian has revised all the hardware that runs that software. So the DSP (digital signal processor) remains the same, but the analogue and digital outputs are new and the reference oscillators or clocks have been totally redesigned.This player still uses a three-stage FIFO clock circuit, but it's a totally new one. Even the transport has been changed to a CD-ROM drive made specifically for Meridian by TEAC, so although an upgrade will be available to take 808.2 players to 808.3 status, it will be a relatively expensive one.
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O Analogue inputs

The other significant change is that unlike the earlier version, the new player has a Sooloos board installed as standard, making this machine the highest-resolution playback device available for Meridian's media player. The Sooloos card will play files at up to 24-bit/96kHz, but more importantly, it means that it's possible to compare CD and streamed files on a level playing field, which makes it pretty well unique.Having spent a lot of time with high-resolution audio developing MLP for DVD-Audio, Meridian has been working on ways to get a hi-res result from CD because of its massive depth of catalogue - after all, no other 'decent' format comes close. For this purpose the 808.3's transport employs a multiple pass ROM drive, in order to recover as much data as it can and uses the aforementioned triple-stage clock circuit to bring jitter levels down to vanishing levels. It then upsamples CD's 44.lkHz to 176.4 and uses its apodising filter to remove any pre-echo or ring with minimum phase. To say that this player is a technical tour-de-force is an understatement, it is bleeding-edge, state-of-the-art.In terms of the user interface, it's not entirely conventional, either. There is, for instance, no 'on' button. Instead you need to select play or eject from the front panel or choose your source from the enormous,

Q Digitalinputs OSystemcontrol 
connections

MERIDIAN 808.3 SIGNATURE REFERENCE DEVIClAfC 
CD PLAYER £10,000 REVIEWS

TALKING 
POINT

APODISING is a 
process that's 
designed to 
eliminate ringing 
in conventional 
brickwall digital 
filters. This type of 
filter is ubiquitous 
in the digital 
audio world, but 
it's abrupt nature 
introduces pre 
and post echoes 
or ringing on 
every musical 
transient. This is 
not something that 
occurs in nature or 
analogue recordings 
and is a factor in 
the edgy sound of 
early players and 
recordings.

Meridian and 
Peter Craven 
developed the 
apodising filter and 
this is incorporated 
into the 808.3, 
which has a high- 
powered central 
processor in order to 
deliver the requisite 
DSP. The actual 
digital-to-analogue 
converter that 
follows the filter is a 
multibit delta-sigma 
type rather than the 
more popular one- 
bit varieties found 
in the majority of 
contemporary 
CD players.

"In some ways, the 
808.3 is a player for 
the intellect, more 
than the emotions."button-festooned, desk-top style remote. Given the level of technology it controls, a touchscreen handset would seem more appropriate. You can, however, change the legends by changing the buttons on the handset. You can also operate the preamp from the unit itself by opening a flap above the control keys. The back panel is quite involved too, with unconventionally arrayed analogue inputs lacking even the usual red and white channel indicators.
First classThe 808.3 is not built in the usual high-end style, there are no elaborately machined slabs of aluminium nor dangerously spiked feet, construction is more akin to the interior of a plush car.There are three standard finishes, plus a range of Meridian Select colours. This sets the player apart from the crowd, although due to its size we couldn't fit it into the slots on our rack, so it had to sit on top. But build is clearly first class and flexibility in a different league to most - you'd have to look to Naim's HDX or the Resolution Audio Cantata

O Outputs toMeridian 
activespeakers O Balanced and unbalanced 

analogue outputs
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nCWIElA/C MERIDIAN 808.3 SIGNATURE REFERENCEREVIEWS CD PLAYER £10,000

The supplied desktop-style remote control 
befits a £10,000 machine

to come close. But that flexibility is a 
good deal more useful in a full 
Meridian system than elsewhere; 
few others make active speakers 
with a digital input for instance.

While it is fully equipped for 
custom install and the Meridian 
Sooloos media player, it doesn't have 
anything as basic as a USB input, so 
you are stuck with relatively 
expensive routes on the streaming 
front. That said, this is not a budget 
product. It is designed to work in 
high-end systems be they of the 
same make or otherwise. In the latter 
case, the onboard preamplifier is 
very useful, with its six analogue and 
five digital inputs it is better equipped 
than many standalone preamps.

It's slew of Meridian-specific 
features makes it hard to put a value 
on in terms of features and build per 
pound, but you are undoubtedly 
getting top-notch technology for 
your money and a system that is as 
future-proofed as they come.

Unmasked
Once warmed up, the 808.3 bathes 
you in detail whatever the disc and 
the better the recording, the richer 
the soundstage becomes. Keith 
Jarrett's Jusnune is a simple piano 

»

and double bass recording, but the 
sound it reveals is almost orchestral 
when the full harmonic structure of 
each instrument is exposed.

It is also great to be able to enjoy 
the subtleties of timing that the two 
musicians display so fully, this player 
is nothing if not great at revealing 
fine detail. This applies to spatial 
information too, you can hear all the 
phase shifts on Radiohead's In 

Rainbows, the degree of 
manipulation of which being far 
more extreme and dynamic than 
most players let you hear.

Swapping from the RCA phono 
to XLR balanced outputs gives you 
more power and even great image 
depth with no apparent trade-off so 
this is the way to hook up the player 
if you have the option.

The more we listened, the more 
we heard with this player, it's 
uncannily good at exposing the 
notes that other players can't reach 
- sounds that are usually masked by 
louder ones in the mix being 
particularly apparent. It also allows 
you to pick out individual 
instruments or voices and follow 
them alone or to listen to the music 
as a whole which is a very good sign. 
With Kraftwerk's Tour de France, the

GIVEN THAT 
MERIDIAN builds 
its components as 
part of a system 
approach, it makes 
sense to use 
this player with 
other Meridian 
components.

At its simplest, 
this could consist 
ofDSP5200 
loudspeakers. This 
is Meridian's most 
affordable active 
speaker (£6,750) 
and all you need to 
get them up and 
running is a pair of 
Speakerlink cables 
connected to the 
back panel of 
the 808.3.

But, as the player 
is the range-topper 
you'd be doing it a 
disservice by not 
using the mighty 
DSPBOOO (£30,000), 
two-box single tower 
active design that 
can accept a 24-bit 
digital signal and 
has 750 watts on tap 
to drive its six bass 
drivers, midrange 
and tweeter.

Given its rendering 
capabilities, it also 
makes sense to add 
one of Meridian's 
Sooloos Digital 
Media Systems, 
the new Control 
15 being the most 
affordable to date 
(£4,750). These 
media systems have 
a superb interface 
and with the 808.3's 
playback capabilities 
should give any 
format a run for 
its money.

BUILDING
A SYSTEM

vocal is etched into the air 
between the speakers, shaped 
and focussed to a degree that's 
not often encountered and this 
reveals a lot about the quality of 
recording in the first place.

What's perhaps even more 
impressive is the way this player 
deals with less spectacular 
recordings. Metallica's Black 

album is quite a nasty-sounding 
lump, but the 808.3 manages to 
distract you with some of the 
most formidable bass on record. 
It can't remove the excessive 
compression, but does highlight 
the way that the drums were 
recorded for maximum butt
kickage and sifts out the many 
layers of guitar overdubs used to 
create the 'thickener' effect that 
proved so influential.

Small minority
The above results were achieved 
in a system fronted by PMC fact 8 
speakers and powered by a Gamut 
D200 Mklll power amplifier using 
the 808.3's onboard preamp. Moving 
the player into another system with 
ATC active speakers proved less 
successful, because the Meridian 
didn't play to that system's skills of 
dynamics and timing, but it made 
the most open sound that this system 
has yet produced with CD. Which 
proves that however good a source 
is, it needs the right ancillaries to be 
able to strut its stuff

In some ways, the 808.3 is a player 
for the intellect more than the 
emotions, its sheer resolution can 
distract you from the tune, but it 
keeps you fascinated and allows you 
to enjoy the older and less sonically 
appealing albums in your collection.

If you want to hear precisely 
what's going on in a composition 
and enjoy an uncannily open 
soundstage then the Meridian 
808.3 is in a very small minority 
of top-notch players. •

[ TECH LABS 1 H if ¡Choice
RESULTS AT A GLANCE OUR VERDICT
Excellent

Above 
average 
Average

Below 
average

Poor

2.36Vrms (L);
2.37 Vrms (R). 
Precision 
engineering 
leads to closely 
matched left and 
right channels

WlHD+N:
(OdBFS): 0.004% 
(0.02%-20dBFS;
2.04%-60dBFS). 
Good figures 
and expected of 
a standard Red 
Book CD player

20Hz20kHz 
+/-0.3dB, which is 
an average figure. 
The 808.3rolls off 
at the frequency 
extremes

20kHz (Lto 
R) :-89d8; (R 
toL) -91dB. 
We measured 
mediocre channel 
separation from 
this Meridian

96.0dB- 
precisely 
matches the 
CD standard

SOUND QUALITY
***★'

VALUE FOR MONEY
★ ★★★

BUILD QUALITY
★ ★★★★

FEATURES 
txxxx

OVERALL

LIKE: Extraordinarily 
revealing and open player
DISLIKE: Notthe most 
emotionallytransporting 
machine with a rather 
unwieldy remote
WE SAY: It may not be 
very pretty but in the right 
system this is an astonishly 
revealing player
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How many CDs do you own but never play?

Store, browse and listen to your complete CD collection on the revolutionary Brennan

What's the point in owning hundreds of CDs worth thousands of 
pounds if you never listen to them? The problem with CDs is that it's 
quicker to make a cup of coffee than dip into a CD. Try timing how long 
i t takes to pick a CD, load it in the CD player, play a snippet from a track 
or two, eject it and put it back where it came from. Then there is the 
problem of finding music. The print on a CD spine is tiny. What if the 
track is on a compilation CD7 What if the CD is in the car7 Then there 
is the clutter. You need to keep your CDs near the player or you won't 
play them. So you are forced to share your living space with literally 
hundreds of cheap plastic boxes.

CDs are a great way to listen to music but they are also inconvenient, 
inaccessible and a bit of a chore.

The Brennan JB7 is a CD player with a hard disk that 
stores up to 5,000 CDs - and that's not all
11 saves space and clutter and delivers near immediate access to an 
entire music collection. JB7 owners rediscover then fall in love with 
their music again simply because the Brennan makes it so accessible.

The Brennan also records from vinyl and cassette so you can enjoy your 
entire music collection but keep the originals in another room or retire 
them to the attic.

Small enough to pick up with one hand yet big enough for a lifetime of 
music, the Brennan JB7 is one man's brilliant idea for everyone's 
forgotten music. Starting at just £359* it's only available direct from 
Brennan at www.brennan.co.uk.

Key features
► Browse albums by spinning the volume knob - push to play

► Display track names as they play

► Delete tracks you don't like

► Seven rainbow colour coded playlists

► Segue function blends one track into the next

► One touch record from vinyl, cassette or radio

► One button plays the entire music collection at random

"" Plays MP3 downloads - future proof

► Clock with alarm

BEST BUY

HtFICHOICE 
irn^e 

*

"" 60 Watt, 4.8 x 16 x 22 cm steel and aluminium construction 

"" Backup music to external USB hard disk for safe keeping

You can use it with your existing hi-fi or on its own

"I've suddenly re-discovered my love of music - it's amazing" 
"I feel like a teenager all over again - thank you Brennan"

Money back guarantee

The Brennan JB7 is 
available in Cobalt Blue 
or Titanium Metallic

I f you're not suitably impressed with your Brennan JB7 we'll coRteff&P 
free of charge and refund you in full.

The face behind Brennan
Martin is a physicist, computer engineer and 
silicon chip designer. He co-designed the 
world's first 64-bit games computer.
"/ always liked the promise of CDs. It wasn't so 
much the quality but the quick access to a given 

track. After vinyl and cassette that was a real 
plus. My first CD player was a five CD multi
changer. I liked the idea of quick access to more 
than one CD and music that didn't repeat after 
40 minutes. A few years ago I had a go at loading

Martin 
Brennan

rennan

my music onto a computer - but I never listened to 
it -1 needed something simpler, more immediate. 
In the end the computer got a virus and the music 
files were lost -1 still had the originals thankfully. 
The JB7 is really my personal ideal music player"

To get the whole story on the Brennan JB7 and order visit www.brennan.co.uk

http://www.brennan.co.uk
http://www.brennan.co.uk


FURUTGCH
Flux Cable Series

Powerflux-18UKSpeakerflux

Jumperflux-S Jumperflux-B Flux-50filter

Furutech a (Alpha) OCC Pure Transmission conductors terminated with 
beautifully-engineered high performance rhodium-plated connectors. The 
substantially-built extremely nonresonant connector bodies are finished in 
layered carbon fiber and nonmagnetic stainless steel providing improved 
mechanical damping for greater resolution, clarity, and powerful dynamics.

Refinement Has a New Nah 
Debuting Furutech’s Top-of-the-Line Fl^

Silver Arrows-12

Silver Arrows-12 (DIN.RCA)
1

Ag-12 Phono Cable

Lineflux (XLR) Lineflux (RCA)

& Ag-12 Phono Cable

The Silver Arrows Pure Silver Phono Cable achieves its remarkably quiet 
soundstage and elegant, nuanced sound with pure silver conductors, 
four layer shielding and external ground wire, even a specially engineered 
cable clamp to improve grip and avoid any distortion whatsoever.

"The award for best performance and highest build quality at the lowest price goes to the Furutech AG-12."
Michael Fremer, Stereophile July 2009 Vol.32 No.7

CF Series

" Elegant, lustrous, non-resonant carbon fiber and nonmagnetic stainless 
steel bodies plus leading-edge technology and materials for enthusiasts

FI-5O(R) Piezo Ceramic Series IEC Connectors
- Carefully chosen
| and tested "active" 

jsss! materials mechani- 
2O°’ cally and electrically 

damp Piezo connectors as 
they "interconvert" thermal, 
mechanical, and electrical

energy for the finest Furutech Pure Transmission signal 
imaginable.

seeking musical perfection."

Furutech Pure Transmission Technology, improving every element of signal transmission, from the AC to the speaker

Make a More Powerful Connection with Furutech! Sound Fowndations
25 New Road, Blackwater
Camberley, Surrey, GU17 9AY Great Britain
Tel : + 44(0) 1276 501 392
info@soundfowndations.co.uk

Furutech Co., Ltd. Tokyo Japan service@furutech.com www.furutech.com

mailto:info@soundfowndations.co.uk
mailto:service@furutech.com
http://www.furutech.com


pVT DAC box DEV/ICIAIC
USB DAC£14O REVIEWS

Perfect PC 
partner
Pro-Ject's £140 DAC Box is a no-brainerfor 
anyone playing music from a computer, says 
HFC'stechnical consultant Richard Black

long the way, Pro-Ject Audio has managed to get some quite impressive functions into smallspaces in its Box Audio series of components. A DAC - even a three-input one - is not quite such a shoehorn feat and, indeed, this is by no means the smallest on the market. It's stoutly made, with a steel sleeve over a steel tray which houses the electronics assemblies. The component count is low, with a DAC chip, an S/PDIF receiver and a USB receiver, plus a minimum of housekeeping parts and a handful of power supply components. Power is from the usual switch-mode wall-wart, though we note this supplies nine volts, suggesting that the dedicated tweaker could easily substitute a nine-volt battery, which might be an interesting experiment.
Limited noiseThe DAC chip is one we've seen before in Pro-Ject units. It's a handy choice because it can feed the output sockets directly, but it does limit output voltage and the DAC Box only produces one-volt full-scale output. That's only a problem in that you'll need your amp's volume control set a little higher than usual, conceivably 

leading to alarmingly loud noises when you switch to another source without adjusting volume. Not really a big deal. Possibly more worrying is the issue of limited noise performance from low-output devices. That doesn't seem to be a major issue here, though noise performance isn't quite state-of-the- art: however, there is a little modulation noise in evidence.Operation is perfectly straightforward, with the one button on the front cycling round the three inputs. USB operation is absolutely fine. As with most current DACs, it's limited to 
481kHz maximum sampling rate. Pro-Ject makes a point of this DAC being able to extract bitperfect audio from your computer if you install ASIO drivers, available from the Pro-Ject website. That's true, though it happens to be true for all USB DACs. But credit to the company for pointing it out. It's almost certainly the biggest performance upgrade you can make to a computer audio system for no money!
Energetic natureWe hooked this DAC up first of all to a laptop computer and played a few 

□ DETAILS

PRODUCT: 
Pro-Ject DAC Box 
ORIGIN: Austria/ 
Czech Republic 
TYPE: 
USBDAC 
WEIGHT: 680g 
DIMENSIONS: 
(WxHxD) 
103x36x103mm
FEATURES:
• Features: USB, 
electrical and optical 
inputs
• 96kHz sampling 
rate (electical and 
optical)
• 1Voutput level
• Texas Instruments 
DAC chip 
DISTRIBUTOR: 
Henley Designs 
TELEPHONE: 
01235 511166

WEBSITE: 
project-audio.corn

files (all uncompressed WAV naturally) through it. Not entirely surprisingly, given the technical similarity, we found its sound quite like that of the CD Box which we reviewed in HFC 338. That's not a bad thing at all, as the most obvious characteristic of both units is a lively, energetic nature which gets cheerfully involved with any kind of music.There's also plenty of detail around. We'd be lying if we said the DAC is ultra-precise (and it would be unfair to demand it at this price), but it does recover a lot of information from any recording. It's just that it doesn't always present that information in an orderly fashion compared with more upmarket DACs. Still, that seems like an acceptable compromise and we found ourselves easily falling for the unit's general enthusiasm.
Nice depthTonally, the upper reaches of the bass register seem a shade plummy, while the deepest bass Jacks a little insight. There's some decent kick and also tuning to it, though, so again the drawback is hardly noticeable.Midrange very slightly favours male over female voices, while treble is extended, if occasionally a touch dry. And imaging, as you've probably already guessed, is decent but not super-precise - it has a nice depth to it, though.
Fun-lovin'We probably wouldn't get too excited about using this DAC as an upgrade for any CD player of recent vintage. Hooked up to a computer-based source, though, it makes a good deal of sense in the best traditions of fun-lovin' budget audio and in that case the S/PDIF inputs could be handy now and then. All-in-all, another useful Box! •

SOUND QUALITY
★ ★★★

VALUE FOR MONEY
★ ★★★★

BUILD QUALITY
★ ★★★

FEATURES
★ ★★

Hi-Fi Choice
OUR VERDICT

LIKE: Energetic sound 
with sufficientinsightfor 
toeTappingenjoyment 

DISLIKE: Not the most 
detailed and bass can be 
a Ittlevague

WE SAY: Plenty ofaudio 
fun foravery attractive 
price-a great computer 
audio upgrade

OVERALL
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UNISON RESEARCH UNICO NUOVOINTEGRATED AMPLIFIER £1,660

Best of 
both worlds
A hybrid amp combining solid-state practicality 
and power from a single-ended thermionic valve 
preamp stage has Alvin Gold all aglowhe Unico Nuovo ('New' in Italian) is a second- generation integrated amplifier. For thosefamiliar with the breed, the Nuovo is based on the original Unico 80 hybrid that was introduced as far back as 2001. Despite its relative antiquity, the original amplifier had a timeless aesthetic quality that has hardly needed updating for the second decade of the millennium. It was a modern amplifier then, albeit one with classic qualities, and it remains so today.
Intriguing departureThe fundamentals of the Italian- made Nuovo haven't changed that much. It is still a hybrid design, with the preamp powered by thermionic valves, with a beefed-up MOSFET

power stage in charge of the output. But there are significant changes. The Nuovo continues to use a single triode stage for each channel, but the active devices have changed from an single triode ECC82/12AU7 to ECC83/AX7 twin- triode tubes. The higher gain tube, when carefully matched to the MOSFET power amp gain stage is claimed to improve performance and accentuate the valve-like qualities of the overall design. A new biasing circuit, derived from phono step-up design practice, uses something called ionic bias which is said to uncover 'finer tonic nuances'. The bias point is self-adjusting, which eliminates an important point where performance drift would otherwise occur.A further change is that the power amplifier MOSFET complement has

□ DETAILS

PRODUCT
Research Unico
Nuovo
ORIGIN: Italy
TYPE: Integrated 
amplifier hybrid 
valve
WEIGHT:
14.tkg
DMENSIONS:
(WxHxD)
434x89x432mm
f^mRES:
• Subwoofer output
• Bi-wire speaker 
terminals
• RF full system 
remote control
• Phono upgrade 
available
• Available in silver 
or black
DISTRIBUTOR
UKD
TELEPHONE:
01753 652669
WEBSITE:
unlsonresearch.com

been doubled (though headline power output is unchanged at 80 watts per channel), which combined with a change to the novel constant power supply design, offers an easier, more relaxed quality at elevated power levels and more dynamic headroom - claims which seem easily justifiable on test.The amplifier has five line inputs, including one tape circuit, though one of the line inputs can be converted for use as an MM/MC phono input (it's already identified as such, though it operates as a standard line output unless this extra cost option is implemented). Two pairs of loudspeaker terminals are also provided for bi-wiring.One intriguing departure from normality is, that in addition to the usual speaker output, there is a line output that tracks the volume control (unlike a standard tape output for example), which can be used to drive a subwoofer. This may not be standard practice in the high-fidelity realm, but it opens up the possibility of using relatively small, very high-quality, narrowbandwidth speakers, with one or even two subwoofers to broaden the reproduced bandwidth.
Valve tunerFrom the outside, there is more than a hint of Copland-style aesthetics here. There are the same elegant,
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simple lines, the same honed-down 
quality - there is nothing here that 
isn't required - and the same 
absolute focus on the fundamentals, 
with one minor exception. There are 
only two controls, volume and an 
input selector, each associated with a 
discreet LED which will warn you 
when the unit is powering-up, if the 
protection has been triggered, or if it 
is running. The back panel has 
similar restraint, as already described.

The fascia is a pleasing aluminium 
extrusion, with a non-reflective 
sandcast finish matching the controls 
and the mains power switch is

CONNECTIONS

"Its warmth appears 
to flow organically 
from inside the music, 
rather than externally."
situated on the right hand side - 
accessible, but not immediately 
obvious. The aluminium casework 
is solidly built and includes well- 
considered mechanical earthing, 
which eliminates microphony.

The only feature we weren't 
completely happy with is the 
supplied RC2 remote control. It's 

perfectly functional, however, and 
has the benefit of being a full-system 
remote, with enough buttons to 
operate one of the matching Unison 
Research CD players.

Impressively the carcass is hewn 
from a lump of wood, though the 
main control matrix is secured to 
the unit with two ugly crosshead 
screws. More to the point, the 
buttons are small and stiff and 
on the verge of being unyielding. 
In the grander scheme of things, 
this is no big deal, and it's certainly 
no deal-breaker, but it could have 
been done better.

O Dampedandwraparoundlid O Paired speaker outputs for bi-wiring ^0 Line inputs

THE INPUT valve 
stage has much of 
the simplicity of 
the original Unico 
80, but the new 
ECC83 parallel 
double triode is 
less compromised 
and offers greater 
refinement. The 
following 'level 
shifter and signal 
follower' allows 
direct coupling 
between the output 
and the second 
(solid-state) stage 
which operates 
around 0 volts. This 
topology places 
greater demands 
on circuit-operating 
points, for which 
the new biasing 
is continuously 
and automatically 
adjusted, with the 
result that the circuit 
is claimed to be less 
sensitive to voltage 
variation and power 
supply ripple.

The output is 
built around a 
symmetrical bipolar 
current mirror which 
acts as a driver 
for the output 
MOSFETs, which has 
a higher capacity 
than the original.

O Chassis ground for optional 
phono stage

^0 Well-isolatedfeet
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DEVI Cl A ZC unison research unico nuovoREVIEWS INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER £1,610

O Large internal heatsink ^Q Output capacitors O Very long input selector switch

Q ECC83 valves O Regulated torodial transformerUnder the hood, the Nuovo reveals itself as being unusually well made. The heatsink, for example, is shaped to nestle snugly around the large torroidal transformer, while the volume has a long control rod, so that altering the volume using the front panel adjusts the volume at the input, avoiding transporting the audio signal from the back of the amplifier to the front, and back again.
Natural flowMost of the test work for this review used the excellent Triangle Quartet floorstanding loudspeaker and a Denon DCD-SAl SACD player, which turned out to be completely compatible with the

TECH LABS

RESULTS AT A GLANCE
Excellent

Above 
average 

There isa+/- 
0.4dB change in 
response.
Not flat like 
solid-state amps

character of the amplifier.The best way to sum up the Unico Nuovo is that it does what it says on the tin. It has the qualities you'd expect of a valve amp, a hint of warmth and grace and a smoothness that is quite different from the sterility of a poor solid-state amplifier.What's really striking, however, is that it achieves this without going over the top. The warmth appears to flow organically from inside the music, rather than being laid on externally as though with a trowel. Imagery is expansive, but properly focussed and realistic in scale. It is the slight loss of focus and a residual inconsistency between the sound of valves and solid-state that renders most hybrid designs we've experienced
Average

Below 
average

Poor

^^^  ̂
100w(8 ohms) 
before clipping 
occurs. TheNuovo 
exceededits 8Sw 
power rating, but 
di^o^n^able

^SIGNAL-TO- 
r^NOISE ^W:
(20Hz-20kHz).
93dBforboth 
channels which is 
very goodfor an 
integratedwith 
vacuum tubes

THDATlOW: 
0.2%. Typical 
results for an 
integrated of this 
design, although a 
slight amount 
ofdistortionwill 
be noticeable

l^^^ANCE:
0.03 ohms. This 
figure implies that 
theNuovowillhave 
notroubledriving 
the majority 
of speakers

»
BUILDING
A SYSTEM

NICK GREEN, who 
represents the UK 
importer for Unison 
Research, suggested 
the matching Unison 
Research Unico COE, 
which costs around 
£2,000 to £2,400, 
depending on 
options (the highest 
price is for the dual
mono DAC version), 
or an older design; 
the more affordable 
CD Primo (£1,375), 
which lacks 
balanced operation.

For speakers, he 
considers the luxury 
two-way compact 
Mezza (£830) from 
the Opera Linea 
Classica series. If 
you're looking for a 
larger alternative, 
the Opera Seconda 
(£1,835) from the 
same series should 
work well. The five- 
tweeter Opera 
Callas (£2,880) 
will also fit the 
bill and offers 
an appropriately 
spacious sound.

Opera speakers 
come from the same 
factory as Unison 
Research and are 
used for voicing 
Unison Research 
amplifiers -and 
vice versa.

as ultimately unsatisfactory and this even applies to most valve/MOSFET hybrids - though MOSFETs are widely regarded as being more valvelike than other solid-state devices.At the same time, the Unico Nuovo is fast, assured and dynamic. It is clearly not the most powerful amplifier in its class, but it will hold its own with most 100-watt amplifiers and with mid-efficiency speakers - the Triangle is slightly more sensitive than most, but this was confirmed with other speakers. With the Mordaunt-Short Performance 6LE, for example, there's always enough power in hand and it is always delivered in a consistent way with no hint of strain.The Nuovo has a natural flow and it sounds fast and assured on test, ebbing and swelling with the music. Stereo imagery has real depth and in the lateral plane, the sound seems to stretch without break between opposite walls. Coincidentally the Triangle Quartet has an unusual ability to suggest height, which is probably attributable to the unusual dispersion of the tweeter housing, but whatever the cause, the result is a tactile and three-dimensional image.
ThoroughbredIf what you want from an amplifier is solid-state-like power delivery, leavened by the grace and polish of a good valve-based design, then Unison Research have got it on the button. The Nuovo offers an authentic taste of the high end at an attractive price, which is not completely out of step with the solid-state competition. Its sound is individual and more valvelike than transistor, but it has undeniable polish and verve.Above all, it is a thoroughbred, that makes unusually effective use of the two main technologies to make it sing. •
Hi Fi Choice
OUR VERDICT

LIKE: Fluid, organic sound 
quality, exceptional poise 
and imagery
DISLIKE: Remote control 
could be better
WESAY:Oneofthe 
few examples ofa truly 
successful marriage 
between tubes and 
solid-state

SOUND QUALITY 
★ ★★★it

VALUE FOR MONEY

★ ★★★
BUILD QUALITY 

★ ★★★>
FEATURES

OVERALL
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Truth

EDITOR'S 
CHOICE

From thirty years of adventure and innovation, a way to become more intimate with music.

Platinum PL200

‘This top quality speaker features a 

cunningly shaped enclosure dressed 

in top quality veneer. Exceptional 

mid and treble voicing gives an 

open and neutral character.’

Hi-Fi Choice - March 2010

Hand-built by a small team of specialists, our gloriously technical and arrestingly beautiful new Platinum PL200 speakers will give you a deeper emotional contact with every performance.

® MONITOR AUDIO 
X. design for sound

Please visit: monitoraudio.co.uk
Telephone: 0800 0352 032

HiFi
Choice

monitoraudio.co.uk


Naimon 
stream

□ DETAILS 
PRODUCT: Naim 
ORIGIN: UK 
TYPE: All-in-one 
streamer/player 
WEIGHT: 
5.6kg 
DIMENSIONS: 
(WxHxD)
370x240x500mm

Nairn has launched a new, streaming all-in-one 
system with a difference - there's no CD drive! 
But as Ed Selley discovers, it's music non-stop

onsidering that Nairn waited the best part of a decade before producing its first CD player, thespeed that the company has adopted hard drive and audio streaming products is impressive. In the last few years, we have been treated to the HDX hard drive server,the 'NaimNet' multiroom system and the Uniti all-in-one system with streaming capability.

The Uniti has now morphed into a complete range of products with the Uniti Serv,CD-ripping music server and the product tested here, the all-in-one streamer/player, the UnitiQute. Finally, Nairn has just announced the NDX streamer (see Audiophile p8).
Full functionalityThe UnitiQute is a half-width version of the full-size Uniti. As 

f^^RES:
• Able to stream 
music over network 
using UPnP protocol
• Digital, line and 
USB inputs, DAB/FM 
and internet radio
• 45w Internal 
amplifier 
DISTRIBUTOR: 
Naim

TELEPHONE: 
01722426600
WEBSITE: 
naim-audio.com

well as being able to stream files up to 24-bit/96kHz in size via Ethernet or wireless network, the UnitiQute also has a DAB/FM internal tuner, built-in 45-watt amp, digital inputs, internet radio access and a USB input with the ability to access both stored files on a USB stick or an iPodor iPhone directly.The one feature that has been removed in the move from full-width Uniti to UnitiQute is the CD drive. The UnitiQute is entirely dependent on music being elsewhere - be it on a network, via a digital input or over the airwaves, or the internet. The Nairn can then output any of these sources via the internal 45-watt amplifier, a pre out or via a digital output. This is also the first Nairn product we recall seeing that has no DIN connections on the rear panel.Lack of DIN plugs aside, there is little danger that the UnitiQute will be confused with any other companies' products. The casework of the unit is every bit as solid as the rest of the Nairn range and is
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NAIM UNITIQUTE
ALL-IN-ONE STREAMER/PLAYER £t,3&0

CONNECTIONS

REVIEWS

non-magnetic and non-resonant. The display is a reassuring green and the illuminated logo is retained as well.Other Nairn trademarks, such as the switchable chassis ground and lack of standby switch are present and correct. Indeed, besides a hard power switch on the rear panel, the UnitiQute has no buttons of any kind. All control is via the supplied remote or via the iPhone app (see boxout), so be sure to put the remote somewhere safe.The overall impression of the UnitiQute is, that despite being rather different in functionality to more classic Nairn offerings, it is still very much a Nairn product. This extends to the run-in period, which whilst brief by Nairn standards, is rather longer than might normally be expected of an all-in-one system.
Net-worksAs the Nairn is very dependent on networks and the web to show what it can do, it is good news to report that set up proved straightforward and is reasonably well explained in the manual. For review, the UnitiQute was asked to find material stored on a network attached storage (NAS) drive that was connected via Ethernet to a router. Later on, a laptop was set up as a UPnP server, much like the NAS and the UnitiQute was instructed to find content on it. In both cases, it was able to

TALKING 
POINT

THE UNITIQUTE 
makes use ofiPod's 
in two ways. The 
USB port on the 
front can connect 
directly to an iPod 
via the standard 
iPod charging or 
syncing cable. This 
has been previously 
seen on the full-size 
Uniti and the Nairn 
DAC and it remains 
very useful on the 
UnitiQute. The 
time taken to scan 
even high-capacity 
iPods is brief and 
it's then possible 
to look through 
and play albums, 
tracks or playlists 
via the display of the 
UnitiQute.

If you are an iPod 
Touch or iPhone
owner, you can 
also use your 
device to control 
the UnitiQute via 
the n-Stream app 
available to buy 
on the iTunes App 
store. This allows 
for full control of the 
UnitiQute and will 
show album art of 
the material playing 
once you have made 
your selection. It is 
extremely attractive 
and worked well 
on test.

locate music content quickly and effectively.Nairn recommends using the Ethernet connection on the rear panel for improved performance and stability and, if you have the wherewithal to do so, such a network should prove very resilient, in practice. We also used the wireless connection extensively and provided that the router being used is relatively robust and the network itself is not being asked to do several very complicated tasks at once, the results are broadly indistinguishable from the Ethernet socket.The functionality, build and ease of set up make the UnitiQute a strong proposition at the asking price, although as a relatively new type of product, it will prove a little
"The UnitiQute is 
well-specified and, 
most importantly, 
capable of a strong 
sonic performance."confusing to some (see Talking 
Point). The digital inputs, internal tuner and iPod support strengthen the appeal and make the unit capable of performing as the hub of a relatively complex system.Considerable effort seems to have gone into making the UnitiQute a

O Networkconnection O Wirelessaerialconnection

o Digitalinputs

O Digitaloutput

e Ethernet networking post ©Analogue inputs 
and outputs

straightforward device to operate. The menus for set up and track selection are logical and easy to follow and the remote is easy to understand and intuitive. The green display can become slightly hard to read at a distance when the smallest size text is being displayed, while the default time the display stays visible for is a little short, although easily adjusted.
Rock boxAfter a period running in, we installed the UnitiQute on a wired network and connected it to a pair of Mordaunt Short Mezzo l's. The initial and indeed lasting impression is the UnitiQute is still every inch a Nairn product. It is possessed of a very assured presentational style with superb timing and the characteristic Nairn bass 'grip' that has marked most of their products out for years.The overall presentation is fractionally forward of neutral, but this makes itself felt in a sense of excitement rather than any real harshness or stridency. The internal amplification has enough power to ►
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DCWICIAIC NAIM UNITIQUTEREVIEWS ALL-IN-ONE STREAMER/PLAYER £1,360

O Asynchronous USB software O Internalamplifier©Networking and streaming 
hardware

^0 Outputcapacitors ©Power supply with multiple output 
tapsdrive most pairs of speakers that one would expect to see used with this sort of system. Pushed very hard, the sound will start to harden up, but not until you have reached levels that are on the high side for domestic purposes.Given a lossless FLAC or WAV file or even better, a (regrettably rare) 24-bit/96kHz high-resolution file, the UnitiQute has excellent tonality and timbre. Voices are tangibly real and have a welcome sense of air and space around them. Instruments are well-placed in relation to one another and whilst the presentation is still fairly 'left/ right' in the Nairn tradition, there is a believable sense of three dimensionality to proceedings.

TECH LABS

RESULTS AT A GLANCE
Excellent

Above 
average 
Average

Below 
average

Poor
WTHO+N:
0.03%).
This isa 
quiet unit 
that doesn’t 
produce 
much internal 
noise

35w per channel 
before clipping 
occurs. Power 
ratingwas higher 
than Naims listed 
outputof30w

^SIGNAL-TO- 
^NOISE
(20Hz-20kHz). 
96d8both 
channels. These 
arexcellent 
resutts Ifor an all
in-one unt

THO+NUSAl!l.SIGNAL:
0.03%). Re^atv/ey 
low noise at 
real world 
listening power

0.2ohms.We 
recommend 
speakers w/tth a 
higher sensitivity 
rating to utilise 
modest orntprut

Switch to compressed files and the UnitiQute retains much of this positive behaviour, although by the time bitrates drop much below 
l 92kbps, the presentation will have become rather flatter and thinner than with lossless files, but this is not the fault of the UnitiQute and generally thoughtfully compressed files remain extremely listenable. The same behaviour is applicable to the digital inputs which did a fine job with the varying quality and material available from our Sky HD box, which is typical of the equipment likely to be connected to a device like this.The internal tuner proved virtually noise-free and easy to tune. It is, 

however, overshadowed by the excellent internet radio implementation, which is one of the best we have seen. The UnitiQute has an extensive database of stations which can be searched by genre and country of origin.Connection proves fast and reliable, but more importantly; stations with a bitrate of 192kpbs or above - particularly MC codec - based ones - are comfortably superior to DAB. Further stations can be requested via the website and the overall experience transforms internet radio from something of a novelty to a genuinely worthwhile listening experience for all.

NAIM DESCRIBE 
the UnitiQute as a 
'digital streaming 
all-in-one'. But it can 
also be viewed as a 
streaming'dient' in 
that it cannot hold 
music itselfand 
requires another 
storage point (or the 
internet) to supply 
its demands.
The nearest 

competitive product 
is the Arcam Solo 
Neo (HfC336), which 
is almost exactly 
the same price as 
the UnitiQute and 
has similar features. 
The Solo Neo retains 
a CD mechanism, 
however, which 
does allow a would 
be owner to spin a 
CD straight off. The 
UnitiQute will always 
require a CD to be 
ripped to network 
storage or use stick.

To the increasing 
number of network
savvy listeners out 
there, this is not an 
issue, but to a large 
number of would 
be purchasers, the 
additional processes 
involved will 
not appeal.

The big issueThe UnitiQute is very well thought out, well specified and, most importantly; capable of a strong sonic performance. To anyone with an existing network and their music already stored on a NAS drive or similar, there is very little that can match its performance and features, let alone the form factor at a similar price.The biggest issue that the UnitiQute currently has is not performance-related, but more down to the fact that currently the only real way of buying music that does the UnitiQute justice is via CD. This means that most would-be owners will have to purchase a format that the UnitiQute cannot play directlyThis is not to say that there is no high-quality music out there to download (Nairn itself has a better selection than most), but the UnitiQute is essentially waiting for the music retail market to catch it up.For some, this will mean the UnitiQute loses out to products still capable of playing CDs. Others, however, will be ready to make the jump. •
Hi - Choice
OUR VERDICT
SOUND QUALITY 
★ ★★★

VALUE FOR MONEY 
★ ★★★★

BUILD QUALITY 
★ ★★★★

FEATURES
★ ★★★

OVERALL

LIKE: Excellent features and 
easyto set up wkh strong 
performance

DISLIKE: Limttations in 
content deliveryw/ill reduce 
appeal to the networksavvy

WE SAY: Well thought out 
andcleverproductthat 
doesmost thingsvery 
wel l indeed
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1. AMR Compact Disk Processor CD-777 2. AMR Pre-Main Amplifier AM-777 3. AMR Phono Stage PH-77
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THE NEW AUDIOVECTOR S-SERIES. ARTISTRY MEETS ENGINEERING

Be in no doubt. Just listen

MASTERPIECE 
TAKES MORE THAN 
JUST NUMBERS

Reproducing great music and film sound 

that comes alive demands artistry - not 

just technical excellence.

To compare Audiovector's speaker 
technology in figures and statistics merely 
proves its calibre as a world-class speaker. 
But to actually listen is proof that it takes 
more than great technology to create 
something truly special.

Ole Klifoth, CEO & Chief Engineer, Audiovector. AUDIOVECTOR

Distributed in the UK by;Henley Designs, 01235 511166, www.henleydesigns.co.uk, info@henleydesigns.co.uk
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MUSICAL FIDELITY M1 HPA DEWICIA/C 
HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER £499 REVIEWS

Concert
□ DETAILS

PRODUCT:
Musical Fidelity 
Ml HPA

ORIGIN: UK/Taiwan

for one
Jimmy Hughes looks at the latest solution for 
audiophile-quality sound from headphones - 
Musical Fidelity's new Ml HPA amplifierhere was a time - admittedly forty or so years back - when every self-respecting amplifiercame with a socket for headphones. The headphone socket was like tone controls, or a balance control - it was part of the furniture.But slowly, as amplifiers became simpler and more Spartan, such fripperies were dispensed with. Now, an amplifier with a headphone socket is the exception rather than the rule and those wanting headphone facilities need to consider a high-end add-on box.Musical Fidelity's Antony Michaelson is a huge fan of headphones and regularly uses them at home for critical/recreational listening.Hence, the company's legacy of high-quality headphone amplifiers in its product line up.

In effect, the HPA is a miniature Pure Class A power amp. It is designed to handle complex loads and has a low output impedance. Some of the best headphones present quite a challenge to drive, but the Ml HPA should handle even the most difficult.

TYPE:
Headphone 
amplifier/line-level 
preamp

WEIGHT: 3.4kg 
DIMENSIONS: 
(WxHxD) 
220x300x100mm

^WRES:
• Provision for two 
sets of headphones; 
USB connection

• Usable as a line
level preamp

• Very low noise/low 
distortion

• Internal power 
supply

DISTRIBUTOR:
Musical Fidelity

TELEPHONE: 
020 8900 2866
WEBSITE: 
musicalfidelity.com

Miniature powerThe Ml HPA is totally straightforward. It has sockets for two sets of headphones, plus inputs for line/ USB and a volume control. There's also an output via RCA phono sockets, enabling the device to be used as a preamp - but more on this later.

High calibreThe device is beautifully finished and very solidly made, looking and feeling far more expensive than it is. The all-metal casework has a classy, understated appearance and the controls operate smoothly and crisply.Headphone listening is a very personal thing - not everyone enjoys the experience. However, it's still fair to say that - with a dedicated amplifier of HPA-calibre and a good set of headphones - superb results can be achieved at a very reasonable price.
Trick up its sleeveCompared to the quality of sound you might get from a typical amplifier (with its headphone socket padded down from the speaker output), the HPA sounds cleaner and more purposeful, with greater immediacy and a wider dynamic range.

RECOMMENDED

mi

Hi-Fi Choice
OUR VERDICT
SOUNO QUALITY 
★ ★★★★

VALUE FOR MONEY
★ ★★★★

BUILD QUALITY 
★ ★★★★

FEATURES 
★ ★★★

OVERALL

LIKE: Verygood sound - also usable as a preamp
DISLIKE: No input selector limits use as a preamp
WESAV: MusicalFidelity's HPA isa high- qualityheadphone amplifierthat reallyrocks. It's a superb preamp, too

★★★★★

ér musical fidelity

Bass is firm, clean, and vety deep and powerful. Tonally, the results are crisp and very detailed. Even with inefficient headphones, the HPA has power to spare and can produce fairly high sound-pressure levels.Being Pure Class A with low output impedance (less than one ohm), it's able to drive even difficult 'phones (like the AKG 1000) with ease. And, as mentioned, it has ample gain - with some 'phones, enough to cause hearing damage - so take care!As if being a brilliant headphone amp wasn't enough, the HPA has another trick up its sleeve; it can double as a high-quality line-level preamp. There's an extra set of phono socket outputs on the back for users wanting to go down this route.Agreed, as a preamp the HPA has some restrictions - you've just the one pair of line inputs, for example, but, for those on a tight budget wanting a world-class line preamp, the HPA’s functional limitations are worth putting up with.
As a preamp, the device sounds very clean and focussed, with good detail and wide dynamic range. Tonally, the presentation is a touch dry and lean, rather than rich, warm, or euphonic, but clarity is excellent.

SignificantFor anyone serious about headphones, Musical Fidelity's Ml HPA is well worth a listen. By audiophile standards, it's an incredibly well- priced, high-quality piece of kit that offers outstandingly good results in a small neat package.Choose your headphones wisely, and you'll have a package that rivals the sonic performance of large ultra- expensive loudspeakers and amplifiers.The HPA also doubles as a superb line-level preamp. Indeed, you might have to pay five times the HPA’s asking price to significantly better its performance here. If that isn't value, we don't know what is! •
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Let the music engage you...
DAC 1 HD R.

30 DAY 
i MONEY BACK TRIAL , 

Hearing is believing. We want you to really know 
what a difference Benchmark will make to your j 

music, music you thought you knew!
Call 020 84181470 and get a à 

DAC1 in your system
Terms & Conditions apply *

An all-in-one, reference-quality, stereo pre-amplifier bringing together all the best features and 
performance of the award-winning DACl family. All this with the added convenience of an intelligent 
remote control solution.

*At participating 
dealers only

The DACl HDR combines some of Benchmark's finest engineering accomplishments into one device: 
the DACl digital-to-analog audio converter with Ultralock™ clock system, AdvancedUSB™ computer 
audio playback interface, and the legendary HPA2™ headphone amplifier. The unique remote control 
solution of the DACl HDR is built around Benchmark's new HDR-VC™. Hear 't and believe it .Also in the Range

a iui

ADC1
2 Channel 24-bit 192KHz A/D Converter

DAC1 PRE
Stereo Pre-Amplifier I DAC I Headphone Amp

DAC1 USB
2 Channel 24-bit 192KHz D/A Converter

www.scvlondon.co.uk
Distributed by SCV London: benchmark@scvlondon.co.uk

http://www.scvlondon.co.uk
mailto:benchmark@scvlondon.co.uk


«mtÄ REVIEWS

Analogue 
appeal

□ DETAILS

PRODUCT: 
NADC426
ORIGIN: Canada/
China
TYPE:
FM/AM tuner
WEIGHT: 4.2kg
DIMENSIONS: 
(WxHxD) 
435x87x315mm

For a very small outlay, you can have all the 
benefits of high-quality FM/AM radio with 
NAD's new C426. Richard Black tunes in

w
L_______________ J

e felt positively sentimental unwrapping this little goody - an analogue-only tuner! It'sbeen a while since we saw a new one of those round these parts. The reason for that, of course, is that most tuners these days include DAB as well. Come to that, with DAB threatening to oust FM from the airwaves, is there any point to an analogue-only one?Commercially, NAD no doubt justifies its investment in this new model via sales in countries where DAB has yet to make a mark (there are still plenty), but even in a UK context it still has plenty going for it.
DABvsFMFirst, despite the proliferation of digital-only stations, most of the stuff that anyone actually wants to listen to seems to be on analogue radio and most of the remainder is available online, often via play-on- demand (podcasts).The argument over DAB versus FM sound quality is an old and static one, but suffice to say that many audiophiles still find FM the preferable option. In fact, FM's got a good few years left in it even by the most pessimistic estimates. So if your old tuner has packed up, or you're looking to add low-cost FM to your system, then £220 seems perfectly sensible.

Blend functionAs for the business of FM-only versus FM plus DAB, we're not alone in believing that if you really want the best performance from a bit of kit, you don't really want too much functionality shoehorned into it. There will be compromises and cost-savings, not to mention the vexed issue of electrical interference, so keeping it simple is seldom bad news. And simple is how the C426 goes. It has RDS, a remote control, RS-232 (the standard in electrical characteristics and timing of signals) and presets, but in basic terms it just receives AM and FM radio.A tiny front-end module feeds circuits based on recent dedicated integrated circuits on NAD's own board, all fed from a traditional all-analogue power supply The display does the basics very well and includes the usual rather optimistic signal-strength display. There's also a 'Blend' function which can be useful where stereo reception is marginal for noise performance.
Good signalsOur first impression of this tuner is distinctly positive. Intending to do no more than ensure it was basically functional, we hooked it up with literally a random piece of wire as the aerial and were astonished to hear pretty much acceptable sound - usually a tuner would be hideously noisy under such conditions. Further

I^^RRES:
• Radio Data System 
(RDS)
• 40 presets each on 
FM and AM
•Signal strength 
meter
• Rotary tuning knob 
DISTRIBUTOR: 
Armour Home 
Electronics
TELEPHONE:
01279501111
WEBSITE:
nadelectronics.com

testing confirms that this is a very sensitive design, ideally suited to troublesome locations.That's obviously a plus, but there's no direct link between RF-sensitivity and audio performance under conditions of a good signal. Happily it seems that the latter is just as good as the former in this case. Not only is the tonal balance unusually well judged, there is distinctly more detail than one often hears from FM radio.The major reason for that is that NAD has managed to reduce the low-level 'grain' that affects reception in all too many tuners, even when they are fed from a good antenna. As a result, all those little details that live down near the noise floor become that much more obvious and music suddenly snaps and sparkles into life in a most gratifying way.
Pace and timingDeep bass is another common weakness of FM, yet the C426 does very well, with clearly defined low notes from all manner of instruments. Pace and timing are good, too, certainly among the best we've heard from a budget tuner. The very highest treble lacks some of the insight that the finest tuners can achieve, but at a fifth or less of what they cost we aren't really criticising, especially as images have well- defined and stable width and depth.This isn't just a very good budget tuner: it's a very good tuner, period. •
Hi-Fi Choice
OUR VERDICT
SOUND QUALITY 
★ ★★★★

VALUE FOR MONEY 
★ ★★★★

BUILD QUALITY 
★ ★★★

FEATURES

LIKE: Good RF-side 
performance coupled 
with fine audio
DISLIKE: Slight treble 
dryness is aboutthe 
only drawback
WESAY:lfyou aren't 
wedded to DAB, 
then this is a very 
attractive purchase

OVERALL

★★★★★
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Introducing the new Olive 4HD. 
Choice without compromise.

The new ultra quiet ZTB Music server *

Store up to 20,000 high-resolution HO 
tracks in 24 bit. With more than 250 
times the resolution of CD's, you'll hear 
the difference immediately.

Find the music you want - fast.

Use the high-resolution touchscreen 
to select by genre, artist or album; 
flip through album covers; do a quick 
search; or save internet radio stations as 
favorites.

To control your Olive 4 from anywhere 
in your home, get our iPhone remote 
app.

GENRES • BLUES
ALBUM ARTWORK • CLASSICAL
ALBUM NAME • JAZZ
ARTISTS • ROCK/POP
TRACKS • SPO^^WORD

PLAYLISTS • OTP

10:25 PM O ■

Connect multi-room Olive 2 Hi-Fi Play
ers to a wired or wireless home network 
and you can access your music library 
and enjoy it in high fidelity in every 
room of your home.
Easily integrates with your cmTent

* Olive 4HD Music Server, from around £2200 at great Hi-Fi stores nationwide

Just insert a CD, tap import on the 
touchscreen and a few minutes later your 
music is appropriately tagged and neatly 
categorized in your music library. Your 
Olive 4 Hi-Fi Server holds up to 6,000 
CDs in original quality.

Unlike listening to your music on a 
computer, iPod or MP3 music players, 
the Olive 4 Hi-Fi Server combines a 
high-resolution DAC, optimized circuit 
design, CD quality digital sound, ultra
quiet hard drives and passive cooling to 
eliminate fan noise to deliver the best 
possible hi-fi audio experience

Distributed in the UK by;

Henley Designs
01235 511166
www.henleydesigns.co.uk

http://www.henleydesigns.co.uk
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Midnight 
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M usI crevi
Hi-Fi Choice's pick of the latest high-quality music releases

John Lennon
The John Lennon Signature Box
www.emimusic.com
***** Apple

11-CDset

LENNON'S POST-BEAnES career was spotty and sporadic, as he was variously interrupted and distracted by his obsession with Yoko, heroin addiction, heavyhanded radical politicking, lost weekends, fighting deportation from America and the strange period of withdrawal to become a bread-baking house husband.But as this collection of eight remastered albums (plus bonus discs of rare and previously unreleased recordings), reminds us, it was also littered with some outstanding recordings.All of his solo albums from John Lennon/Plastic Ono Band (1970) to the posthumous Milk And Honey (1984)via Imagine, Sometime In New York City, Mind Games, Walls And Bridges, Rock 'n' Roll and Double Fantasy, are now reissued individually as part 

of a comprehensive remastering programme. But their collection in a box set also presents the opportunity to reassess Lennon's solo output as a unified body of work and in doing so, presents some unexpected insights.Equally revealing, is a four-disc set titled Gimme Some Truth, which presents 72 of Lennon's solo recordings, showcasing respectively his rock 'n' roll roots and influences; the socio-political songs; the love songs; and a fourth disc of his more personal songs reflecting his outlook on life. How you chose to consume this material from the many options available, will, of course, be a matter of personal choice. But whichever way you slice it, this is one of the most important and welcome remastering excursions into rock music's core canon in many years.

"This is one of the 
most important 
excursions into rock 
music's core cannon."All of these reissues sound better for being remastered - allegedly by Yoko, but don't let that put you off. The real work was done by the engineers, Allan Rouse at Abbey Road and George Marino at Avatar in New York. The stark, brutal sound of John Lennon/Plastic Ono Band is given an even more compelling edge, forcing attention on to Lennon's wounded vocals. Sometime In New York City sounds much enhanced, with Phil Spector's wall-of-sound production packing a more potent punch than the original vinyl.Rock 'n' Roll is another revelation. Dismissed on its release as a 

contract-fulfilling project lacking wit or charm, it now sounds like Lennon paying a more heartfelt tribute to his roots than we ever gave him credit for at the time.But it's 1980's Double Fantasy, which provides the most surprising new insights - largely because it is presented in two versions: a remastered take on the original release and then a dramatic reimagining of the album, which finds Yoko and her engineers paring back the instrumentation to focus on Lennon's vocals. Instead of sounding like a bunch of demos, the power of the songs shines through like an oil painting from which layers of varnish have been stripped away to reveal the brush strokes of an old master in freshly vivid colours. NW
Standout tracks: Mother; Gimme Some Truth; Mind Games; Just Like Starting Over; Number Nine Dream
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Music

Dexy's Midnight 
Runners
Searching For The Young
Soul Rebels
legacyrecordings.com
***** EMI

CD

IT'S BEEN 30 YEARS since 
eight surly men in woolly hats hit 
the UK top spot with Geno and 
delivered a searingly ambitious 
album packed with punk 
attitude and soul stylings, with 
powerful horn blasts, driving 
rhythms, instantly classic tunes, 
and Kevin Rowland-a front man 
whose obvious passion, self
belief and strangled, highly 
stylised vocal delivery would 
brook no argument. It's rare to 
hear an album forged from such 
commitment and single
minded ambition and it's still 
stunning today.

There's a retro feel to the sound 
as Rowland and producer Pete 
Wingfield strived for a vibe that 
reflected the northern soul roots 
of the music. As such, it's a little 
thin in the bass, but the snare 
cracks as sharp as a whip and it 
maintains a crackling sense of 
tension throughout.

The bonus CD includes demos 
and radio sessions, plus essential 
8-sides including The Horse and 
Plan B. DO
Standout tracks: Burn It Down; Geno;Tell Me 
When My LightTurns Green; Keep It

SydBarrett
An Introduction To...
brain-damage.co.uk
***** EMI/Harvest

4-CD boxset

EIGHTEEN TRACKS pulled from 
the archives by Barrett's 
long-time curator, David Gilmour 
includes early Floyd singles and 
album cuts charting Syd's arc 
from perfectly frozen English 
psychedelic goblin with the 
charming dulcet tones of Pink 
Floyd's Piper At The Gates Of Dawn, to the sheer anguish of a 
disintegrating talent on Octopus 
or /fit's In You from 1970.

Yet uplift comes from the 
effervescence of his second solo 
album, Barrett, especially the 
gorgeous Gigolo Aunt and the 
inclusion of the witty pastiche Bob Dylan Blues from 1970.

In fact, this is the best
sounding Barrett album ever 
and for hardcore devotees 
there's a 20-minute unreleased 
download jam, Rhamadan. MP 
Standout tracks: See Emily Play; 
Matilda Mother; Chapter 24; 
Terrapin; Baby Lemonade

AUDIOPHILE VINYL

Carmina Celtica
Canty with William 
Taylor (harp) 
linnrecords.com
***** Linn

CD

CANTY IS THE NAME of
Scotland's only professional 
medieval music group and this 
recording consists of a small 
corpus of female singers drawn 
from Capella Nova, an early 
music ensemble.

This varied collection 
combines nine contemporary 
works by various composers, 
including John Tavener and 
James MacMillan with a selection 
of medieval choral pieces.

Recorded at Greyfriars 
Church in Edinburgh, the 
recordings are uniformly rich 
and atmospheric, though 
necessarily austere. And 
although much of the 
music is contemporary, the 
musical language is primarily 
of medieval flavoured 
plainsong and chant, with 
a strong early religious feel. AG 
Standout track: Flower Garland

Muddy Waters At Newport speakerscorner.de

**** Speakers Corner

180gvinyl

TH IS LIVE RECORDING from 
1960 was Muddy Waters' 
second album and the one 
that broke him to a white 
audience in the US, where it 
remained in print for over 20

years. It finds the bluesman 
and his band playing the 
last afternoon of the Newport 
Jazz Festival on the occasion 
that the event had to be wound 
up early due to rioting the 
day before.

It introduced Chicago blues 
to a whole new audience, 
one that by the end of the set 
sounded like it was getting 
pretty excited by the driving 
grooves of the Got My Mojo 
Working encore.

While you can tell that this 
was a rock-solid band and 
Waters a powerful singer, 
the recording doesn't manage 
to make this as clear as it

The Groundhogs 
Thank Christ For The 
Groundhogs: The 
Liberty Years 1968-72 
emimusic.com
*** EMI

3-CDset

THE GROUNDHOG'S first five 
albums saw them move from a 
straight-ahead blues power trio 
to top-ten psychedelic warriors, 
not too far behind the likes of 
Cream and Hendrix's Experience. 
In Tony McPhee, they had a fine 
songwriter, too, who penned 
very English songs about war, 
class and suburban life.

Unlike their earlier album Scratching The Surfface (1968), Split(1971) and Who Will Save The World (1972) demonstrate 
how the band had finally 
become masters of the studio 
and knew how to capture their 
improvisational, exploratory 
spirit. Prog-rock from this era 
can often sound decidedly 
murky. But here the effect is 
precise and coherent.
Standout tracks: Split Part 2; Strange 
Town; Cherry Red

might. Although it lacks 
energy, it is revealing enough 
to give you a good idea of why 
the music was so thrilling at 
the time.

Waters' debut, the mono 
Best Offrom 1957, lacks 
the separation and scale 
of Newport, but has rather 
greater energy. Only the 
voice gets real stereo 
treatment here and not all the 
time at that, but It's easy to 
hear the fine contributions 
from Otis Spann (piano) and 
Francis Clay (drums) 
in particular. JK
Standout tracks: Tiger In Your Tank; 
Blues For Newport
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MUSIC '

King Crimson
I n The Wake Of 
Poseidon 
king-crimson.corn
***** Panegyric
CD/DVD-A

Thin Lizzy
Vagabonds Of The 
Western World
www.decca.com
**** . Decca
2-CD deluxe edition

ARVO PART
SYMPHONY NO 4

HIGH-
RESOLUTION
DOWNLOADS
HowieB
Good Morning Scalene 
bowers-wilkins.com
**** B&WSocietyofSound
24-bit/48kHz stereo

BY DECEMBER 1969 the first 
incarnation of King Crimson had 
split during a US tour leaving 
Robert Fripp to soldier on alone. 
Yet by May 1970 In The Wake Of 
Poseidon was released, which at 
first sounds similar to their 
debut album, but as one delves 
deeper there's more jazzy piano, 
a more percussive drumming 
style and less use of Mellotron.

As ever with Crimson, there's 
a wealth of subtlety in the sound 
and with Cadence and Cascade 
and Peace-A Theme, Fripp 
blueprinted the most subtly 
romantic acoustic guitar of 
his career.

As usual, atop the splendid 
remastered sound, is a DVD-A of 
MLP Lossless and DTS 5.1 
Surround sound, LPCM and the 
original 1970 stereo mix.MP Standout tracks: Pictures Of A City; Cadence and Cascade, Cat Food

RELEASED IN 1973, Thin Lizzy's 
third album predated their 
mainstream chart success, but 
found Phil Lynott patenting his 
trademark swagger on tracks 
such as The Rocker. The original 
eight songs are augmented by 
21 bonus tracks, including live 
recordings and radio sessions.

Recorded prior to the arrival of 
the slamming twin guitar attack 
of Scott Gorham and Brian 
Robertson, Vagabonds... 
nevertheless overcame the 
limitations of the basic trio 
line-up to point the way to the 
power-chord glory of future hits 
such as Jailbreak.

Eric Bell's guitar offers a crisp 
counterpoint to Lynott's 
thunderous bass playing, while 
conversely softer tracks sound 
surprisingly delicate. NW Standout tracks: The Rocker; Vagabonds Of The Western World

ArvoPart
Symphony No 4 
Esa-Pekka Salonen 
(cond), LA Phil 
ecmrecords.com
**** ECM NewSeries
CD

NOT STRICTLY A SYMPHONY, 
this string-led work is divided 
into three movements which 
don't vary much from each other. 
It does have a very church
like atmosphere and like many 
Part works, it makes characteristic 
use of orchestral bells.

The recording was made in 
the Walt Disney Concert Hall, 
Los Angeles (it was also 
performed at this year Proms) 
and is likely to elicit varying 
reactions. It's largely static 
quality may not be immediately 
appealing, but any new work 
by Part is an occasion and the 
almost medieval raptness and 
the concentrated quality of 
the music has a certain allure. 
The playing is extremely fine, 
and the music is frequently 
very beautiful.AGStandout track: Con sublimità

THE PRODUCER DESCRIBED as "an ace hired- gun often called upon to give pop stars credit in the danceworld", Howie B brings an intriguing and eclectic sensibility to electronic music. These tracks lean more towards ambient- jazz and filmic structures than any dance groove and mix synthetic and 'real' instruments to provide some textural variety in the predominantly keyboard-led line-up. This 24-bit/48kHz recording truly brings out the wealth of subtlety and detail that is hidden away in these tracks and exposes the variety of instrumental texture, both natural and synthesised. It is also well suited to giving your low frequency drivers something of a workout. MS Standout tracks: Tarantino; What's My Name(Dub)
BLU-RAY AUDIO

Various Artists A Concert By The Lake eagle-rock.corn

**** Eagle Vision
Blu-ray DTS HD Master Dolby 
Digital 5.1, LPCM stereoA few years back Procol Harum's Gary Brooker gathered a bunch of his musician mates at Wintershall Estate in Surrey

to play a selection of tunes new and old in front of a well- dressed audience in aid of charity. A bit like a charity ball, but with Eric Clapton, Katie Melua, Paul Carrack, Mike Rutherford and more on the bandstand.Together they work their way through 23 numbers old and new, with Clapton singing 
Willie And The Hand Jive, alongside several of his own crowd-pleasers, Melua giving us three of her hits and a Beatles number from Ringo Starr.We selected this disc for review because it's the best

sounding Blu-ray we've heard to date. It's very open, live- sounding and projects into the room with considerable ease. Voices are particularly well captured, with Paul Carrack, Gary Brooker and Ms Melua making the best noises in this department.The DTS HD Master track takes the army of guitars, two drummers and keyboard players in its stride and giving a result that in the right system must come close to witnessing the original event. AG Standouttracks: This World is Rich;I Can't Dance

AM
Future Sons & Daughters 
naimlabel.com 
***** Naim Label

24-bit/48kHz stereo SOUNDING NOT unlike Beck, but with more ofa pop consciousness, this album has a charming retrofeel about many of the compositions. Genre hopping from The Beatles to Bossa Nova by way of soft funk, it references a host of musical icons
HOT PICK

from the sixties and seventies, but cleverly avoids sounding derivative or cliched.As we have noted with some other albums, this is not the sort of tinkly, audiophile music that people imagine would obviously lend itself to hi-res music. The 24-bit recording simply creates a credible sense of realism, enhancing the soundstage and breathing life and vitality into the music. MS Standout tracks: It's Been So Long;Self Preservationwww.hifichoice.co.uk AWARDS 2010 llflChOlce 57
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HI-FI I HOME CINEMA | AUTOMATED SOLUTIONS
Based conveniently in central Guildford, PJ Hi-R hos speciofised in the 
demonstration. provision and installation of qualify hi-fi and home cinema 
for over 20 years. Our dedicated demonstration rooms allow you to listen in 
comfort lo a range of exceptional products. whilst our friendy and 
knowledgeable staff are always on hand to answer any questions you 
may have.

Whether you ore looking for your first genuine h-fi system, wont to create 
o bespoke home cinema or wish to distribute music and movies throughout 
your house, PJ Hi-R can provide a solution to suit all budgets and criteria

As a truly independent retailer we are proud to say that we hand select, 
test and scrutinise all the products that we supply. ensuring a consistent 
standard of quality and refiobility over our entre range of equipment.

Drop in today to discuss your requirements or phone I email 
us to book a demonstration.

Visit our dedicated demo rooms at:
i / A 3BridgeJlreet 

Guildford
Surrey

Cl _ 1 F(l#rv GUI 4RY
. A Opening hours:

I ' . CA-' 9am-6pm Monday to Saturday
“GB Telephone:

01 ¿83 504801 or 01483 304756
Y x s

Email:
. cuill. info@pjhiti.co.ukll Web:

^^w.pjhifi.co.uk

/naim\
NAIM UNITI

IN STOCK
AT PJ*

•WHitSI STOCK

► ►►►►►►►► The only real hi-fi shop in Guildford
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COMPETITION

A PAIR OF PMCFBli SIGNATURE SPEAKERS
TO WIN these fabulous,
loudspeakers, please answer the 
following question:

What area of performance does 
the new crossover most improve? 
A: Lew bass
B: Mid vocal range
C: High treble
Please text your answer to PMC A, B or C to 
87474 or visit futurecomps.co.uk/PMC and 
follow the instructions, leaving your selected 
answer and details where prompted.

NEVER ONE to rest on its laurels, 
PMC has decided to celebrate ten 
years of production of its TB2i and 
FB1i loudspeaker with limited edition 
Signature versions of both.

The main improvement of the duo 
is the tuned crossover. Tweaked by 
PMC founder Peter Thomas himself, 
the improvements make themselves 
felt in the mid vocal range. This 
benefits from improved refinement 
and transparency, whilst losing

none of the original qualities of 
the range.

These internal improvements are 
matched on the outside with a 
Palissandre Rose veneer-unique to the 
Signature - and giving the new models 
a rather elegant appearance.

Finally, not content with the already 
impressive five-year warranty, PMC 
has doubled it to ten, making this a 
prize with desirable looks, sensational 
performance and total piece of mind.

TIRMSANDCONDITIONS To enter the PMCcompetition, you can either(a) text your answer to 87474 at any time between 14.10.10 and 10.1110, or(b) enter 
online at ^ww.futurewmps.co.uk/pmc with your entry being received between 1410.10 and 10.11.10. By sending your entry you agree to these competition 
rules and you confirm you are happy to receive details of future offers and promotions from Future Publishing limited and carefully selected third parties. If you do 
not want to receive information relating to future offers and promotions, please in dude the word STOP at the end of your text message or at the end of your postal 
entry. Texts will be charged at f1.00 plus your standard network tariff rate.

By taking part in a Competition, you agree to be bound by the Competition Rules, which are summarised below but can be viewed in full at v^w.fu turenet.com/ 
futureonline/competit:ionrules.asp. Late or incomplete entries will be disqualified. Proof of posting(If relevant) shall not be deemed proof of delivery. Entries must 
be submined by an individual (not via any agency or similar) and. unless otherwise stated. are ilmited to one per household. The Company reserves the right in its 
sole discretion to substitute any prize with cash or a prize of comparable value. Unless otherwise stated. the Competition is open to an GB residents of 18 years 
and over, except employees of Future Publlshing and any party involved in the competitioner their households.

By entering a Competition you give permission to use your name. likeness and p*rsonal information in connection with the Competition and Tor promotional 
purproses. All entries will become the propertyof the Company upon receipt and will not be returned. You warrant that the Competition entry is entirely your own 
work and not copied or adapted from any other source. If you are a winner you may have to provide additional information. Details of winners will be available on 
request within three months of the closing date. If you are a winner, receipt by you of any prize is conditional upon you complying with (amongst other things) the 
Competition Rules. You ackno::edge and agree that neither the Company nor any associated third parties shall have any llability to you in connection with your use 
and/or possessTon ofyour pn;
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ANA^^Cn^ rangeofsonicvirtues,thedrawbacks 
being v^ minor for the price. Highly practical,tooVERDICT 

****
PRICE: £12 PER METRE CONTACT: 01980 625700
WEBSITE: CHORD.CO.UK

BLACK RHODIUM'S current dance-themed range includes three 
bi-wire cables, of which this is the cheapest. It includes several 
BR hallmark features, most obviously the use of silicone rubber 
insulation. As with almost all aspects of cable design, the jury is still 
out on the precise benefits of silicone, but there's no doubting its 
suitability for the job in electrical terms: in mechanical terms it's very 
friendly because its soft, pliable nature makes for a very tractable 
cable, aided by the soft overall sheath that has been applied.

The diameter is a modest 8mm and the small bend radius 
makes this an easy cable to route and conceal. Conductors are 
of tinned copper, 1.5 mm2 each and the cable is marked for 
directionality, though that is obvious in the standard two-to-four 
bi-wire setup. Our sample came with BR's own 4mm plugs, which 
are simple but low resistance types.

The dominant sonic characteristic of this cable is something we've 
noticed before from many BR products, a slightly 'dark' quality 
which very subtly focuses attention on the bass, most specifically, 
the upper bass. All the same, detail is very good across the range. 
The deepest bass, perhaps, lacks a little extension compared with 
the finest cables available, while the treble is a touch on the dry 
side, but tonality in the midrange is highly neutral and we were 
particularly impressed with imaging, which is clear, precise and 
stable across the board. There's also a good sense of control which 
makes this is a very easy cable to like.

The Chord Company
Carnival Silver Screen Hi-Wire

M initest
Selectingthe right bi-wire cables for your speakers 
needn't be rocket science says Richard Black

AS THE NAME IMPLIES, this is a screened cable, something 
unusual among loudspeaker wires. The usual thinking is that at 
the high voltage and current levels associated with loudspeaker 
connections, a few microvolts of hum or other interference is just 
not an issue, but radio-frequency (RF) interference can still be 
conducted back into the amplifier on unscreened cable and, once 
there, can get into places where it may produce audible effects.

The screen on the Carnival is not electrically connected to the 
conductors, which makes its effects particularly hard to envisage, 
but we certainly can't think of any reason why it might do any harm. 
The conductors are 2.5mm2 copper, insulated with polythene and 
jacketed overall with PVC before the screen is applied, making an 
overall construction that's rather bulky (13mm diameter) but not too 
tricky to handle.

Without an unscreened version for comparison it's impossible 
to ascribe sonic qualities to physical characteristics, but we found 
this a very detailed cable that's particularly informative in the upper 
midrange and treble. It has a lovely sparkle to it and is particularly 
good at reproducing well-recorded, treble-rich instruments like 
violin and trumpet. The attack on notes is crisp and well-defined, 
while the decay into ambience is natural, with none of the sudden 
cutoff that one sometimes hears. The bass isn't quite the equal of 
the higher frequencies, though. It has quite good extension but we 
were never entirely convinced that it was as taut and rhythmic as 
we'd heard from some other cables around this price.

VERDICT FINE TREBLE, with good detail makingthis a great cable foracoustic 
**** music. Bass could benefit from a Utile more precision

Black Rhodium
Jive Bi-Wire
PRICE: £14 PER METRE CONTACT: 01332 342233
WEBSITE: BLACKRHODIUM.CO.UK

w.hifichoice.co.uk
CHORD.CO.UK
BLACKRHODIUM.CO.UK
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HELP& 
ADVICE

GROUPTEST 
WINNER

a bi-wire cable in single-wire mode, 
with two cores in parallel for each of 
hot and cold and it's evident that your 
mileage may vary depending on cable, 
speaker and possibly amp too. As always

with speaker cable, keep lengths to a 
minimum but the same for each channel, 
as imbalance can cause subtle tonal 
shifts which play a surprising degree of 
havoc with stereo imaging.

van den Hui
The Teatrack Hybrid
PRICE: £35 PER METRE CONTACT: 01235 511166
WEBSITE: VANDENHUL.COM

SupraRondo 4x4.0
PRICE: £10 PER METRE CONTACT: 01223 441299
WEBSITE: JENVING.SE

VERDICT THE EXPENSE seems well justified bya sound that's impeccably
limed, neutral and full of detail, with good extension, too

VERDICT ADMIRABLE FOR ITS rrtrythhmk driw and bass extension, but this 
cable doesn't offer the best bass detail or the most open treble

THERE’S NO SCREEN on this cable, but manufacturer Jenving claims 
that interference-rejection is enhanced by the twisted construction, 
which has a tighter pitch (more complete rotations of its spiral per 
foot) than most cables. Apparently, special twisting machines are 
used for this, which also avoid mechanical stress on the wires. Well, 
yes, sort of: the spiral isn't particularly tight (you can easily make 
it out through the PVC jacket) and it's far from obvious what a little 
mechanical stress is going to do a cable to damage it. Anyway, the 
generous amount of copper is useful for keeping resistance low and 
the cable is very flexible for its lOmm diameter. Insulation is PVC, 
which isn't always considered the best for audio use, but generally 
seems harmless in speaker cables.

I t's hard not to enjoy the bass this cable passes to the 
loudspeakers, which is deep, resonant and also well timed. At the 
same time, if we're fussy, it's not always incredibly precise and it 
can be a little harder than usual to pick out fine details in the lowest 
two or three octaves. Detail gets better as one goes up the range, 
but the trade-off in the treble is a slight dryness. As a result, this 
cable seems much better suited to all-electronic recordings than 
acoustic ones: its rhythmic qualities and snap are exciting but the 
sound of the venue is not so well conveyed on recordings made 
with natural microphone techniques. Funnily enough, we found the 
treble slightly improved by connecting both pairs of wires together 
at both ends, non-bi-wire style, though the bass lost some tautness.

Bi-wiring isn't necessarily the answer 
to all audio ills but it can be clearly 

beneficial, as our tests with these cables 
(especially the van den Hui) showed. That 
said, it is usually easy to try connecting

MINI TESTBI-WIRE LOUDSPEAKER CABLE

ET Choice J

EVEN BY VAN DEN HUUS standard this is a pretty oddly named 
cable, but construction is sane enough. Each conductor is a 
composite of silver-plated copper and 'linear structured carbon', 
vdH's trademark material which, while possessing considerably 
higher resistance than metal, avoids the problems (whatever those 
are) of metal conductors and their crystalline structure. The carbon 
fibres are arranged around a core of many thin copper strands and 
this arrangement plus the use of'Hulliflex' insulation makes for a 
cable which is, at least, flexible in one direction. Being flat (25mm 
wide) it's completely intractable in the other direction, but it's not too 
tricky to handle. Our sample was terminated with vdH's own multi
purpose end sockets -just screw-in 4mm or spade terminals to suit.

Of all the cables in this group, we found this the most satisfactory 
overall. It's not perfect and we reckon there's a little more extension 
in the bass it might have retained, plus a shade more treble sparkle, 
but it does achieve good results across the board: superb in some 
areas. Rhythm is very good, with a really well-timed kick in the upper 
bass and tonal neutrality from low midrange upwards is also very 
fine. Detail, meanwhile, is very good indeed, clear but never forced 
or thrust upon the listener. We found ourselves re-evaluating a 
couple of very familiar tracks, after a session with this cable in circuit 
revealed information we hadn't previously noticed. It also thoroughly 
confirms the benefits of bi-wiring, sounding noticeably less precise 
when connected up with wires in parallel, single-wired. •

http://www.hifichoice.co.uk
VANDENHUL.COM
JENVING.SE
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What Hi-Fi? Sound & Vision

'Impressively detailed and 
crisp, improving imaging 
and reducing high- 
frequency hash. Rhythmic 
portrayal was excellent, and 
so too was clarity.'
HiFi Choice magazine

HI Fl IOICE
< magazine

Tve just attached a Classic 
PowerKord™ to my Marantz 
CD6000 and rather than bore 
you with superlatives about 
the improvements, I would 
simply like to say that I won't 
be upgrading to a newer CD 
player for some time. Well 
done nice product' 
Mr C Donnelly, London

Russ Andrews
Classic PowerKord™
1 m with Wattgate 320i /EC 
£112.45
With standard /EC £86.95

Hi-Fi World 
Aug'02

With eight hyper-pure copper conductors separately 
insulated with Teflon®, Kimber's unique cable weave 
which is proven to reduce RFI and the NEW 
cryogenically treated Russ Andrews 13A fuse and 
WATTGATE 320i IEC connector, The Classic 
PowerKord™ is a low impedance, 
interference-cancelling mains cable 
that's in a class of its own.
Use it to boost the : .
performance 
of your CD player or ,
amplifier and help your 'UKZig ' 
music sound more 
dynamic, detailed 
and musical. M

'One of the best value for money 

mains leads we've heard. *****
May'04

No compromise sound from any system

WHAT HI-FI? RECOMMENDED

WHAT HI-FI?

AWARDS 2004

• Classic PowerKord™

CONNECTED

Exclusive UK distributor

Solutions for better music & movies

Measurements showing reduction in RFI (due to TV and radio broadcasts) with 
our Classic PowerKord™ compared with a standard 3 core mains cable.

PowerMax Plus™ mains cable £43.95 for Im

Mail Order Direct • 60 Day Cable Home Trial • Cable Upgrade Scheme • Free Delivery (orders over £100 within UK Mainland)

Also consider... FTTTT1

The PowerMax Plus™, SEPT0S 
i ii- • ii issue 286our best selling mains cable...

"The improvement over a standard giveaway 
cord is clear - you get improved clarity, 
smoother highs and weightier bass. Stereo 
imaging becomes 
more expansive, 
and the equipment's \ a 
presentation sounds 
cleaner and more precise " V ^-iSss-____ _
What HiFi? Sound & Vision
Ultimate Guide to High End g x 
Entertainment, Sept. 08

To request your copy of our FREE catalogue which 
is packed with tips, advice and unique products 
designed to get the very best from your Hi-Fi or 
Home Cinema, and a free copy of our customer 
magazine Connected to Music and Movies, go to 
www.russandrews.com/catalogue 

or call us on 0845 345 1550

• StandahlQble

180 270 360 450 540 630 720

FREQUENCY (MHZ)

http://www.russandrews.com/catalogue
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Fast sounds
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rips with excellent metadata access. It can convert ripped files from and to virtually any available codec, including Apple Lossless, but you would still need iTunes to place this

metal spikes (connected to preamp by 
Transparent Music Link Plus); Cyrus Pre 
X preamp with PSX-R; 2x Cyrus Mono 
X amps (connected to preamp by van 
den Hui first ultimate cable); QED XT 
400 speaker cable; Rega P3 with acrylic 
platter and Ortofon MC 25 FL cartridge 
with Pro-Ject Phono Box SE amp, also 
connected with Music Link Plus cables;

We would strongly discourage writing a product off because it only scores four-stars. In this instance, the A6 drops points because although it has many of the attributes that you are looking for in a pair of speakers, we would definitely recommend an audition. We think the Focal is a fine speaker, but it has a brighter presentation than the Spendor and might be a little forward for your tastes. We would substitute the Cabasse Bora (HFC324), which has some of the sparkle, but with a slightly greater sense of refinement.

The problem here is that for as long as there are iPods in the system, iTunes remains the only legitimate option for putting music on them. Amongst our preferred ripping options is dBpoweramp (http://www.dbpoweramp.com/), which can perform extremely accurate

one can hear you scream). 
I was very keen on 
the A6, but your 
review (HFC337) 
wasn't as positive 
as I'd hoped, so 
any help with 
additional speakers 
I should add to my 
shortlist would be 
appreciated. 
My budget is 
around £2,500.
Garreth Williams, 
via email

I wonder if you could advise 
me please? My system is as 
follows: Resolution Audio 

XS CD player sitting on titanium

JIMMY HUGHES
EXPERTISE: SYSTEM OPTIMISATION
AS EVERY audiophile knows, there's so 
much more to getting a system to sing than 
merely throwing components together. 
Jimmy Hughes has spent 40 years tweaking 
and optimising systems, as well as 
voraciously collecting records.

ALVIN GOLD
EXPERTISE: HIGH-END REVIEWER
HAVING WRITTEN for a huge range of 
magazines, both internationally and in 
Britain, Alvin has a very full 30 years of 
reviewing under his belt. A guru of all 
component types, he's now extending his 
expertise by building PCs for audio too.

RICHARD BLACK
EXPERTISE: TECHNOLOGY
WRITING EXCLUSIVELY for HFC, Richard 
brings his experience as a successful 
musician and recording engineer to bear in 
our rigorous Blind-Listening Group Test. As 
our technical consultant, Richard is the 
authority on HFC's test and measurement.

ED SELLEY
EXPERTISE: DIGITAL AUDIO
RESIDENT IN the audio industry for over a 
decade, Ed has considerable experience of 
both CD and SACD formats on disc, as well 
as an increasing personal interest in 
streamed high-resolution audio and 
network based systems

JASON KENNEDY
EXPERTISE: TURNTABLES
ANOTHER EDITOR, Jason opted to become a 
freelance contributor when he relinquished 
the helm of HFC after 17 years on the 
magazine. A hi-fi addict since his twenties, 
Jason fell for the beauty of vinyl and has 
never looked back.

PAUL MESSENGER
EXPERTISE: LOUDSPEAKERS
HAVING WORKED on both sides of the 
audio industry for over 30 years, as 
loudspeaker designer amd reviewer, Paul is 
ideally placed to offer thorough, in-depth 
analysis of every speaker reviewed, as well 
as cutting-edge developments in the field.

QCan you recommend an alternative 
to iTunes and Windows Media Player 
and their proprietary technology?

What is the test CD-ripping/ music database 

I artwork management software out there?

Urge for Led Zeppelin

O
l have aPrimare ampl30 and 
matching CD player CD31 
and I'm upgrading my current 

speakers (Bowers and Wilkins 601) to 
a larger pair of floorstanders.

I am after a warmer sound with an 
open midrange and deeper, tighter bass 
(not much then!) and I'm thinking of 
a Focal 816W SE or a Spendor A6. My 
room is lightly furnished and approx. 
5.5 m x 4.0rn x 3.0m high, while the 
walls are 1m thick granite (it is a 
converted barn).

I listen to a lot of Jazz and female 
vocalists, but every so often I have the 
urge for Led Zeppelin (in the country no-

Help&advice
We've got the answers to everything you've ever wanted to know about hi-fi 
and weren't afraid to ask. Email us now at hifichoice@futurenetcom or write to: 
Hi-R Choice Q&A, Future Publishing Ltd, 2 Balcombe Street, London NW1 6NW

music onto an 'offthe shelf'iPod. It is possible to modify iPads to run software such as Rockbox, but this only applies to the older designs rather than the iPod Touch that you mention. _«■■■

QUESTION OF THE MONTH

ASK US A QUESTION TODAY!
Our experts are on hand to answer your questions. 
Whether you're looking for future-proof upgrades, 
advice or help with your current set-up, our two- 
channel Einsteins have all the necessary expertise 
and several hundred years of combined audio 
knowledge to slake your thirst and support your 
passion for perfect sound. Email your questions now: 
hifichoice@futurenet.com

http://www.hifichoice.co.uk
http://www.dbpoweramp.com/
mailto:hifichoice@futurenet.com


oherent
Systems: bringing it all together - for you!

Cabasse Artis 
Baltic Evolution

ORAÇLEAym

Introducing the new Black Ravioli

BIG FOOT
The ultimate in isolation

info@coherent-systems.co.uk www.coherent-systems.co.uk 0845 5191833

mailto:info@coherent-systems.co.uk
http://www.coherent-systems.co.uk


Help&advice

Leema's Antilla II is a strong and dynamic performer

-
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female voice and popular. I am not 
a bass fiend, but like lots of detail

The Sonus faber Cremona - beauty and 
performance । I

retrieval in my music and depth and 
spread of sound stage, with good 
stereo imaging. I like to hear everything 
that's going on in the music with a 
neutral to warm presentation rather 
than bright or clinical.

My listening room dimensions are 
6x7 metres with a vaulted ceiling.
Ian Cork. Kidlington

THE HI-FI CHOICE 
GUIDE TO:
AVOIDING 'SIDEGRADING

We rather like the Dynaudio 
range on the whole, but we 
suspect that more than 50 

watts would be required to get the 
best out of them. One design we 
have tested that offers an equally 
beautiful cabinet is the Sonus faber 
Cremona Auditor (HFC 305), which 
is comfortably under budget and 
has the sweetness and tonality 
(without being afraid of a little 
rocking) that you are looking for. 
It is also sensitive enough to work 
well on the output of the Pathos. 
Slightly over budget, but equally 
lovely is the Kudos Cardea 
C30's, which might be happier 
in a listening room ofthesortof 
dimensions that you mention and 
are still sensitive enough to be happy 
working with the Pathos.

If your system is performing 
well with sources other 
than CD, we would be loath 

to suggest that you started playing 
around with amp and speakers.

The Opus 21 remains a favourite 
of ours, but it can be very relaxed 
in its presentation and it is not too 
surprising that the Rega/Ortofon 
combination might sound livelier. 
We also don't feel that dispensing 
with a preamp in a multiple-input 
system is something you will enjoy 
in the long run.

Our recommendation in this case 
would be to consider a new CD 
player with a bit more vigour than 
the Opus 21. Two players that we 
feel offer this step-up in performance 
are the recently revised Leema 
Antilla II (HFC323)and the Moon 
CD3.3 (HFC 328). Neither are 
bright’, but they have a liveliness 
and sense of timing that the Opus 
21 may lack. The Moon also has a 
digital input should you wish to 
add another digital source in time.

Dynaudio Contour 3.0 speakers; 
Technics RB608R tape deck (with 
dbx noise supressor); Sound- Stage 
glass rack with equipment sitting on 
chipboard which helps the sound, plus 
Wireworld mains cables.

The system sounds really good, but 
I've found the record player out performs 
the CD player. I have connected the CD 
player directly to the Mono X amps and 
used it as a preamp, but this makes the 
sound flat and dull, so the Cyrus Pre X 
amp is adding a bit of magic to the mix.

To improve the sound do I need to 
change the preamp to a Cyrus Pre XVS 
or go for another marque? Or do I use a 
Cyrus XP d and connect the Resolution 
player with XLR cable?

The speakers sound great, but are 
power-hungry, so can I link two Mono Xs 
to the speakers (the speakers only have 
one set of terminals)?

I could potentially put £3,000 together 
for a worthwhile upgrade.
Tim Harrison, via email

WE SEE OUR FAIR SHARE 
of questions from readers with 
money to spend on chasing audio 
perfection Often, they are far from 
sure about what it is they want 
from the upgrade or indeed what 
improvements they can make. 
Uncertainty in this area is the path 
to a sidegrade.'
'Sidegrading' is when you realise 

on reflection (and often a lot of 
money later) that the results of your 
new arrival are different, but not 
actually better. if you are seeking 
worthwhile improvements, there 
are some simple lessons to apply

Most important - what is 'wrong' 
with your system - where could it 
be improved? If you say 'nothing' or 
'I don't know', then put your wallet 
away I Spending in the hope that it 
might make something better is a 
bad idea Second, once you know 
what could be improved, spend 
some time working out how to 
find this improvement, rather than 
jumping straight in.
Another consideration is how 

much tospendtoachieve a 
worthwhile step forward 
Equipment does improve as 
price increases, but look at 
equipment that costs at least 
50 per cent more than your 
current unit- replacing a £1,000 CD 
player with a £1,200 one is not really 
going to be cost-effective.

I am considering changing my 
speakers as I believe these to be the 
weakest link in the system. I would 
appreciate your advice on what 
would be suitable alternatives; either 
standmount or floorstanders in the 
£5,000 price range.

My music preferences are more 
or less everything other than hard 
rock and this includes: country; 
jazz; popular; classical etc plus the 
majority of my library comprises

The Sensitive type

QMy main source is a Rega 
Saturn CD player, which I 
have had for the best part of 

five years.Amplification is a Pathos 
lnpol 2 hybrid amplifier (50 watts). 
Speakers are Dynaudio Focus 140s.

Antlia

EXPERT
ADVICE

Track 12 49:42
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Putting Music First

Our award winning pre-amplifier lets you 
hear the music the way it was recorded;

uncoloured,

unsullied,

unsurpassed.

4 •

The most musical pre-amplifier available...”
Andrew Harrison - Hi Fi News

10 Syndicate 22
25-26 StPTLMKRWHlTTlfmmrilM

www.mfaudio.co.uk : : info@mfaudio.co.uk : : +44 (0)1424 858260

Moving Coil Step up

o Features the legendary Stevens & Billington TX103

o 14dB, 20dB or 26dB of transformer gain

o Flexible loading options from 20ohm to 1.9Kohm

o Three way ground selection switch

o Available in Copper or Silver versions

o Handmade in Hastings, UK

"a winning combination of rich, silky smoothness 
and focused incisive clarity"

Jimmy Hughies - Hi-Fi Choice

"...you're in rarefiedsuper-ft territory"
Andrew Harrison - Hi Fi +

Syndicate 22

www.mfaudio.co.uk : : info@mfaudio.co.uk : : +44 (0)1424 858260

http://www.mfaudio.co.uk
mailto:info@mfaudio.co.uk
http://www.mfaudio.co.uk
mailto:info@mfaudio.co.uk




Year warranty
All Roksan electronics and turntables sold 
through authorised dealers are covered by 
a free 5 year parts and labour warranty.

Roksan
Distributed in the UK by;

Henley Designs
www.henleydesigns.co.uk,
sales@henleydesigns.co.uk, 01235 511166

http://www.henleydesigns.co.uk
mailto:sales@henleydesigns.co.uk


Dan George
Hi-Fi Choice's editor and 
judging coordinator

Paul Messenger
Former HfCeditor, UK's 
leading speaker authority

Alvin Gold
Internationally respected 
hifi expert and reviewer

Jason Kennedy
Former Hi-Fi Choice editor 
and major contributor

Richard Black
Hi-Fi Choice’s famous 
technical consultant

Malcolm Steward
Former Hi-Fi Review editor and 
general audio expert

Jimmy HugHes
Leading hi-fi authority with 
40 years' experience

Ed Selley
Former industry insider and 
digital technoloAs specialist

Richard Holliss
Hi-Fi Choice's current 
Production Editor

Awards
ntro

Welcome to the 2010 Hi-Fi Choice 
Awards issue - which is without 
doubt the most reliable guide to 
hi-fi buying anywhere. Spread across the 

next 38 pages you'll find our pick of the very 
best hi-fi components currently available, 
painstakingly plucked from each relevant 
product category by our expert panel.

As you'd expect from Hi-Fi Choice, we 
have rigorously filtered our favourite 
products from the last 13 issues to come 
up with a final list of award-winning 
components to suit a variety of pockets. For 
each category; you'll see two finalists and an 
overall winner, giving you a perfect shortlist 
for auditioning new equipment, when used 
in conjunction with our famous Buyers 
Guide directory at the back of the issue.

The Judging^
The process we undertake in judging which 
products make it into our Awards issue is 
exhaustive. All of the equipment is listened 
to and carefully considered and then we 
embark on an extensive consultation with a 
judging panel of exceptional experience: the 
Hi-Fi Choice reviewing team!

We've also checked the availability and 
pricing of each product, to ensure that you 
can still get hold of it in the coming months 
and that you know how much to pay.

The result is an Awards edition for those 
who really care about quality and want a 
reliable buying reference for 2010/2011. 
Many of our awards have been given to 
high-scoring products from our unique 
Blind-listening Group Test, so this really is a 
best of the best.

CD players 69
Turntables 73
Digital-to-analogue convertors 77
Tuners 79
Amplifiers 81
Loudspeakers 85
Headphones 89
One-box systems 91
Interconnect cables 92
Loudspeaker cables 93
Equipment supports 96
Accessories 97
Innovation 101
High end 103
Product ofthe Year 2010 104
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LEEMA ACOUSTICS

Audiostyle n. hi-fi equipment 

that looks and feels as good as it sounds

Award Winning Hi-Fi
Please visit w^w. leema-acoustics.com to find your nearest dealer

mm
SOUND AND VISION

AWARDS 2009 AWARDS
SHRED AMPLIFIERS

BESTSTIREOAMPUflU£15OT.
LEEMATUCANA ll

HIFICHOICE Visit: www.leema-acoustics.com

Q Phone: +44 (0)1938 811900

Email: info@leema-acoustics.com

acoustics.com
http://www.leema-acoustics.com
mailto:info@leema-acoustics.com


BEST CD PLAYER UP TO E1.000AWARDS '

Roksan
K2

The Kandy K2 is the only 
product from the 2009 Awards 
to retain its title. It returned to 

see off all challengers in a recent 
Blind-listening Group Test and the 
same qualities that earned it the 
award last year still apply. 
It is a truly accomplished music
maker across a wide variety of styles 
and genres. With excellent timing 
and tonality the K2 is a great listen.

!: DETAILS
PRICE: 
£895

TYPE: CD player
TELEPHONE: 
01235511166

WEBSITE: 
roksan.co.uk

Marantz
SA-Kl LITE

!: DETAILS
PRICE: £899
TYPE: CD/SACD 
player
TELEPHONE: 
02890 2 79830
WEBSITE: 
marantz.eu

Moon
CD.5

C DETAILS
PRICE: £999
■TYPE: CD player 
TELEPHONE: 
0131 555 3922
WEBSITE: 
simaudio.com

^^w.hifichoice.co.uk AWARDS 2010 MChCholce 69
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INNOVATORS IN SOUND

a class above

With the same innovations as KEF’s revolutionary Concept Blade 
technology showcase, the all-new Q Series from KEF performs 

like speakers from a higher price class in terms of realism, 
musicality and off-axis dispersion.

Q Series

All new Uni-Q 

array.

Sweet, spacious and true, 
wherever you sit

A large vented tweeter in the centre 
of the bass/midrange driver, with a 
' tangerine' waveguide and unique 
Z-flex surround to combine unrivalled 
dispersion with generous travel for 
the aluminium MF/LF cone.

Advanced bass 
technologies.

Deeper, tighter and more 
accurate bass

I nside the fashionably rectilinear 
cabinets, the new bass driver 
combines a rigid superlight cone with 
a massive vented magnet assembly 
and an oversized voice coil for 
exceptional sensitivity and 
distortion-free power handling.

Total system 
design.

A holistic approach, with 
no compromises.

These advanced new drivers 
only need first order crossovers, 
maximising fluency and transparency, 
and KEF's legendary attention to 
detail extends from innovations for 
easier bi-wiring to environment
friendly finishes.

GP Acoustics (UK) Limited, Eccleston Road,Tovil, Madstone, Kent, ME 15 6QR UK.

Telephone: +44 (0) 1622 672261 Fax: +44 (0) 1622 750653 www.kef.com

http://www.kef.com


BEST CD PLAYER OVER £1,000 AWARDS'

an

Choice.

Resolution Audio 
Cantata
We loved the Opus 21 CD 

player by Resolution 
Audio and always felt that 

it was going to take something 
special to better it. The Cantata is 
that something. Combining the roles 
of standalone CD player with that of 
a media streamer and DAC, the 
Cantata handles all roles with style, 
possessing a sound quality that is the 
equal of more expensive players.

1: DETAILS
PRICE: 
£5,995

TYPE: CD/streamer

TELEPHONE: 
01268858222

WEBSITE: 
resolutionaudio.com

De non 
DCD-2010AE

□ DETAILS
PRICE: £1,700 
TYPE: CD/SACD 

TELEPHONE: 
02890 279830

WEBSITE: 
denon.co.uk

3
-
e

Rega 
Isis

□ DETAILS
PRICE: £5,998 
TYPE: CD player 

TELEPHONE: 
01702 233071

WEBSITE: 
rega.co.uk
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Hear it

as they intended

Chord Indigo Plus Digital
Whilst most hi-fi and home cinema enthusiasts are happy to 
accept the influence that interconnects and speaker cable can 
have on the performance of a system, many people struggle to 
accept that a digital cable can be equally influential.

The common reaction is that since the cable is only carrying 
a digital signal, the design and quality of materials used in the 
cable will have far less influence. Listening tests however, 
show this is not necessarily the case. Repeated listening tests 
using high quality digital to analogue converters and home 
cinema receivers have shown that digital cables can and do 
have an effect on the sound quality of the system in which 
they are used. Digital cables are capable of affecting levels 
of detail, dynamics, sound staging and the rhythmic and tonal 
characteristics of a system.

The improvements that the Indigo Plus Digital can bring to a 
system should not be dismissed lightly.

THE

CHORD
COMPANY

^^w.chord.co.uk
Get advice on all aspects of hi-fi and home cinema from the Cable Doctor 

and sign-up for our newsletter, keeping you in touch with the latest 
product development news, exclusive competitions and technical tips

w.chord.co.uk


BEST TURNTABLE UP TO £1,500 AWARDS

Pro-Ject
6 Perspex
Winning the Blind-listening 

Group Test (HFC 338), against competition that included a more recent version of last year's award-winner, the 6 Perspex truly deserves this year's top-spot. We loved its open and even-handed sound, the handsome design and its excellent build quality.

C DETAILS
PRICE: £1,280 
(inclarm)
TYPE: Turntable
TELEPHONE:
01235511166

WEBSITE:
project-audio.corn

!: DETAILS
PRICE: £190 (incl 
arm/cartridge) 
TYPE: Turntable
TELEPHONE: 
01235511166

Cleara ud 1 o
Concept

C DETAILS 
PRICE: £1.100 
(inclarm/ 
cartridge) 
T Turntable 
TELEPHONE: 
01252 702705 

WEBSITE: 
clearaudio.de

Pro-Ject
RPM-1
Genie 3 WEBSITE:

project-audio.corn
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E-LECTROCOMPANIET
If music really mattersM

The New Integrated Amplifier ECI-5 MK II
o

Our aim when designing the ECI-5 MK II was to make the sound 
more modern, enhancing the details and dynamics.
Feedback from our listening team tell us that we have succeeded - 
"this amplifier sounds much larger than the size and the price tag"

Made in Norway 
www. electrocoinpaniet. no



BEST TURNTABLE OVER £1,500 AWARDS '

Hi-Fi

inyl has been with us 
for decades and yet the 
Woodpecker manages to

□ DETAILS
PRICE: £2,995 
(excluding arm 
and cartridge) 
TYPE: Turntable
TELEPHONE:

01923352479
WEBSITE:
angelsoundaudio.co.uk

□ DETAILS
PRICE: £1,995 
(inc hidingarm 
and c:rtndgei 
TYPE: Turntable
TELEPHONE: 
01252 702705
WEBSITE: 
clearaudio.de

Dr FeickertAnalogue Woodpecker
V

2010

pack some surprising innovations 
into its handsome design. A 
composite of metals, laminates 
and acetal plastic, the deck offers an 
insightful and revealing sound that 
makes it a worthy award-winner.

Clearaudio
Emotion SE

Choice-.

Hanss 
Acoustics
T-30

Hi-Fi

□ DETAILS
PRICE: £3,600 
(excluding arm 
and cartridge) 
TYPE: Turntable
TELEPHONE: 

07842 126218 
WEBSITE: 
hanssacoustics. 
corn
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ARCAM

A listening revolution

At last real high-fidelity sound from 
a portable iPod speaker system.



BEST DIGITAL-TO-ANALOGUE CONVERTORAWARDS '

NaimAudio 
DAC
H .aving shown no previous interest in external DACs, for Nairn to win this category S^ @@ @® -An

at the first attempt is a remarkable achievement. But then this DAC combines the traditional Nairn attention to detail with clever technology. The end result being a fantastic performer and a flexible addition to any system.

□ DETAILS 
PRICE:£1,950 

TYPE:DAC 
TELEPHONE: 
01722 426600 

WEBSITE: 
naim-audio.com

Choice
2010

iBasso
04 Mamba

Hi-fi

□ DETAILS
PRICE: £225
TYPE: DAC/ 
headphone 
amplifier
TELEPHONE: 
0800 756 9564
WEBSITE: 
ibasso.com

Nuforce
I con HOP

c:t DETAILS
PRICE: £345
TYPE: DAC/ 
headphone 
amp/preamp

TELEPHONE: 
08450 525259

WEBSITE: 
nuforce.com
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Definition DC8TDefinition DC1OT

Image Hi-Fi 
Award 2010

Best Loudspeaker

Definition DC10T Definition DCBD efinition BESTE VAN (O

k EDITOR'S CHOICE j
stereo sound 
Grand Prix
Award 2009

MEDIA 1
TOTAAL AM 
AWARD o

Definition is an outstanding new range of audiophile loudspeakers 

from Tannoy. Designed to get the very best from stereo music in 

the home, Definition distils and refines Tannoy's eight decades 

of loudspeaker expertise into a design of unrivalled performance 

value and stunning aesthetics.

Defining the art of sound
The three strong range features the very latest Tannoy Dual 

Concentric™ drivers with WideBand™ tweeter technology, 

innovative ply-wood cabinets and revolutionary Deep 

Cryogenically Treated crossovers. Capturing the fundamental 

dynamics of music yet majoring on the finest instrumental 

detail, Definition defines the art of sound.

tannoy.com
TAWOY

tannoy.com


BEST RADIO TUNER AWARDS

1:1 DETAILS
PRICE: £160
TYPE: DAB+/FM 
radio
TELEPHONE: 
01702 601410
WEBSITE: 
vitaaudio.com

M

»ft

Choice

ore than just a simple 
radio, the Sensia won over 
the judges, thanks in part

1:1 DETAILS
PRICE: £250
TYPE: DAB/FM/web 
radio/media player 
TELEPHONE: 
0845 148 9001
WEBSITE: 
pure.com

^“»CAa

•V«BCfc

Pure
Sensia

to its excellent Pure DAB reception. 
It can also stream music over a 
wireless network and even surf the 
internet. That it does all of these 
things with aplomb easily makes it 
this year's award-winner.

Tivoli
Networks+

□ DETAILS
PRICE: £495
TYPE: DAB/FM/ 
web radio
TELEPHONE:

01279501111
WEBSITE: 
tivoliaudio.com

Vita Audio
R1 Mkll

Hi-Fi
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NORTHERN IRELAND AUDIO SHOW

After 10 years the Northern Ireland Audio Show is back

6th - 1th November 2 0 10

At the Stormont Hotel, Belfast - see the website for more details!

www.niaudioshow.com info@nia udioshow.com + 44 (0) 845 64 36 299

udioshow.com
udioshow.com


BEST AMPLIFIER UP TO £1,000AWARDS

T

Hi-Fi

DENON

he 'lSlOAE won us over with 
a clean and immediate sonic 
performance, coupled with a

□ DETAILS
PRICE: £899
TYPE: Integrated 

TELEPHONE: 
02890 279830

WEBSITE: 
marantz.com

Denon 
PMA-1510AE

içAunoNj A

□ DETAILS
PRICE: 
£900

TYPE: Integrated

TELEPHONE: 
02890 279830

WEBSITE: 
denon.co.uk

XNON—.NUKIME7
GoT'O □ O'

Choice

power output that is up to the task of 
driving virtually any speaker it is 
likely to encounter. For the price, it 
also enjoys excellent fit and finish 
and an extensive feature set, 
including bypassable tone controls 
and a good-quality MM/MC phono 
stage. A worthy winner.

Marantz
Pearl Lite 
PM-Kl

Io O

2010

Puresound ™S
TYPE: Integrated 
(valve)

TELEPHONE: 
01822 612449

WEBSITE:
puresound.info
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THE EVENT THAT'S CREATED BY MUSIC LOVERS FOR MUSIC LOVERS

DAY
Audio 
Event

12th 
13th 
14th
NOVEMBER

2010

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

Best Western Moat House Hotel, Sindlesham, 
Reading. Just off JlO M4.

■ Held in the beautiful 'Best Western Moat 
House Hotel'. On-site parking available.

■ Three day event.

■ More products, more rooms and this year 
get ready for a full AV room for all you 
movie buff's.

■ Ben from Ben's Records will also be 
attending again with his wonderful Vinyl 
selection for you to purchase.

■ Experts will be on hand, which includes 
representatives from our fellow Distributors 
and Manufactures.

■ Bigger, better and independent.

Look out for more details on our 
web sites below.

t. 01483 537 577
m. 07979 515 577
e. sales@guildfordaudio.co.uk
w. ^^.guildfordaudio.co.uk

The Audio
Warehouse

t. 01483 537 577
m. 07810 546 103
e. john@theaudiowarehouse.co.uk
w. www.theaudiowarehouse.co.uk
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BEST AMPLIFIER OVER £1,000AWARDS '

T

lifi

CO O 0 o o o o
0 0 o
0 0 0

his combination impressed us 
from the outset. The Rotels 
are handsome brutes with an

□ DETAILS
PRICE: £1,480 
TYPE: Integrated 

TELEPHONE: 
01223 203200
WEBSITE: 
arcam.co.uk

1:1 DETAILS
PRICE: 
£2,200 
TYPE: Pre/power 

TELEPHONE: 
01903221500
WEBSITE: 
rote I.corn

RotelRC1580/RB1582

Hi-Fi

® »

A^liA fJU 
60

impressive spec and massive power 
reserves. They went on to beat all 
comers in their group test, combining 
a powerful and convincing 
performance with an ability to 
reproduce the most delicate of pieces 
without losing a single detail. A very 
accomplished duo.

Arcam 
A38

www.hifichoice.co.uk

nu 
»6

Luxman 
L55OA-II

1:1 DETAILS
PRICE: £3,450 
TYPE: Integrated
TELEPHONE: 
01900 813064
WEBSITE: 
luxman.co.jp

— ©
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evolution of the species
Introducing the Unico Nuovo

With more than a dozen detail improvements - including a sweeter sounding triode valve, twice the number of output
devices and a novel constant power supply - the Unico Nuovo is a giant step forward for the evolution of the species. 

For the listener, the result is an even more natural sound with greater dynamic headroom, and all the musical 
enjoyment synonymous with the Unison Research name.

Available now in black or silver finishes, price £1650.

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:

t.01753 652 669
mail@ukd.co.uk I www.ukd.co.uk

44 HIGH STREET 
ETON
BERKSHIRE SL46BL 

01753 631000
www.studioav.co.uk
sales@studioav.co.uk

The latest reference products 
for music reproduction, formin

Levinson

Music that stirs the soul
1

rational Audio Show 2010, Whittlebury Hall, Northants on 25th 
id will be using these and other high end products throughout

dCS
ONLY THE MUSIC

e Mark Levinson and Revel redefine the standards 
ning partnerships.

We are southern England’s only official Mark Levinson and Revel reference dealer, and 
these fabulous products, together with c/CS source components and Focal Utopia 
speakers, are on demonstration in our luxurious listening rooms.

We are exhibiting at the I 
and 26th September, an
the two days.

Visit us in the Priory Suite on the first floorJor your chance to hear music that stirs the 
soul.

mailto:mail@ukd.co.uk
http://www.ukd.co.uk
http://www.studioav.co.uk
mailto:sales@studioav.co.uk


BEST LOUDSPEAKER UP TO £2,000AWARDS

□ DETAILS
PRICE: £400 
TYPE: Standmount
TELEPHONE:
01480 447700
WEBSITE: 
castle.uk.com

CastleKnignt 2

a Hi-fi

CJ DETAILS
PRICE: £1,000
TYPE:
Floorstander

TELEPHONE: 
012B5 654432
WEBSITE:
acoustic-energy.co.uk

CJ DETAILS
PRICE: £1,879
TYPE: 
Floorstander

TELEPHONE: 
08456 602680
WEBSITE: 
focal-fr.corn

The Knight 2 marks a welcome return by one of the premier British speaker brands. New owners IAG have successfully kept the values that made Castle speakers special and updated the models for the 2lst Century. We love the detail and explicit vocals coupled with fast and detailed bass.This top-flight performance is presented in a gorgeous, real-wood veneer cabinet finished to an extremely high standard, resulting in a worthy award-winner.

Choice
WINNER

Acoustic 
Energy
Radiance 2

Focal
Chorus 
826W LE
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Gadget Awards 2010
OFFICIAL AWARDS PARTNERS

Qualcomm
¡orange TURN ON TOMORROW

AMSUN

And the winner is...
Over 700,000 votes cast, 90 gadgets across 19 categories. 

Time to discover the best gadgets of the year as voted by YOU

Visit ^^w.t3.com/awards from October 11 
to discover this year's winners

OFFICIAL MEDIA PARTNERS

SKY 714^ I mmsnsi
M .. ^^^q^m

w.t3.com/awards


BEST LOUDSPEAKER OVER £2,000AWARDS

Hi-Fi

lì 
II

□ DETAILS

PRICE: £4,600 
TYPE: Floorstander
TELEPHONE:

01582 405694
WEBSITE: 
pmc-speakers.com

□ DETAILS

PRICE: £2,680
TYPE:
Floorstander

TELEPHONE: 
01302 711528
WEBSITE:
audiovector.com

!: DETAILS

PRICE: £2,498
TYPE:
Floorstander

TELEPHONE: 
00800 200 300 40
WEBSITE: 
teufelaudio.com

PMC 
fact.8
The fact.8 is a speaker that does nearly everything right. It is capable of great performance, with superb bass extension, good tonality and sensitivity and some intelligent, well thought out tuning controls. This is then presented in one of the most handsome cabinets we have seen in a while. Virtues that take it to the top of the class.

Choice
WINNER 2010

fact'

000

«3

Audiovector
S3Super

Teufel
Ultima 800

Hi-Fi
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audio <T
f While many of our competitors have chosen to focus on 

home cinema and TV, at Audio T we've never lost sight 
of our roots... set down in 2 channel over 44 years ago. 
We sell home cinema, of course, but we also have a 
range of 2 channel brands that is second to none, with 
streaming products from Naim, Arcam, Olive and Sonos.

All our stores have knowledgeable staff and a 
comfortable demonstration room. We can deliver and 
install systems for you and we are always happy to live 
up to our Price Promise.

So if you love music and want a system that will make 
you listen to more, you know where to come.

Brighton
01273 609431
Bristol
01179 264975
Cheltenham
01242 583960

Epsom
01372 748888
Oxford
01865 765961
Reading
0118 958 5463

Southampton
023 8025 2827
Tunbridge Wells
01892 525666

The stores below operate in association with SEVENO3<S
SOUND * VISION

Basingstoke Cardiff Preston
01256 324311 029 20228565 01772 883958
Blackpool Enfield Swansea
01253 300599 020 8367 3132 01792 474608
Bolton Lancaster Swindon
01204 395789 01524 39657 01793 538222
Brentwood Manchester Warrington
01277 264730 0161 839 8869 01925 632179
Camberley Portsmouth Worcester
01276 685597 023 9266 3604 01905 619059

FREE GUIDEClick on the website below to order our FREE GUIDE Sound & Vision at HomeLearn about the brands we sell, why we sell them and how to make up your ideal system
Buy Now, Pay in 12 Months Time*
On all our favourite brands: Arcam, Audiolab, B&W, Bose, Bryston, Castle, Chord Electronics, Cyrus, Denon, Dynaudio, Dali, Electrocompaniet, Epson, Focal, Humax, JVC, KEF, Kudos, Linn, Marantz, Michell, Monitor Audio, NAD, Naim, Olive, Onkyo, Optoma, Panasonic, Philips, Pioneer, PMC, ProAc, Project, Pure Sound, Quad, Rega, REL Roksan, Rotel, Samsung, Sonos, Sony, Spendor, Sugden, Tannoy, Totem, Vienna, Vita, Wharfedale and Yamaha."Subject to status. Ask instore for details. Not all brands are available in every shop so please check our website before travelling.
www.audio-t.co.uk

http://www.audio-t.co.uk


BEST HEADPHONE AWARDS

M

□ DETAILS 

PRICE: £880 

TYPE: Semi-open 
back 

TELEPHONE: 

01444258258 
WEBSITE: 
beyerd;ynamic.de

Beyerdynamic
T he Tl impressed us from the 

outset. Even before it was 
plugged in, the beautiful build

Choice

quality and attractive design did 
wonders for its desirability. This 
was backed up by a strong and 
engaging performance that showed 
remarkable detail-retrieval, 
resulting in a very transparent and 
natural-sounding headphone.

Grado
PS1000

□ DETAILS

PRICE: £1,795 

TYPE: Open back 

TELEPHONE: 
01279 501111 

WEBSITE: 
gradolabs.com

Bowers& 
Wilkins

□ DETAILS 

PRICE: £250 

TYPE: Closed 
back 

TELEPHONE: 
01903 221500 

WEBSITE: 
bowers^wilkins. 
corn

twww.hifichoice.co.uk AWARDS 2010 llfiCCholce 89
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THE UK's PREMIER VINYL RELATED RESOURCE WILL BE AVAILABLE SOON ONLINE!
Ifyou need us sooner, please call 0845 6019390 or email choice@turntableworld.co.uk

ANATEK RESEARCH 
APOLLO 

ATACAMA 
AV INTERNATIONAL 

CHORD COMPANY 
CHORD ELECTRONICS 

CLEARAUDIO 
DYNAVECTOR 

EAR YOSHINO 
GOLDRING 

GRAHAM ENGINEERING 
GRAHAM SLEE 
G F HADCOCK 

ISOTEK 
KOETSU 

KUDOS AUDIO 
MARTIN LOGAN 

LYRA 
MAGNEPLANAR 

MELODY 
MICHELL ENGINEERING

MONITOR AUDIO

WELCOME TO THE NORTH EAST

HIFISOUND, Castlegate Mill, Quayside, Stockton on Tees 01642 267012

NAD 
NAIM AUDIO 
NORDOST 
NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE 
OPERA 
ORTOFON
PATHOS ACOUSTICS 
PROJECT 
PS AUDIO 
PURESOUND 
REGA 
REVOLVER 
ROKSAN 
SME 
STAX 
SUGDEN AUDIO 
TEAC ESOTERIC 
TRANSFIGURATION 
TRICHORD RESEARCH 
UNISON RESEARCH 
USHER AUDIO 
VAN DE HUL

www.2ndhandhifi. co. uk ...what are you t

tel: 0845 6019390
Analogue AmplifiersAcos Lustre, excellent Japanese tonearm Ariston ROSO Superior, Mission 774, vgc Benz Micro Glider, excellent low hours 149279399Cardas Neutral Reference Tonearm Cable, weeks old 299Clearaudio Unify tonearm, brand new Decent Audio Wallshelf, usedGarrard 301, good cosmetics. full working order Linn LP12, Basik LVX, boxedLinn LP12, Ekas in black ashLinn LP12 Rosewood, Cirkus, Lingo, Ittok, boxed Linn Ekas 2, excellent with T cableLinn Unto, excellent conditionMichell Hydraulic Reference, SME 3009, new lid Michell Electronic Reference (no arm,SME cut) Monitor Audio MA500 Direct Drive, excellent! NAO 533 Turntable (Planar 2), AB250, no lid Project RPM10, speedbox, nr mint boxed Project X Pack, very low hours nr mint boxed Rega P3, in greenRega P1,ex demo

999 149 799 4991299 1499999 599 749 699 24999 999 499 279 149

Audio Innovations S700Arcam A28, nr mint boxed in blackAudio Synthesis Flame T, excellent boxed remote Audiolab BOOOC&P grey versions excellent boxed Audiolab BOOOP, UK versionAudio Research SP11 mk2, 2009 AS serviceAudio Research LS15, excellent boxedAudio Zone Amp 2 MonoblocksBel Canto Pre 3/$300 Power, excellent boxedBryston BP20 pre & 3BST poweramp, boxedBryston 860A integrated, nr mint boxedConrad Johnson MV60SE Power nr mint boxed
499499499349299 2499 1299799 1499 1899999 1499Consonance Cyber 10 Signature, excellent boxed 699CR Developments Calypso, vgc boxed 699Esoteric At10, built in DAC and phone. excellent! 1199Rega Planar 2 c/w RB250 and Super Bias, excellent149Rega AB250 with stubmodRoksan Reference PSU in black, ex demo 119CallRoksan TMS1 & DSU superb boxed, recent TM service 1749Roksan Xerxes, XPS2, TabrizZi excellentSME 3009/2, excellentSystemdek llX, c/w Systemdek arm, vgc Thorens T0125, excellent original box/packing Tom Evans The Groove, excellentVPI Super Scoutmaster,SOS, Clamps, Feet etc Wilson Benesch Act 1 Tonearm, nr mint superb 59917914929910992749799

Krell KAV300, vgc classic integrated c/w remoteKrell Evolution 600 MonoblocksLevinson No27 Power amp, vgcLyngdorl TDAl2200 with Aoomperlect and DAGMarantz SM17 Power, excellent boxedMelody 101 pre and Matching Monos, ex demoMelody 2A3 Integrated, ex demoMelody 300b Integrated, excellent boxedMoon P7/W8 Pre/Power combo, excellent boxedNAIM NAC122/150, excellent boxedNAIM NAIT XS, excellent boxed
999 174991499 2999299 Call Call 79g6499599 849NAIM 250, boxed, recased to olive & serviced in 2000 799

Radio/RecorderlArcam FMJ26DABNakamichi ZX1000L, just serviced, vgcQuad FM3, vgcQuad FM4, vgcYamaha KX580 nr mint Call Call 99 179 49
NAIM NAPV145, excellentNAIM NAP250.2, excellent boxedNAIM NAC82, napsc, excellent boxedNAIM NAC52, excellent boxedNAIM NAC202. excellent boxedNAIM NAC282. excellent boxedPrima Luna Prologue one, excellent boxedPS Audio Trio P200, excellent boxed with remote Roksan Caspian M Series Integrated ex demo Roksan Kandy K2 integrated ex demoTag Mclaren 60irv, nr mint boxedVincent SA31 Hybrid Preamp, excellent boxed

999174989919997991399799399799599399299

Arcam CD17, nr mint boxed 349Arcam C033T, as new boxed 399Arcam C037, excellent boxed 799Audio Research CD3Mk2 1499Cambridge Audio 640v2, excellent boxed 179Consonance CD2.2 24bit, excellent boxed 599Copland CD822, excellent boxed 649Cyrus PSXA, excellent smooth black boxed 249 Cyrus CD6SE, excellent silver boxed 449Cyrus GOSSE, excellent boxed, due in 599Cyrus CDXTSE, nr mint in brushed black, boxed 499 Cyrus DACX, excellent brushed black boxed 599 Esoteric DV60, mint boxed. SAVE £2000! 2499Linn Numerik, vgc 299Marantz 8003, excellent boxed, Due in 449Marantz SA15, excellent boxed 499Marantz CD1?Kl, excellent boxed 399Marantz CD12/DA12 Due in CallMicromega CD10, nr mint boxed new model 599Micromega CD30, nr mint boxed new model 1199Nairn CD5, excellent boxed 499NAIM CD3, excellent 349NAIM COS2/COPS, nr mint boxed 1749NAIM CDX2, excellent boxed with remote 1399PS Audio Digilink DAG, as new ex demo CallRega Apollo, near mint boxed 299Ratel RCD06, excellent boxed 999Sugden CD21SE, ex demo nr mint boxed 999Sugden CDMaster Bijou CD player, as new boxed 599 Tag Mclaren CD20R, excellent boxed 349TEAC P700/D700 excellent boxed 1/2 size pair 749

Art Stiletto, mint 2 months old!B&W DM70 excellent for year, full working orderCastle Conway 3, excellent boxedDefinitive Technology Mythos 2, pair, bargain! 599999299399Focal Sibs Cinema pack XXL fronts, XL centre and rears 749Kudos C10, early bi-wire pair in Rosenut Linn Ninka, excellent boxed Magneplanar MG1.6, ex reviewMartin Logan Purity, ex demo, for details Martin Logan Odyssey, excellent boxed 1299449149919992999Monitor Audio GSW12 Gold series Subwoofer, excellent 699Monitor Audio MA1800 Gold, large floorstander bargain 349Monitor Audio Platinum 300, excellent cratedPMC FB1+in Walnut, boxedPMC Fact 8 in Tiger Ebony, excellent boxed 349914993249Proac Tablette Ref 8 Signature in Ebony, mint boxed 799Proac Studio 130 in Oak, excellent boxedProac Studio 140 in Ebony, excellent boxed 699999PSB Alpha Bl Stereophile Product of the year BARGAIN!!! 99Quad 21 L in Birds eye Maple finish, nr mintRega RS1 , mint boxedRega R3, in cherry boxed 349279249Revel Performa F32, excellent boxed, serious value! 1399Spender S3/5se, excellent boxedTotem Model One Signature, excellent boxed Totem Arra with 'beaks' 549949599Theil CS7.2, large floorstander £13k new...BARGAIN! 2999Usher Mini Dancer 2, ex demo, nr mintUsher Be718 Standmount, excellent boxed Call 849Wharledale Diamond Home cinema pack, ex demo CallWharferlale Active Diamond 7.1s - rare boxed! 119
AV/Accessories/Cables SPECIAL SYSTEM DEALSChord Epic Speaker cables, factory terminated pair Call lsotek and LAT extension blocks CallNAIM XPS2, nr mint boxed later version 1749NAIM Supercap in Olive, new Burndy 1749Onkyo 507, 607 & 807, as new ex demo boxed Call Micromega CD10 & IA60, both as new Micromega CD30 & IA180 both as new NAIM Uniti, as new boxedOnkyo A733/C733 Amp and CO ex display Shanling MC30, as new boxed 99919991599599499

Telephone 01642 267012, Tuesday to Saturday 10 til 5 
or email choice@2ndhandhifi.co.uk

mailto:choice@turntableworld.co.uk
mailto:choice@2ndhandhifi.co.uk


BEST ONE-BOX SYSTEM AWARDS

Aura
Note Premier
The Aura is a demonstration of what makes an awardwinning one-box system.It combines excellent sonics with an attractive and well-thought out design and an extensive feature set that should allow it to fit into even demanding roles without issue. If you need top performance in one box, look no further than this.

□ DETAILS
PRlCE: £1,500 
TYPE: One-box 
system
TELEPHONE: 
01403 782221 
WEBSITE: 
auradiesign.co.jp

Arcam
Solo Mini

□ DETAILS
PRla:£750
TYPE:
One-box system 
TELEPHONE: 
01223 203200
WEBSITE: 
arcam.co.uk

Arcam
Solo Neo

□ DETAILS
PRICE: £1,350 
TYPE: Streaming 
one-box system 
TELEPHONE: 
01223 203200
WEBSITE: 
arcam.co.uk
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AWARDS BEST INTERCONNECT CABLE

QED . .Signature Audio S
The QED achieves the single most important aim of any hi-fi cable, in that it imparts no character of its own to the performance. The sophisticated 'quasi-balanced' design and excellent quality materials throughout, combine to give the QED a near total transparency that is the mark of an award-winner.

!: DETAILS

PRICE: 
£190 (1 m pair)

TYPE: Interconnect
TELEPHONE: 
01279501111

WEBSITE:
qed.co.uk

Choice

;üü;üi»wi

Ixos
XHA716

!: DETAILS

PRICE: £100 
(lm pair)
TYPE: 
Interconnect
TELEPHONE: 
01844219000

WEBSITE: 
ixos.co.uk

Kimber 
Tonik

□ DETAILS

PRICE:£75 
(lmpair) 
TYPE: 
Interconnect
TELEPHONE: 
0845 345 1550

WEBSITE: 
kimber.com
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BEST LOUDSPEAKER CABLE AWARDS

T

Choice

he Kimber really stood out 
with a wonderfully natural 
and relaxed performance.

□ DETAILS

PRICE: 
£133(2.5m 
terminated pair) 

TYPE: Vari-strand

TELEPHONE: 
0)845 3451550

WEBSITE: 
kimber.com

1: DETAILS

PRICE: £1142 
(3m terminated 
pair)

TYPE: Bi-wire

TELEPHONE: 
01980) 625700

WEBSITE: 
chord.co.uk

Kimber
4VS
It did a fine job of making itself 
unobtrusive and letting the music 
take centre stage. The traditional 
woven construction is retained and 
the fit and finish is extremely high. 
The price has even gone down since 
we reviewed it!

/ /

The 
Chord Co
Rumour2

Merlin
C12 Mk2

□ DETAILS

PRICE: £190 (3m 
terminated pair) 

TYPE: Single-wire 

TELEPHONE: 
0870 3210215

WEBSITE: 
merlincables.com

Hi-Fi
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It's a breeze to buy high-end gear at www.coolgales.com.

,)'.:. •i .
Clearaudio Innovation Wood

turntable, £6250
With mag bearing, speed control. "A superb way 
of playing vinyl that never draws attention to 
itself." (Hi-Fi World) ON OEM

Transfiguration Orpheus L
cartridge, £3400

New 1 Ohm internal impedance version. "Totally 
natural rendition of music." (Hi-Fi News) ON OEM

Graham Phantom II
tonearm, £3550

Interchangeable armtubes. "A masterpiece of 
craftsmanship and design savvy." (The Absolute
Sound) ON OEM

Scheu Laufwerk 2 turntable, £4350

Massive 80 mm platter, Papst motor.
"Reference quality...reference quality looks."
(TNTAudio.com ) ON OEM

Zyx R-100 Fuji
cartridge, £1450

High-purity crystal copper coils. Supremely 
lucid, precise, transparent.

SME V tonearm, £2180

The all-time classic. "Perhaps the last great 
flowering of the tonearm designer's art."
(Hi-Fi News) ON OEM

Michell Gyro SE turntable, £1135
The classic John Michell design. "Should 
appeal to anyone looking for a high-end deck." 
(Hi-Fi News)

Lyra Delos cartridge, £895
Replaces Argo i. A new standard for mid-range 
low-output moving coils. ON OEM

Clearaudio Unify tonearm, £1360
Phenomenal unipivot, available in carbon-fibre 
and wood versions, 9, 10, 12, and 14 inch 
lengths.

Pro-Ject Xpression Ill turntable, £435

Gloss black base, acrylic platter. "Better 
imaging, better ambience and dynamics." 
(Hi-Fi News)

Sumiko Blue Point Special EVO Ill
cartridge, £239

A favourite high-output moving coil. "A big 
helping of moving-coil goodness."
(The Absolute Sound)

Thomas Schick tonearm, £995

"The question is no longer Will this stand 
alongside my other, more expensive tonearms? 
but, rather, Do I really need more than this?" 
(Stereophile) ON OEM

Plus other turntables from
Acoustic Solid 
Clearaudio 
Michell 
Pro-Ject 
Roksan 
Scheu 
SME 
VPI

Plus other cartridges from 
Audio-Technica 
Brinkmann
Cartridge Man
Clearaudio
Denon
Goldring
Grado
Lyra
Ortofon
Sumiko
Transfiguration
Zyx

Plus other tonearms from
Clearaudio
Hadcock
Michell
Ortofon
Pro-Ject
Roksan
Scheu
SME
VPI

Cool Gales, hi-fi made easy. Give us a click. Give us a call.

http://www.coolgales.com
TNTAudio.com


Keith Monks Omni Mk VII record 
cleaning machine, £3295

Cleans all size records. "If you're looking for 
the best, well, here it is." (Stereophile)

« COOL GALES

Aesthetix Rhea phone stage, £3900

Ten valve design. "A sense of palpability and 
immediacy that recalls the magic of live music." 
(The Absolute Sound') ON OEM

Now available in piano black. "More life-like 
and cohesive than just about anything you 
can buy." (What Hi-Fi?) ON OEM

Loricraft PRC3 record cleaning 
machine, £1395

The standard for serious vinylphiles. "Even 
brand new, sealed records benefit." 
(PositiveFeedback.com)

Leema Acoustics Agena phone stage, 
£2995

Reference unit with two inputs, fully adjustable.
Integral DAG with USB port. ON OEM

Esoteric X-05 SACD/CD player, 
£4495

Awesome one-box unit. "There aren't 
enough superlatives to describe this 
machine." (The Absolute Sound) ON OEM

VPI 16.5 record cleaning machine, £575

Our most popular budget unit. "An essential 

component." (Hi-Fi+)

Record Research Lab record 
cleaning fluids, £19.95

The gold standard for use with record 
cleaning machines. Always in stock.

Plus other analogue care products from

L'Art du Son
Clearaudio
Goldring
Keith Monks
Last
Loricraft
Lyra
Milly
Moth
Onzow Zerodust
Ortofon
Roksan
Scheu
Sumiko
VPI

Whest PS.JORDT phone stage, £2799

Dual transformer, dual mono. "A brilliant 
all round design." (Hi-Fi World) ON OEM

Pro-Ject Tube Box II phone stage, 
£310

Great valve unit. Budget version of acclaimed 
Pro-Ject Tube Box SE.

Plus other phono stages from

Aesthetix
Clearaudio
Esoteric
Graham Slee
Leema Acoustics
Lehmann
Lyra
Pro-Ject
Thomas Mayer

Whest www.coolgales.com

Stax SR-007 II SE Omega System 
headphones and amp, £3195 

Hand-selected valves. "If I have to go 
through life with only one of the Stax amps, 
give me the tubed SRM-007!." (Stereophile) 
ON OEM

Nordost Red Dawn cabling, from £275

Superb price/performance. "Cleanest, quickest 
and most natural wires I've yet to hear." 
(SoundStage.com)

Plus great audio gear from a huge, and ever 
growing range of manufacturers. Visit our 
website for reviews, brochure downloads, 
and details of our 30-day money-back 
guarantee.

0800 043 6710
The Victoria School House = Bath

PositiveFeedback.com
http://www.coolgales.com
SoundStage.com


AWARDS BEST SUPPORT

Target
CL470

c:I DETAILS

PRICE: £300
TYPE: Equipment 
rack
TELEPHONE:
020 8900 6801

WEBSITE: 
targethifi.co.uk

A

Hi-Fi

2010 zi

clever solution 
to the twin problems of 
resonance and ventilation,

QuadraspireSunoko-Vent T
the slotted-shelves of the Sunoko- 
Vent T provide additional airflow 
to components that need them. 
And while reducing resonance from 
external sources, the main frame 
design allows equipment placed on 
it to shine. A good enough reason to 
be an award-winner.

Choice

□ DETAILS

PRICE: £800 
(includes four 
shelves)
TYPE: Equipment 
rack
TELEPHONE: 
01179863228
WEBSITE:
quadraspire.co.uk

□ DETAILS

PRia:£180 
(includes three 
shelves)
TYPE: Equipment 
rack
TELEPHONE: 
01799525350

WEBSITE: 
blokuk.com

BloxStax 
300
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BEST ACCESSORY AWARDS '

Moth „Record CleaningMachine Mkll
The Moth offers a cleaning performance comparable with considerably more expensive machines and is simplicity itself to use. We love the logical and well thought out design that makes cleaning quick and painless (if not silent!) and the results are uniformally excellent.
□ DETAILS
PRICE: £450
TYPE: Wet record 
cleaner
TELEPHONE:

01234741152
WEBSITE:
britishaudio.co.uk

Isonoe
I solation

□ DETAILS

PRICE: £98 
(pack of four) 
TYPE: Isolation 
feet

On kyo
ND- 1 
iPod dock

!: DETAILS

PRICE: £150
TYPE: iPod dock
TELEPHONE: 
01628473350
WEBSITE: 
onkyo.co.uk
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AWARDS BEST INNOVATION

Hm

AB DETAILS
PRICE: £5,995 

TYPE: Streaming 
CD player
TELEPHONE: 
01268 858222

WEBSITE: 
resolutionaudio.com

Xtreme

9 ^OuVa

T he Sensia takes what 
we expect a radio to do and 
turns it on its head. The

AB DETAILS 
PRICE: £250 
TYPE: DAB/FM/web 
radio/media player 
TELEPHONE: 
0845 148 9001 
WEBSITE: 
pure.com

- '""«to»

Pure
Sensia

combination of DAB with internet 
radio and media streaming - to say 
nothing of the ability to access 
certain websites is deeply impressive. 
It was the first product to bring 
touch-screen interactivity to this most 
cherished medium.

Choice
2010 ■R

Logitech
Squeezebox 
Touch

□ DETAILS
PRICE: £260
■TYPE: Streamer
TELEPHONE:
08000857499

WEBSITE: 
logitech.com

Resolution 
Audio
Cantata

Hifi c Se«»ngs 

c Squeeze***» Ser*®* 

Q USB I SO »«•
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Sevenoaks Sound & Vision and Audio T are in the process of merging their respective businesses and will become one of the largest 
independent hi-fi and home cinema chains in the UK with over 50 stores nationwide

audio"

this month's OFFERS
PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS. PLEASE 

SEE WEBSITE, WHICH IS FREQUENTLY UPDATED, FOR 
THE VERY BEST DEALS AND OUR CURRENT PRICING

SAVE £400

PACKAGE
OFFER

CYRUS 
CD6SE&6XP
MONITOR 
AUDIO
RX6 SPEAKERS
£2199

★ ★★★★ 
SYSTEM OFFER

MARANTZ
CD6003 & PM6003
WHARFEDALE

DIAMOND 10.1 SPEAKERS
package reno
OFFER £599

SYSTEM OFFE
LESS THAN
HALF PRICE!

FM ONLY-HO DAB TUNER

ARCAM 
SOLO FM 
MUSIC SYSTEM 
£649

OR WITH 
MONITOR AUDIO 

BRONZE BX2 SPEAKERS
PACKAGE
OFFER £699

SAVE £1586
LEEMA
ANTILA II 
TUCANA II 
SPENDOR 
A6SPEAKERS
£6999 OFFER

ROKSAN 
CASPIAN 
M SERIES-1 
PRE/POWER 
£1399

YSTEM OFFE

LESS THAN
HALF PRICE!

NEW
Decco 2 £849
iDecco £999
Nova £1099

PEACHTREE AUDIO
0 0 O O 0 0 0 0

Designed as the centre of your digital music system - Peachtree 
amplifiers are like 4 products in 1. A high quality 24/96 OAC, Valve 
Pre-Amp, Powerful Amplifier and Class A headphone amplifier, all in 
one box. The Nova, which is exclusive to Sevenoaks and Audio T, even 
features an expansion slot which makes it the perfect partner for Sonos.

ABERDEEN CHELSEA GUILDFORD LOUGHTON PLYMOUTH SOUTHAMPTON YEOVIL
01224 252797 020 7352 9466 01483536666 020 8532 0770 01752 226011 023 8033 7770 01935 700078
BRIGHTON HOVE
01273 733338

CHELTENHAM
01242 241171

HOLBORN
020 7837 7540

MAIDSTONE
01622 686366

POOLE
01202 671677

TUNBRIDGE WELLS
01892 531543

IRELAND DUBLIN
01 2751100

BRISTOL
0117 9743727

EPSOM
01372 720720

KINGSTON
020 8547 0717

NORWICH
01603 767605

READING
0118 959 7768

WATFORD
01923 213533

Pricing in Ireland may vary from the UK

BROMLEY
020 82901988

EXETER
01392 218895

LEEDS WETHERBY 
01937586886

NOTTINGHAM
0115911 2121

SEVENOAKS
01732 459555

NEW WEYBRIDGE
01932 840859 OPENING SOONSUBJECT TO LEGAL COMPLETION

• BEDFORD
CAMBRIDGE
01223 304770

GLASGOW
0141 332 9655

LINCOLN
01522 527397

OXFORD
01865 241773

SHEFFIELD
0114 255 5861

WITHAM ESSEX
01376 501733

AUDIO T STORES

Please Note: Audio T stores that are not listed above carry an alternative product range, predominantly 2-channel, and have their own dedicated website and advertising. Until the merger is complete, which will take a few months, Sevenoaks 
Sound & Vision and Audio T will remain separate legal entities. Some brands/products are not available at all stores. Special/added value offers are not in conjunction with any other offer INICWAOO). Advert valid until 11/11/2010, E&OE

BASINGSTOKE BOLTON CAMBERLEY ENFIELD MANCHESTER PRESTON SWINDON WORCESTER
01256 324311 01204 395789 01276685597 020 8367 3132 0161 839 8869 01772 883958 01793538222 01905 619059
BLACKPOOL BRENTWOOD CARDIFF LANCASTER PORTSMOUTH SWANSEA WARRINGTON
01253 300599 01277264730 029 2022 8565 01524 39657 023 9266 3604 01792 474608 01925 632179

SO MUCH MORE AT WWW.SSAV.COM
FOR END OF LINE AND EX-DISPLAY BARGAINS GO TO WWW.SSAVCLEARANCE.COM

http://WWW.SSAV.COM
http://WWW.SSAVCLEARANCE.COM


HI-FI SEPARATES

CDXtSE+ CD6SE

CDS SE DAC X+

CYRUS LEEMA ACOUSTICS STREAM Ill PULSE Ill

ARCAM FMJ

Cyrus' award-winning CD Xt SE and DAC X have been upgraded with a + suffix.In a recent review. this combination when used with 2 x PSX-R power supplies. received the prestigious 'Editor's Choice' award by Hi-Fi Choice magazine.The XP amplifiers are based on the circuitry of the top of the range DAC XP+. The entry-level 6XP includes 6 line level inputs along with a zone 2 feature while the 8XP d combines the XP series pre-amplifier with a newly revised power amp, and contains an onboard DAC for digital sources.
r1/1^ : i?. ; i 'yn .'F1:. f11 * • ‘y1

DAC XP+ 8XPd X POWER

6XP I BXP PRE XP PSX R

Combining sleek design, flexible connectivity and sound quality far beyond that of budget separates.

MARANTZ

CD6003
PM6003This award-winning CD and amplifier continues the Marantz tradition of building products that representoutstanding value.
CD5004 I PM5004 ■ SA-KI PEARL IPM-KI PEARL

MONITOR AUDIO
PLATINUM • SILVER RX • NEW BRONZE BX

The Stream Ill CD player features an all-new slot loading transport controlled by Leema's own custom firmware providing secure and reliable disc handling and the best retrieval of digital information this is coupled with the new Leema Quad DAC is a refinement of Leema's own highly successful mD2 Multi-DAC giving a shorter signal path and even bener performance. The Stream Ill features a USB digital output enabling bit-perfect digital archiving.

Many ideas that were pioneered in the award-winning, state of-the-art, Tucana IL are incorporated in the Pulse Ill to produce an amplifier with incredible detail and resolution, vanishingly low noise and distortion, and that always communicates with an infectious musicality. ANTILA II

TUCANA ll

AUDIOLAB ROKSAN KANDY K2Audiolab's new 8200:D is a fully-featured integrated DAC and CD transport of advanced specification, and impeccable performance. Featuring a number of digital inputs. it is the most flexible integrated OAC I CD on the market Rok.san replaces its hugely successful Kandy series with the IQ amplifier and matching CD player.

8200CD I 8200A I 8200CDQ I 8200P

ROTEL 06 SE SERIESThe 06 SE series includes four new components and updated versions of the classic CO player and 3 stereo amplifiers.
o |•5•56;Q o C ‘C 

- _____________
é i * i BmO 

c è e n ñ ñ

RCD-06SE I RA-04SE | RA-05SE

HI-FI SPEAKERS

VIENNA ACOUSTICS
CONCERT GRAND

KEF
NEW Q SERIES

K2 CD K2 AMP

TURNTABLES

CASPIAN M2

PROJECTThe Essential is a new, 2 speed. entry-level turntable. It comes fined with an Ortofon OMB 3E cartridge, dust cover, is easy to set-up and sounds great.
GENIE 3

DEBUT III
XPRESSION III

ESSENTIAL

B&W
CM SERIES • 600

SPENDOR
A-LINE

Bronze BX 
This exciting 
new range 
consists of 
seven models 
that build on 
the strengths 
of the award
winning BR 
Series.

Concert Grand
As with all models in the Grand™ range, the composer name is selected based on the scale, complexity and power of performance for which they are best known. Featured here are the Beethoven 'Concert' and 'Baby' Grand.

CM Series from Bowers 
& Wilkins has long been a favourite among its discerning customers. Offering a combination of high performance and exquisite styling at a very affordable price.

A-Line - A5 and A6 
speakers are compact 
high performance, floor 
standing speakers. They 
utilize drive units and 
other design innovations 
developed for Spender's 
flagship ST & SAI speakers.

Q Series
Experiencing the new 
Q Series is like hearing a system costing many time more.All new Uni-0 array
• Advanced bass technologies
• Total system designPictured Q100 &Q500 600-This, the 

fourth generation 
of the 600 

Series, features 
improved drive 
units, minimalist 
crossoversand 
a whole new 

design.

PLEASE NOTE: SOME BRANDS/PRODUCTS ARE NOT AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES. SPECIAi/ADDED VALUE OFFERS ARE NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER (NICWAOO)

REAL STORES REAL PEOPLE REAL PRODUCTS REAL VALUE



SEVENOa<SSOUND & VISION audio-T
HI-FI SYSTEMS AND MUSIC SERVERS

PEACHTREE AUDIO NOVA

Combining a world class 80wpc integrated 
amplifier and DAC - Nova is an ideal choice if 
you're looking to improve computer-based or 

streaming audio to a "high-end" performance level.

exciusmc-

ARCAM

The new Arcam rCube 
is a high fidelity audio 
system that combines 
flexibility, portability 
and compatibility with 
the very latest audio 
sources in a single, 
beautiful package.

SOLO NEO

rCUBE rDACARCAM

Arcam's new Solo Neo combines superb music performance 
and network audio capabilities allowing it to play stored music 
in a multitude of formats, along with its internal CD player and 
radio tuner.

Offering supreme audio and build 
quality, the new rDAC is an ideal 
upgrade for conventional sources 
and network audio products alike.

this month's

OFFERS
CLAIM

___ .

SONOS ^^^R3120]Z39NRR2^^^^H OLIVE

fcwOFF
The RRP of the Speakers of your choice when purchased 

together with ANY Hi-Fi Amplifier or A/V Receiver
Maximum RRP of Speakers £1000. Most, but not all brands included

This mult-oom digital music system lets you play your favourite tunes all 
over the house and cootrc> them from the palm of your hand. You can even 

play different songs in different rooms.

Access all your digitized music from one centralized library. Everything

55 BRlOO

from 24-bit HD files to 16-bit 
converted CDs will be at your 
fingertips. Convenient storage, easy
touchscreen access and the ability to play it all in any room of your home.

BLU-RAY PLAYERS

SONY

ARCAM m/Q
SOLO NEO SYSTEM t 1 U*t7

CLAIM FREE ARCAM irOOCK WORTH £150

CLAIM FREE
ROKSAN
CASPIAN Ml PRE & PAIR fOOQO
MONO POWER AMPS L4477

LESS THAN 

HALF 
PRICE

LEEMAACOUSTICS r 470
STREAM II CD PLAYER mi t.0/7

SAVE 
£620

teac £219
CRH258I SYSTEM L4I7
INCLUDES DS20 ¡POD DOCK WORTH £40

SAVE 
£71

Sony's new range includes the 2D BDP-S370 and 
^^3D ready BDP-S470 and BDP-S570.

BDP-5370

PANASONIC

Panasonic complements its range with the new 
DMP^BDTHGG 3D player

PIONEER

Get the most out of your movie experience with 
Pioneer's new BDP-330 and BDP^LX53.

BDP-LX53BDP-5570 DMP-BD85 DMPBDT100 DMP-BDT300 BDP-330

HOME CINEMA AMPLIFIERS AND RECEIVERS

DENON ONKYO YAMAHA

Denon's range of AN receivers bring out the full 
performance of HO audio and HO video.

Featuring the latest HOMP 1.4 inputs for simple 
hook-up of all your high-def sources.These 

receivers also bring compatibility with the new
3D video format. /Tlh

Experience the full potential of HO audio and 
video with Yamaha's AN amplifiers and receivers. 

Includes the new 30 compatible RX^V567 .

RXV667 RX^V1067
RXAN67 RXV3067

AVR-1911 AVR-3311
AVR-2311 AVR-4311

TX6R608 TX-NR808
TX-NR708 TX^NR1008

HOME CINEMA SPEAKER PACKAGESB&W Q ACOUSTICS KEF
MINI THEATRE

^These award-winning packages combine style 
with excellent sound.

2000 CINEMA PACK
Smart styling complements the Q Acoustics' 

award-winning performance.

HALF PRICE!

PIONEERB0P-LX52
BLU-RAY DISC PLAYER

£275
ARCAM
SOLO MINI SYSTEM

SAVE £215

RELR205
SUBWOOFER
PIANO BLACK

PIANO BLACK

£495

SONOS
BÜ250BUNDLE iSSAV.com £££

MONITOR AUDIO f1<)0
BRONZE BR1 SPEAKERS U I 47

ARCAM
BDP100 BLU-RAY PLAYER fOOGO
AVR500 A/V RECEIVER 1.4777

SAVE
£50

SAVE
£556

MT-25 MT-30

ADVERT VALID UNTIL 11/11/2010, E&OE

T SERIES
Enjoy serious hi-fi sound with KEF's 
ultra-slim TSeries speakers. Featuring 
a new low profile woofer and vented 
tweeter for clear midrange and

T105 T205 T305

DENON &
MONITOR AUDIO

-

D-M38 SYSTEM 
BR1 SPEAKERS

£299 SAVE 
£110

FOR LATEST PRICES, OFFERS & ON-LINE STORE VISIT

MARANTZ
MTR502 SYSTEM ^speakers] £329 SAVE

£70
PLEASE NOTE: PRICING IN IRELAND MAY VARY FROM THE UK

WWW.SSAV.COM

iSSAV.com
http://WWW.SSAV.COM


VERDICT®»«« VERDICT®»«®»

Room Analyzer

CD-100 Class A-1OO D3

► 07517 889 738 ► www.audiosanctum.co.uk ► info@audiosanctum.co.uk

audiosanctum
PERFORMANCE AND QUALITY

so much for so little

There is very little we don’t know about turntables, 
but if you are interested in another type of product -

UNIT^y AUDIO
MOBILE►07860 858 405

LANDLINE > 01323 486 671

and many more

don’t worry because 
we also specialise in:
Atacama Aesthetics 
Amphion AstinTrew Jolida 
Anatek Audio Audiovalve 
Chord Company Graham 
Clearaudio Dynavector 
LFD Michell Engineering 
Nevada Cables Nordost 
Nottingham Analogue Neat 
Nitty Gritty Pro Ac Trigon 
Transfiguration SME Wadia

Specialist NEW dealer 
opening in East Sussex. 

Demonstrations by appointment only, 
please call.

http://www.audiosanctum.co.uk
mailto:info@audiosanctum.co.uk


BEST OF THE HIGH ENDAWARDS

□ DETAILS
PRICE: £5,995 
TYPE: CD/streamer 
TELEPHONE: 
01268 858222
WEBSITE: 
resolutionaudio.com 
i:CDPLAYER

i: DETAILS

PRICE: £3,450 
TYPE: Integrated 
amplifier
TELEPHONE: 
01900813064
WEBSITE: 
luxman.co.jp 
i:AMP

i: DETAILS

PRICE: £1,950 
TYPE: DAC
TELEPHONE: 
01722426600
WEBSITE: 
naim^audio.com
i: DAC

Luxman
L550A-II
TThe Luxman is classic Japanese high end. It combines a huge feature set with superb build and striking aesthetics. All of which would count for nothing if the audio performance was lacking, but the Luxrnan lives up to expectations. Clean, even-handed and fitted with a truly great phono stage, this is a superb, great value all-rounder that should appeal to many listeners.

iff

Choice

Naim Audio
DAC
Naim has been producing high-end gear for longer than most and the pedigree shows in the Nairn DAC. This is a brilliantly executed piece of equipment that can benefit a variety of digital sources. It rewards with a taught and assured performance with excellent low-end extension.

Resolution Audio
Cantata
The Cantata is a wonderful high-end product. It combines a bold and innovative design with top-quality materials and is finished to the highest standards. It then rewards with a superb audio performance and a flexibility that, even at this elevated price point, makes it strong value for money.

Â 2010 Z

11 Choice
A 2010 Z
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resolutionaudio.com
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Hi-Fi

»

PRODUCT OF THE YEAR

PRODUCT OF THE YEAR

ASHbA 30 
“ bo

PMC 
fact.8
T he PMC is a worthy category winner and an excellent loudspeaker. What earns it aplace in this year's awards is the fact that its excellent performance is wrapped in a handsome, beautifully built and well-proportioned exterior. Truly a product for all seasons.

Rote I
RC1580/RB1582
The Rote! combination is a perfect example of what is required to be nominated as a product of the year.They naturally offer superb sonic performance - winning their group test at a canter. They also have an excellent specification, superb build and elegant aesthetics coupled with an accessible price. In short, they are brilliantly executed products and excellent value.

□ DETAILS 

PRICE: £4,600 
TYPE: Floorstander 

TELEPHONE: 

01582 405694 
WEBSITE: 
pmc-speakers.com

!: DETAILS

PRICE: £2,200 
TYPE: Pre/power
TELEPHONE: 
01903221500
WEBSITE: rotel.com

ÖU '

JW
lO

<
’
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speakers.com
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PRODUCT OF THE YEAR AWARDS

C

o

. Choice

ne thing we all learned this year is that it's getting harder to judge our award-winners.

□ DETAILS
PRICE: £1,280 
TYPE: Turntable 
(incarm)
TELEPHONE: 
01235 511166
WEBSITE: 
project-audio.corn

Pro-Ject6 Perspex
hoosing an overall winner was no easier this year than any other, but after somelively discussions, the judges settled on the 6 Perspex. Like many of our award-winners, it has a fantastic sound quality that beat all comers in its group test. Our judging panel felt that its combination of sonic performance, build quality and value for money was exceptional, making this product 2010's smartest buy for the discerning audiophile. Well done Pro-Jeer. 

The days of stark contrast between winner and loser are gone, and fortunately so are the chances of buying a lemon. Any one of our products featured in our awards would make an excellent purchase, and it would be a mistake to overlook a 'finalist' in pursuit

of a 'winner'. Many of our winners, however, have also excelled in their respective Blind-listening Group Tests, a methodology we hold dear here at 
Hi-Fi Choice. And increasingly, future award-winners are likely to be chosen from our comparative tests, so keep an eye on our six-way tests each month.We will always advise you to try products with your own ears before 

committing to buy, but we also recognise from your letters and emails that this is getting harder to achieve as dealers contract and options become more limited. Therefore, finding a good, trustworthy dealer has become more important than ever before.In fact, we might even give dealer awards next year, so why not tell us about your favourites?

w^w.hifichoice.co.uk AWARDS 2010 llfl^fce 105
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SUBSCRIPTIONS

Subscribe to Hi-Fi Choice 
and get four issues FREE!
Subscribe to Hi-Fi Choice for just £17.75 every six months via Direct 
Debit and receive four free issues c. ,

Simple 4
recommendations

5 Useful buying data

IQ Easy to understand 
technical test dataHowto order www.myfavouritemagazines.co.uk/hfc/hfcP17

Call08448482852 quote code HFCP17
Lines open Monday to Friday 8am-9.30pm, Saturdays 8am-4pm
Or fill in the form opposite and return by Freepost

myfavourite
magazines.co.uk106 Hrf Choice AWARDS 2010

http://www.myfavouritemagazines.co.uk/hfc/hfcP17
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SUBSCRIPTIONS

Why subscribe to 
Hi-Fi Choice?
• Get four issues FREE
• Never miss an issue
• AU 13 issues delivered straight 

to your door

D I'd like to pay fl 7.75 every six months by Direct Debit

PERSONAL DETAILS

Title Forename...... ..........■■■...■■■..■■ ....... .......... I ... ..............

Surnam e Address• . ..a.. • .■ aaaaaaaaa . a aaaaaaa.a a aaaaaa aaaaaaa.aaaaa . a a . ........... ...»

Pos tcodeP ..... • .. .............

Telephone• ... . ■ • ■ •• ■ ■ ■ . . .«•aaaaaaa.a.aaaa.aaaaaa.aa>aaa..*.a.*. •. ■ ■ a .. . > . . .. <■ • a a •• a •• ... .a >• - aaaa aaaaa I >a*. - .. .. * .a..aa. .a... •
If you'd like to receive emails and SMS from Hi-Fi Choice and Future Publishing and its group 
companies containing news. special offers and product and service information, please include your 
email and mobile no. below.

Email

M9bile n9., •• ■ * .a aaa* • • • ■ * ■ -aaa. • •••aaa... •• • ■ • • ... • ..a.a •• • ■ • .a. ...••••••••• aaaa aaaaaa* a aaa aaaa aaaaa I * a aaaa a aaaaaaaaaaaa aaaaaaat.aaaa.aaaa. a aaaaaaaaa
Please tick here if you are happy for us to pass your details to carefully selected companies so they can send you 
relevant information about their products or services by email Oor SMS O

Overseas 
subscriptions
If you live outside the UK, please call 
+441604251045for our latest prices

PAYMENT DETAILS ______________________________
DI would like to pay by Direct Debit (UK only) Pease complete the Direct Debit 
form below
(I understand that £17.75 will be debited from my account every six months)

©
DIRECT

Originator's Identification 
Number

768195 Future

Instruction to your Bank or Building Society to pay Direct Debits

To the Manager (Bank name)

Address

Postcode* * a a a * a a a a * a à £ a a • a a a*,« * • a • • a a a*.aaaaaaa.aa*aa.aaaaaaaaaa aaaaa. aaaaaa. aaaaaa... ..... ............

Name(s) of account holder(s)

Branch sort code

Bank/Building Society 
account number

RefNo(Office useonly)

Signature(s)

Date

Please pay Future Publishing Direct Debits from the account detailed on this Instruction 
subject to the safeguards assured by the Direct Debit Guarantee. I understand that this 
instruction may remain with Future Publishing and if so, details will be passed electronically 
to my bank or building society.

POST YOUR ORDER
RETURN THIS FORM FREEPOST TO:

HI-FI CHOICE SUBSCRIPTIONS
FREEPOST RSHB-JSCH-ZUST
FUTURE PUBLISHING
10 WATERSIDE WAY
NORTHAMPTON
NN47XD

I offer code hfcpi 7 I OFFER ENDS 30 NOVEMBER 2010I w c| Direct Debit and free issues only available to UK subscribers
TERMS AND CONDmONS: Based on the current cover price of Hfi Choice at £3.99. this is a UK-only offer open to new 
subscribers paying by DirectDebit only. You will receive 13 issues per year. Minimum subscription term is 12 months. Gifts 
are subject to availability. We reserve the right to send you an alternative gift of a similar value if this gift runs out. Please 
allow 28 days for delivery of gifts. Your subscription will start with the next available issue. If at any time during the first 60 
days you are dissatisfied in any way, please notify us in writing and we will refund you for al! unmailed issues. Please tick 
here if you do NOT wish to receive relevant information about products or services from Future Publishing or any of its 
group companies by post 0 or telephone D Please tick here if you do NOT wish us to pass your details to carefully 
selected companies to enable them to contact you about their products or services by post D or telephone O Details of 
Direct Debit guarantee available on request.
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High End Cable when oniv the best wi11 do. 

www. hig hendca hie.co. u k

For best prices talk to Dave Jackson on 01775 761880

Cables
Acoustic ART 
Acoustic Systems 
Analysis Plus 
Argento Audio 
Artisan Silver Cables 
Audience
Chord Company 
Ecosse 
Furutech
Nordost Corporation 
MIT Industries 
Quantum QRT 
Revelation Audio Labs 
Stereolab 
Synergistic Research 
Townshend Audio 
v an den Hui 
Vovox 
Wyrewizard

Ra dho Acoust i c s

Power Conditioning 
Audience adeptResponse 
Isotek
Kemp Elektroniks 
Quantum QRT 
QBase

CableSpike 
Cable Tower 
Teles

Enhancement CDs

Room Treatment
Acoustic Art
Room Tuning Resonators

Hi-Fi
Ayra Speakers 
Bel Canto 
STAX headphones 
Townshend Audio

XLR cables
Sub woofer cables
Chord ipod cables 
iPod cables 
DIN cables
Mains & Power cables
Jumpers 
Firewire

The Raidho Loudspeakers employ the very finest components, 
including Ceramic drivers which are hand built in house. The
Raidho ribbon tweeter 
point of the company. 
very finest filters and 
unique to Raidho.

M...
How many evolutionary steps does it take to make a revolu
tion? The Raidho magnet system consists of 2 rows on neo
dymium magnets places in a push pull configuration. Loud
speaker technology has moved very little in the past 50 years, 
with small improvement in real terms, taking a long time to 
realize. But now a systematic reappraisal of fundamental prin
cipals has changed the rules. Designer Michael Boerresen has 
created a new standard when it comes to delivering the life 
and drama captured in a recording.

Evolutionary ? Yes 
Revolutionary ? Absolutely

Cables for dCS systems
Chord cables for Nairn

HDMI
Digital cables
Optical cables
S video
Component cables

On demonstration

is unique and was the very starting 
The new Raidho speakers utilize the 
crossover components in a topology

IM+
Product of the year 2008

The C2 is an agile conjurer of a speaker, able to keep all the 
balls in the air at the same time. It is often an education to live 
with and I can do nothing but thoroughly 
recommend it.. Chris Thomas Hi-fi Plus issue 73

Please visit the High End Cable website for call for more information. ci.o was Hi-fi plus 
Product of the year 2008. We offer fabulous trade in deals, up to 40% when we take in your old speakers in 
part exchange. So your old speakers could be worth more than you think. Call Dave today on 01775

Overall, very impressive. Robert Townsend -- Stereophile Jan 08

Audience have been producing High End Cables for 
sometime now culminating in the new Au24e. Top 
systems need the best and with Audience there are 
none to surpass them at their price points. lm pair 
Au24e RCA interconnects cost just £729.00 with the 
matching 3m pair of speaker cables just £1,559.00. 
Very affordable excellence.

If your budget can not stretch to the Au24e then the 
Meastro might fit the bill at £259.00 for the intercon
nects and £670.00 for a 3m pair of speaker cables.

Please visit the website for the full range of Audience 
Hi-fi products including their excellent power condi
tioners and power cords.
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HiFi Choice
Buyer's 
Guide

Welcome to the Hi-Fi Choice Buyer's
• Guide - the ultimate directory to the 

very best high-performance hi-fi gear 
that you can buy. Here, you'll find our 

favourite current products listed under easy- 
to-use categories, with up-to-date pricing and 
trustworthy verdicts.

Reviews you can trust
Hi-Fi Choice test results are 
the most reliable in the 
business. We employ the 
UK's most respected hi-fi 
journalists and use the most 
stringent techniques to 
ensure our ratings are the 
ones you can trust. All the 
equipment we rate most 
highly is contained within 
these pages, from CD and 
vinyl to the latest disc 
players, amplifiers, tuners 
and loudspeakers.

Reviews online
We've also included 
Tech Radar listings where 
our reviews appear online. 

BADGES EXPLAINED
□ OUR AWARDS

EDITOR'S CHOICE: 
Awarded to those 
products that are 
judged to deliver 
reference-standard 
performance

RECOMMENDED:
The products we 
feel meet a certain 
high standard of 
performance

GROUP TEST 
WINNER: 
Comparative tests 
can only have one 
truewinner, and this 
badge says it all

To access selected 
Hi-Fi Choice reviews, simply 
type: techradar.com/ into 
your browser, followed by 
the six-digit number printed 
in the first column 
of our Buyer's Guide.

How to use this guide
The Hi-Fi Choice Buyer's 
Guide is the best way to 
make a shortlist of 
components to audition. 
Pick the ones that best suit 
your taste and budget then 
consult our Dealer Classified 
section to find specialist 
outlets where you can try 
them with your favourite 
music and test discs.

NEW ENTRIES...
Every month, our 
buying bible is 
updated to include our 
latest reviews. These 
new entries are 
highlighted in yellow 
and reflect the very 
best reviews from the 
previous issue.

SOURCE COMPONENTS

112 _CD players
Whether CD or SACD, we list the very 
best players for the job

113 Turntables
Everything is listed here, from a £190 
Pro-Ject to a £11Sk Continuum

113 _ Phono cartridges
The best in both magnetic and 
moving coil cartridges

115 Radio tuners
Surf the airwaves with any one of 
these carefully selected tuners

115 _ Headphones
Badge-winning headphones for 
your personal listening pleasure

Product nam
e/Pradjj^tam

e

' AMPLIFIERS I

117 _ Stereo amplifiers 
Our pick of the world's best one-box 
integrated amplifiers

117 _Pre/power amps
For those occasions when two boxes 
seem better than one

F CABLES 1

119 Interconnects
Our favourite cables for transferring 
delicate signals are all here

119 Speaker cables
Priced per metre, these are our top 
recommendations for home use

' LOUDSPEAKERS ]

120 _ Stereo speakers
An invaluable guide to the best 
loudspeakers for your electronics

STANDS & SUPPORTS

123 _ Equipment supports
Our selection of the best equipment 
supports for your precious kit

123 _Speaker stands
Stands come in all shapes, sizes and 
prices, so take your pick from our list

DEALER CLASSIFIED

126 _ Dealer guide
A veritable pot pourri of hi-fi dealer 
classified advertisements

129 _ Dealer directory 
For all your hi-fi wants, check our 
index of independent hi-fi dealerships

AWARDS 2010 llfl Choice 109
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CD players
Any one of these fine players will make sweet music for years to come

Badge Product Price Comments

Up to £1,000

• Arcarn CD17 700 Civilised sound, with a positively deluxe treble. Bass is clear, if not the weightiest ever : • • • ■ • i • 315

• Audio Analogue Crescendo 599 Simple player that's clear and communicative with the appropriate partnering equipment ! • • • ’ • : • 329

• Cyrus CD6 SE 900 A combination of detail and sheer musical energy with a hint of high end to the performance • • : : 318

e Denon DCD4510AE 900 If the SACD format is what you’re into, then this player is capable of some impressive sounds • : • • : : ; : 335

• Harrnan/Kardon HD990 550 Highly detailed with excellent extension at both extremes and impressive resolution /594818 • • • •• 323

• Marantz SA7003 600 Highly civilised sound may not be to all tastes, but there’s plenty of detail to be heard • • • i ; • « 323

• M arantz Pearl Lite SA-KI 899 A key CD/SACD player at an attractive price, with support for digital • : • • • : ; 338

• Micrornega CD-10 799 The cheapest in the range, the CD^ 10 has been fine-tuned to please the audiophile Í • • : : 328

• Moon CD.5 999 Admirably energetic music-maker from this very well-built player j • • • i : • i 335

• NAD C545BEE 350 Apart from slight lack of bass control, sound is very fine indeed - treble is beautifully detailed : • • • i i • : 322

e Nairn CD5i 895 Its competent musical performance exceeds the expectations of an entry-level player • i Ì 307

Pro-Ject CD Box 300 This player belies both its size and its price with sounds worthy of a decent mid-range system : • • : 338

• Roksan Kandy K2 899 State-of-the-art technology and precision engineering produces a fine CD performance ■ 335

e RotelRCD-1520 695 Lacks optical digital output, but feature-count is fine and sound quality is expressive and open /608305 : • : • ! ! ■ i 323

Above £1,000

Badge Product Price Comments

e Arcarn CD37

Audio Research CD5

1,300 Excellent detail and imaging, neutral tonality and above-average bass resolution /395096 318

5,055 Audibly betterthan most CD players on the market - assertive and very dynamic /455309 • 312

• Consonance Droplet CDP3.1 1,995 A CD player which gets to the nub of what music is about. Engages the listener every time • 322

e

Copland CDA825

Creek Destiny

Cyrus Audio CD 8 SE 

Denon DCD-2010AE

3,985 This a highly revealing player that delivers music in a realistically engaging form

1,400 This player presents the music and nothing but the music and is thoroughly recommended

1,200

1,700

•

•

e

•

•

• • 332

328

EMM Labs XDS1

Leerna Antica II

Marantz UD8004

Micrornega CD-20

Mirnetisrn 20.1

MoonCD3.3

Moon 750D

Nairn CD5 XS

Rega Isis

Resolution Audio Cantata

Roksan Caspian M2

Theta Compii Blu

Unison Research CDE

A highly civilised : . .. . ' • . raw music

Well equipped, finely detailed and with good support for compressed audio and iPod

18,995 Very high-performance two channel only player with the option of a standalone D/A converter

2,735 Great build and multiple DACs give this a fast, revealing and totally engaging sound

2,45O 5 ophisticated and h'ghiycapa bie urnversal p layerthat lust about does 1t all

1,249 No SACD, unfortunately, but without doubt one of the better mainstream players

5,107 An impressive player that produces a very convincing and musical sound

2,200 Excellent detail and a fine choice for those who like their music straight from source

7,950 very îcv. cd pfavm ;yrw extract as much information off the disc as the 750D

1,790 - . । • mqsu¿HU I Aft--- -Aft-u IS ii: .• mi-Aft. .,i i H.-rh ? - fAft- -■ • svCuikhY

5,998 A magnificently musical CD player at a realistic price. USB input is a useful addition

5,995 CD player/streamer that’s revealing enough to set it far apart from the competition

1,600 This impressively engineered CD player is punchy and dynamic, with excellent timing

2,998 Avery accomplished universal player with support for Blu-ray and HDMI

2,495 Valve CD player with interchangeable DACs doubles as a standalone DAC that oozes musicality

/399370 ; • •

• • •

• • : •

/612396 • •

• • •

•

• : •

/594609 i •

/483759

•

•

• • •

•

• •

•

•

323

328

327

323

336

332

330

328

: 331

334

329

; 336

: 338

: 337

• 318

M j 51 SACD COMPATIBLE Plays high-resolution SACD discs in two-channel mode. ELEC DIGITAL OUTPUT Electrical coaxial output for digital connection to a DAC or digital 
recorder. OPT DIGITAL OUTPUT Optical Toslinkoutput for digital connection to a DAC or digital recorder. CD-RWCOMPATIBLEWill play CD-RW (rewritable) discs, most CD players can 
cope with CD-Rs. CD ^TEXT Will display album and track titles from inserted disc. BAL ANALOGUE OUT Balanced XLR output connections for similarly equipped amplifiers. HEADPHONE 
SOCKET Quarter inch (6.3mm) headphone jack fitted to the CD player. VARIABLE OUTPUT Player features both fixed level and variable, volume adjustable outputs.

After 5 years in production, the Dino is still 

one of the most popular phono stages around. 

Highly versatile with accessible switches on the 

baseplate to facilitate a wide range cartridges.

Dino PhoNo A m p I i fi e r

‘Never Connected’ power supply technology virtually removes all

incoming mains noise allowing only the music to be heard.

Visit our website to learn more about this exciting product and 

the high performance Diablo phono stage.

TRickoRd ResearcIh
Tel: + 44 (0)1684 311600 Fax: +44 (0)1684 311928

sales@thchordresearch.com www.trichordresearch.com

http://www.hifichoice.co.uk
mailto:sales@thchordresearch.com
http://www.trichordresearch.com
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Turntables
The best record players money can buy

Price CommentsBadge Product
• ClearaudmConcept 1,100 One of the easiest ways of getting into analogue, with excellent results for the price : 33/45 : • • • 338

• Continuum Caliburn 125,00 Luxury turntable with state-of-the-art design includes Cobra tonearm and Castellon stand /587169 j 33/45/78 • * * 320

• Dr Feickert Woodpecker 2,995 Offers superb bass, excellent build quality and range of arm choices 33/45 • 335

• The funk firm funk V2 1,390 Not only as beguiling as those that preceded it, this turntable is also more substantial to boot 33/45 • * * 324
• The Funk firm Saffire 2,450 Individual design and a sound that’s refined and neutral with strong timing and dynamics 33/45 • opt opt 309

• Hanss Acoustic T-3 3,600 The only multi-armbase deck in its price range, it boasts image stability and precise bass : 33/45 : • opt opt 331
• Lumley Heliosphere 2,495 A distinctive-looking turntable with a unique sound and a performance that reflects your vinyl /560765 33/45 : opt opt i 319

• Michell Tecnodec 608 Needs careful partnering but can deliver a very sophisticated result for the money 33/45 opt 309

• Michell Gyro SE 1,140 A marriage of shot-putter-strength, build quality and robust audio 33/45 338

•
V*. ****■■■■*•**•••*.*•*.*.*• ...............  • • . ..^* . . . . .

Pro-Jed RPM-1 Genie 3 190 The Genie is that rare thing of a product with good looks, fine build and excellent sound ; 33/45 ; • : • : • ; 332

• Project 6 Perspex 1,280 ......... . ........................... , . . . .Henty;( detail and good rhythmic q ualities (arm mclud ed) ; 33/45/78 • • i 338
• Project X-Pack 1,000 Combines very strong elements (Ortofoo Rondo Red) a killer package with top sound and value 33/45 • • • 309
• Rega P3-24 390 Very competent, uncoloured and musical, improved by £148 outboard electronic power supply : 33/45 opt: 

_ ,-,.-.......... -•.......l--, --■ „-- y—. ..X. .....  J • 298

• Roksan Radius 5.2 1,399 S?phisflcated design with accomplished sound quality, excellent imagery and good isolation.......... : 33/45 i • : • 338u . • -... .
• SRMArezzo 699 The Arezzo is an excellentsourcecomponent for those wanting a superb turntablefor vinyl replay /625025 33/45 325

• Townshend Rock 7 1,720 Has the ability to pull detail out of a vinyl groove, making it the most resolute turntable at its price ; 33/45 : • ' • : : 324

• TcownshendRockV/ExairaUburll 7,000 Ifyou want to hear everything that’s on a record then there's no better machine for the job 33/45 : « Ì : • : 307

Turntables / Phono cartridges / Phono stages

Phono cartridges
MM and MC recommendations
Badge Product Price Comments

% w«XXN

! Dynavector Karat 17D3 69? One of the most thrilling-sounding cartridges on the market : i • : 334
• Goldring Legac 595 An MC cartridge better suited to the smoother-sounding turntable, it unearths a mountain of detail 328

• Grado Prestige Gold 1 150 Unusually assumed 'presence' region is the basis of a beautifull y musical and involving presentation i • : : 338
• Ortofon Rondo Red 3835 Delivers detail, power and resolution and makes a good case for its price ; Ì • : 307
• Ortofon Cadenza Red 750 There’s much to admire in this cartridge’s fine detail and unfussy presentation i X 330

Ortofon Vivo Red 200 Never less than musically convincing, this all-in-one cartridge is remarkably capable : : • 338
• van den HulMC?neSpecial 699 A gorgeous cartridge that’s worth the price every time you hear a familiartrack ina whole new light ! i • i 235
• van den HulCondorXCM 2,400 A stunning cartridge with stereo imaging, dynamics and resolution to die for * :. :

................ ' -............. ........
265

Phono stages
Make your turntable sing

Price CommentsBadge Product
• CambridgeAudio 640P 100 An outrageously good bargain that suits budget systems, but can confidently survive upgrades • • 305
• Lehmann Audio Black Cube 335 This phono amp is a very distinguished performer with an MM source • • • 335

* Linn Uphorik 1,850 Exceptional sound quality, the Uphorik could easily win over the next generation of LP enthusiasts i • Ì • i * 334

Pro-ject Tube Box SE II 435 The big picture is the most evident thing here, but the finer details are there, too • • : : 335

• Soundsmith Strain Gauge 6,100 Revolutionary kit assembly that rewrites the rules about vinyl playback : /618387 j 324

EjESCSi SPEEDS Speeds offered in rpm. SUSP SUBCHASSIS Turntables with a sprung or suspended support for the platter and ann. SWITCHABLE SPEED CHANGE Some decks 
require manual lifting of the belt from one pulley to another to change speed, but not these ones. SUPPLIED WITH ARM Deck is supplied complete with tonearm - some require a 
separate purchase in this department, but the dealer will fit it for you. SUPPLIED WITH CA^^IDGE Some decks are supplied with a starter cartridge and this is included in the price 
shown. MM Moving magnet cartridge - see amp and phono stage features to match this type. MC Moving coil cartridge - see amp and phono stage features to match this type. 
REPLACEABLE STYLUS Some cartridges have separate styli for ease of replacement, but it compromises sound quality.

HFC TOP PICKS!

Cambridge Audio 640P £100
I f you need a low-cost way to get your turntable 
talking to your amplifier, this is by far the best 
option, just pop into your local Richer Sounds

Dynavector Karat 1703 £699
The 17D3 gets very close to the results achieved 
with MCsat twice the price and few can touch it in 
terms of sheer musicality and resolution of detail

Townshend Rock 7 £1,720
A great turntable for those upgrading from an entry
level deck. Sound engineering at a bargain price 
sets this deck apart from the competition
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Gì inspire Hi-Fi
Tel: 01246 Ô27272 / 01246 56Ô770 Mobile: 07932 367555

: Part exchange possible |

Buy the most talked about turntable 
direct from the UK manufacturer with 

no retail mark up!

the magic of the studio recording in 
gour listening room.
listen to vinyl playback as you've never heard it before...

Now introducing the brand new Apollo turntable. Same cutting edge British 
engineering, delivering outstanding sound at a price that will astound.

inspire Hi-Fi

"It’s about enjoyment and emotio'.ro“ 
pgp, g rare combination at any push 
Adam Smith from Hi-Fi World

David Price Hi Fi World

" The Orbit...a briliant sounding.f5 M^^ Cable ..over any other .£100 + inab^ cable"

Jeanine Elot II FI News - The ^Missing Linkth Fanlily of Cables.... - 
" The most beau^inl looking and extremely musicin cables money can buy"

Il FI World World Standards' Awardjune 2009 
The Linkth Cryo Reference Interconnect ....
"On favourite affordable thhigh-end interconnect - 
out perfo^^thg designs at three ^mes its cost"

'Wired For Sounid' - Ad^n Snuth HI FI World -^The link.^ Inteterconnect .... 
"distinctly out of the orithj^1 offer^ing a very defined and crisp sonic picture - 
leading edges of notes were beau^^Uy precise and fo^^dght with no sense of 
hesitancy or blur...the bass end of the specUi^ was lithe, ^abt and focused ....
The Missing Link are Specialists In High Quality British Hi Fi Cables at Affordable Prices 

Power Cables with Silver Plated Connectors from £48
Copper Interconnects from £40 - Silver Plated Copper Interconnects from £59

The Finest Pure Silver Interconnects from £195
Speaker Cables from £130

We also have an excellent range of DIY Products and Cable Kits ¿j 
' Including our own Ultra-Pure Silver plated Plugs & Sockets '

Upgrade your power cable with an Ultra-Pure Silver plated EPS500 mains plug for only £12

Gfte ^^ssing ^ink*
Designers Manufacturers & Suppliers of 
Custom Built Hi End Hi Fi Audio Cables & Accessories
01623 8444vi Pr 07Hi7 859333 
^Fi. the-missing-link.net
info@the-missing-link.net

link.net
mailto:info@the-missing-link.net
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Radio tuners
Surf the airwaves with these carefully selected tuners

FM tuners
Price CommentsBadge Product

• Creek AudioEvolution 350 Sound is detailed, cohesive and extended both tonally and spatially - very classy FM,M i 80 : • : • ■ • 308

Rega Radio 3 390 Strong bass, clear treble and a high enjoyment factor makes this an appealing FM ootorrnm FM,M I 20 I i < 283

e T+AT1210R 1,200 High-end looks are matched by the sound, which is detailed and sophisticated FM 100 • • i 283

DAB/FM tuners

Radio tuners / H
eadphones

• Arcam FMJ T32
• Onkyo T-4555DAB

600 A highly cost-effective way of optimising the airwaves. iPod functionality is a bonus

400 Admirably free of grain or obvious tonal blemishes, this tuner achieves a high standard .....

/559242 • DAB^FM ET L00

DAB 40
. I -

DAB/FM portables

•
•

•

•

• Monitor Audio Airstream 10 225

Pure Move 80

PureSensia 250

Tivoli Networks+ 495

Vita Audio RlMkll 160

Vita Audio R2i 300

The range of features on this DAB/FM/Internet radio is certainly impressive

A feature-packed, beautifully built DAB/FM radio that is a pleasure to use

One of the smartest table radios around, offering wireless computer-sourced music

FM reception is excellent and a cut above everything else this radio has to offer 

Limited to DAB/FM and line inputs, but the sound quality is very good 

Very smartly built with a sound that's full-bodied, neutral and detailed

/636713

/608367

• • •
•

• ■
•:

319

298

DAB,FM,Web 4 •

DAB.FM : 20 ;
DAB.FM.Web 40

DAB,FM,Web 5

DAB.FM.Web 10

/611865 DAB.FM 30

klI*H31 WAVEBAND’ Which bands are supported: FM, M-medium wave, L- longwave, DAB-digital audio broadcasting. PRESETS How many stations can be stored 
in memory. RDS Radio Data System - station names and program titles can be displayed among other facilities (FM only, DAB has more comprehensive display potential). 
REMOTI CONTROL For the couch potato. SIGNAL STRENGTH METER Useful for setting up an aerial. ROTARY TUNING KNOB An ergonomic alternative to buttons.

Headphones
Audiophile solutions for home and travel use
Badge Product Price Comments
• Audio Teedmica ATH-AD5EY 100 Bulky, but comfortable, this headphone offers a generous spread of virtues

• Audio Technica ATH^WlEYX 649

• 337

323

331

337

337

• 323

• Beyerdynamic DT770
• BeyerdynamicTl

• Bowers and Wilkins PS

179

880

250

• GradoSREYi
• GradoSRETi

100

120

• Girado GSlEYi

Fine advert for the virtues of closed-back headphones, with great bass and background noise reduction 

One of the most tonally satisfying closed-back headphones around with excellent detail

A characterful, enjoyable music-maker with a detailed, weighty sound

A superb headphone with B&W's sound and build quality sealing the deal

A strong contender with out-of-class sound in most areas: a brilliant budget all-rounder

331

/603478

322

/624782 325

mo 334

tzod • : 329

Z/Q • 333

195 • : 333

260 333

2Th • , 322

1,100

1,795

A beautifully neutral and open-sounding headphone that’s lively and energetic too

A superb transducer, capable of astonishingly high performance standards

Offer excellent detail and d'.rm-. ; m-• > ,u.-u m--. • : m ..• Grado PSlEY
• Sennheiser HD380 140 This model offers good sound and is a worthy alternative to in-ear monitors • • i • : 327

• Sennheiser HD650 330 Clear and detailed, with very natural tonality through bass and midrange with just a little coloration : < ;275 • 312

• Sennheiser HD80 1,000 These headphones will convert loudspeaker listeners to the delights of personal stereo performance /619269 • • • 350 324

G233Z3 Uses electrostatic film instead of more common cone or dome dynamics. SUPRA-AURAL Earpads sit on ear ratherthan around it. CIRCUMAURAL
Ear-pads rest on the head around the ears. OPEN BACK Vented capsules let sound in and out. CLOSED BACK(0 Sealed capsules. WEIGHT In grams. 3.SMM JACK ADAPTOR 
Allows connection to personal stereos, computers etc.

PURE Sensia £250
PURE's ground-breaking touch-screen DAB 
radio has changed the way we interact with radio 
forever and sets the standard for innovation

ACST2 £500
For regular travellers, the ACS T2 with its custom- 
moulded earpieces is an obvious choice, thanks to 
all-day comfort and a perfect fit for any ear

Sennheiser HD650 £330
An easy recommendation - Sennheiser's HD650 
should really cost more than this - it's simply 
fabulous and a genuine bargain
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Our pick of the best one-box amps out there

Up to £1,000
Badge Product Price Comments

• Audio Analogue Crescendo 599 In a room of appropriate dimensions, this amplifier has real musical presence
• Cambridge Audio 840A v2 800 A chunky powerhouse with features aplenty, this amp offers detail and delicacy (silver finish)
e Denon DCD-1510AE 900 Offers a taste of high-end excellence at an affordable price
• 
•

Marantz Pearl Lile PM-Kl 899 Great all-rounder and attractively priced, the PM-Kl transcends its £899 price
Moon 1.5 999 A likeable amp in many ways, with admirable bass, treble and imaging

e NAO C3226BEE 320

Puresound AlO 685

Unusually confident into awkward loads and very assured especially in bass. Treble a touch recessed 
A superbly involvingvalve amp at a very competitive price and with genuinely excellent results

Above £1,000

• Arcam A38 1,480 A winning combination of sonic virtues including highly developed detail and musicality
•

.... _....
Astin Trew AT2M0PW5 1,740 If you prefertimbral and timing qualities ofmusic to its bone-crunching potential, this is a contender...... ............................

•
AudioAnaloguePucdni Settanta
Creek 5350 Evolution

1,450

1,075

Detailed and lively, particularly in the upper octaves, but lacks a little bas;e;tension

One of the most attractive amps in its price range, with a sound that's immediately satisfying
• Denon PMA-2010AE 1,700 High-class, well-equipped integrated,with a performance that is muscular, refind and detailed
•

•

•

•

Electrocompaniet Pl-2 

Electrocompaniet ECl-3 

Gryphon Atilla 

Harman/Kardon HK 990 

Leema Pulse

1,600

1,650
6,995

1,000

1,270

A superb all-rounder, with insight on one hand and effortless musical flow on the other
This is an impressively resolute and powerful integrated amplifier for the money
Exceptional subtlety and definition, has enough power to cope with just about anything musical
Very clever, with built-in DSP room correction - but most importantly a powerful and revealing ampl
Admirable bass which combines extension,tautness and clarity. Higher frequencies are highlydetaHed

• Leema Tucana II 3,425 Highly featured, well-built and not short of power, this is a highly resolute and organic amp
• Luxman L550A*ll

5 MM/MC

6 mw

5 :
MC

■. ’

5 MC

50 329
120 327
70 335
70 338

60 321
/603281 50 322

10 331

100i 332

160: 320

120' 334

6 100 327

/618304 5
100 328

:/594820 160 3217

5 70 327

/612396 148 3237

4

100: 332

80 : 328

20 335

70 324

65 : 332

7 opt 
4 ......

MM/MC

MC3,000

• Micromega IA-1M Fast and fluid performer that brings a touch of panache to its role1,125 y : mm
An accomplished all-rounder that's able to handle virtually any system

• Mimetism 15.2 5,415 A powerful amplifier with great dynamics and high resolution that's rare even at this price 6 : • 180 330

e M5B Platinum M2M 13,656 This amplifier's devastatingly good all-round sound quality sets a benchmark that few will approach /603452 : • 322

• Musical Fidelity M31 1,000 Extremely engaging performer, this power amp boasts excellent sonics and solid build 6 • 70 337

• Myryad MX12080 1,200 Sound is more assured atthe top of the frequency range, though bass is melodiousand d:taile9 8 • ; 80 327

• ■
NAO 375BEE 1,000 A good, solid amplifier that is fundamentally musical and gives a great bang for your buck /625323 7 • • 150 325

• Roksan Caspian M2 1,600 This muscular-sounding amplifier is load tolerant and more powerful in practice 6 • i 85 338

Pre/power amplifiers
Separate boxes can bring clear advantages

Up to £2,000
Badge Product Price
• (,'.mbridt)TodioSetur^00/^AC 2,000

• NADC165BEE/C275BEE 1,550 An alternative to the usual integrated route and one that offers flexibility an? fine s?und..............T-.-..--’—.-.... _

8 opt • 200 309

6 (,'. 130 336

Comments
Enterprisingtechnology  delivers a pre/power combo that always sounds detailed and controlled

Above £2,000

• Audio Research 05450 7,000 Power amp features a very neutral transparent sound with lots of power and low-running temperature • 2 Í ï 450 337
• Bryston BP16/ 2B 5ST2 5,700 Preamp and power amp combo offers superb sound quality /608649 • • 6 opt • 100 323
• Bryston BP26 3,670 Cracking preamp brings detailed results • ; 8 opt • 308
• Chord Prima/Mezzo 140 7,135 Small, muscular, beautifully made and styled, and sounds like a dream • • 5 • 120 269
• Classe CP-7M/CA-M4M 9,200 Pre plus mono powercombowith superb build, huge power and enormous flexibility • • 6 opt • 400 293
• Cyrus Pre XP D/8 power 2,225 Detailed and subtle, with little character added to sound • • 5 60 336
• Digital Do Main Ba-1 6,495 By recreating the V-FET, DDM has built one of the most thrilling ampifiers on the market • 4 300 327
• Mark Levinson No. 326S 8,000 Excellent USB implementation, natural sound and s olid build. Excelle nt performance levels • 7 • ; • 338
• Nairn NAC152XS/NAP155XS 1,920 Preamp and power amp duo offers excellent performance and classic Nairn virtues • • 6 • i 60 324
• Roksan Caspian Ml 2,800 A powerful and enjoyable-sounding amplifier combo that brings out the strengths of its CD player • • 5 • 85 307
• Rotel RC158/RB1582 2,100 It looks high-end and it really sounds the part, too • • 5 MMMC • 200 336
• Trilogy 909/990 10,390 Extremely musical valve-based pairing with hybrid power and beautiful finish /625226 • • 6 : • 100 325

LINE INPUTS Input sockets for source components with a line level output: CD players, DVD players,tape decks, tuners, phono stages etc. PHONO INPUT Input sockets 
and on-board phono stage for a cartridge. Either MM (moving magnet) or MC (moving coil), occasionally both. REMOTE CONTROL A remote control is supplied with the amplifier. 
HEADPHONE SOCKET To drive your cans with. POWER OUTPUT Manufacturer's rated output in watts per channel.

A
m

plifiers / Pre/pow
er am

plifiers
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Reference

dealers

huge range of loan stock available for home trial
25YEARS!

nergy AV
audio visual solutions

It's our birthday in October, and to celebrate 25 Years of 
The Sound Gallery we are holding lots of special events 
leading up to our big birthday party. We are starting with 
a FREE turntable service for all owners of the legendary 
Linn Sondek LP 1 2 record player!
The party starts now and ends October 30th. •---------

THE SOUND GALLERY
65 CASTLE STREET, HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS.

01494 531682

Tel:
01260 280017Email:
mail@synergyav.co.ukWeb
www.synergyav.co.ukOpen:
9:00 to 5:30 Mon - SatAddress
12a West Street 
Congleton 
Cheshire
CW12 1JR

kudosMICHELL ENGINEERING

PIEGA

H •

naim m
MAGNEPAN
INCORPORATEDworld class sound... MONITOR AUDIO ARCAM

Stockists for Linn, Nairn, B&W Arcam. Spendor. Rega. Onkyo 

Meridian. Fatman. Usher. Denon and Focal to name ;ust a few. ..

^^w.soundgallery.co.uk

hodium

t • t I • •

Improve the performance of your 

music system with the best cables

Contact our top dealers below to hear and buy your Black Rhodium Cables

Zouch Audio
Ashby, Leicestershire
01530414128

www.zouchaudio.co.uk

Audio Excellence
Swansea

01792 474608
www.audio-t.co.uk

H.G. Rapkin
Northampton 

01604 637515 
www.hgrapkin.co.uk

Z Lensman
East Grinstead

01342 305103
www.zlensman.com

www.blackrhodium.co.uk Telephone: 01332 342233

mailto:mail@synergyav.co.uk
http://www.synergyav.co.uk
w.soundgallery.co.uk
http://www.zouchaudio.co.uk
http://www.audio-t.co.uk
http://www.hgrapkin.co.uk
http://www.zlensman.com
http://www.blackrhodium.co.uk
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Cables
Cables really can make a difference, especially our top recommendations

Cables

1 Analogue interconnects [
Badge Product Price Comments

X zb V % O. A: 7<3* <9,,
1 1 1

» \
• Audioquest Sidewinder 45 A detailed cable, with fine tonality and excellent rhythm • • . 297

e Black Rhodium Prelude 90 Practical and sensibly priced all-rounder that seems happily compatible with a wide range of kit • : • : 293

• Black Rhodium Coda 150 Superb bass with neutral and detailed midrange, treble sweet with occasional slight constriction • : • : 298

• Black Rhodium Polar IUusion 250 A good all-rounder, with clear and purposeful bass and particularly fine treble • : • : 321

• Cambridge Azur Reference 50 Performance wouldn't shame a cable at twice the price: especially adept in the treble • : • : 296

• Chord Co. Indigo Plus 995 Costly, and high-class cable needs running in, but this is a finely detailed design overall /608313 • 323

• Clearer Audio Silver-line 283 Complex, well-screened cable which offers good sound all round with exceptional bass • • 279

• Crystalcable Piccolo 348 Thin, tougher than it looks, has some qualities of a solid-core type - resolution, focus and articulation • • 294

• Kimber Timbre 145 A very neutral cable that will complement even very upmarket systems • . • 312

• Monster M350i 45 Few cables at this price reveal so much about the recording space. • : • : 281

• Monster Ml^tti 230 Very capable, with only a hint of bass dryness to set against excellent results elsewhere • : • : 284

• Nordost Wyrewizard Dream 110 Slight lack of precision in extreme treble, otherwise detailed and neutral with authoritative bass • : • : 303

• Oehlbach NF214 63 The bass is a matter of taste, but suits many smaller speakers with good mid and treble • : • : 281

• QED Signature Audio S 190 Mellifluous and rounded, this cable is a greatchoice for lovers of the human voice • : • 332

• Supra EFF-IX 77 Lively soundingwhich maintains a high level of detail and neutrality, musically, a great all-rounder • : • : 306

• Townshend lsolda DCT100 99 Particularly enjoyable cohesion and naturalness that makes forgreat listener involvement • ' • : 312

• van den Hui The Wave 125 Neutral, with a hint of upper-bass richness: images seem to reside slightly further away than most • • 312

Digital interconnects

• Atlas Mavros 285 By any reckoning this is a very revealing wire • I • • ! E 336

• Kimber DV-30 59 A superb performer that lacks very little, even when compared to Kimberis high-end models : • : • ; • E 317

• van den Hui The Wave 65 The results this cable achieves are excellent and it scores highly for value ; : • : • i E 336

Speaker cables (price per metre)

• Atlas Hyper 1.5 12.5 Don't look to this cable to beef up the bass, but at higher frequencies is revelatory atthe price • • 299
• Atlas Ascent 2.0 60 A highly analytical cable and very fine detail across the board • • 294
• Chord Co. Silver Screen 6 Screened speaker cable with excellenttreble, but just a little light in the bass at times • • 310
• CrystalCable Piccolo 1,395 A chip off the old block, has a similarly fast, fluid and subtle sound (price  ̂3 metre pair) • • 302
• Kimber4VS 155 I n the right system, this cable is a good choice (price reflects 2.5 metre terminated pair) • • 329
• Monster MCX-ls 5 Notable for its bass, perhaps a touch overdone at times but could be a good foil to small speakers • • 280
• Nordost Heimdall 185 Alternative to Valhalla, silver-plated, micro-monofilament construction, suitable for exacting systems • • 278
• QED X-Tube Xnoo 12.5 A natural and controlled-sounding cable that's cost-effective for mid-priced systems • • 310
• QED Revelation 15 Sensibly priced, this cable offers a performance which is a step-up from budget types • • 318
• Townshend lsolda OCT 50 Cryogenically treated 'impedance-matched' cable with stabilising components added • • 241

• van den Hui The Wind 50 Separate conductors provide room for experimentation, conductor quantity keeps resistance low • • 318
• Wireworld Solstice 52 25 Rather bulky and awkward, but performance amply justifies it with superb bass solidity • • 310
• Wire world Oasis 6 40 Excellent bass with tunefulness and extension all first-rate. Awkward to handle, though /617560 • 324

E2SE33ISTSTRANDEE Cable has a number of (usually) twisted strands to conductthe signal. SOLID CORE Cable has one or more individually insulated strands to conductthe signal. 
COPPER Material used to form the conducting element of the cable. SILVERAlternative material used to form the conducting element of the cable. DIGITAL CABLE '^PE E - electrical, 
0 - optical. Cables are one metre length unless otherwise stated.

HFCTOP PICKS

QED Revelation £15 (per metre) 
Giving a consistent result with a wide range of 
amplifiers and speakers, the Revelation speaker 
cable boasts a good performance in all areas.

Kimber DV-30 £59 (0.5 metre)
A superb performer that lacks very little, even 
compared to Kimber's high-end models. Tonality, 
detail and imaging are really very fine.

Black Rhodium Polar Illusion £250
This super-cooled, unshielded interconnect with 
solid, silver-plated copper insulation, delivers a treble 
performance that's admirably clear and crisp.
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Stereo speakers
The most influential link in the chain

Up to £1,000
Price CommentsBadge Product

• Acoustic Energy Aegis Neo 3 363 Pretty, neutral floorstander sounds open with wide dynamic range and good bass weight 20,90.5,24 • A 24 • 294

• Acoustic Energy Radiance 1 600 Limited bass, power handling and dynamics, but exceptional mid-to-treble voicing 18.5,32,25 A 33 • 325

• Amphion Ion L 900 Sharp styling, fine mid/treble coherence a sweet treble, but less happy bass alignment 16.2,32.6,26.5 A 40 • 310

• ATCSCM11 867 A very fine little speaker t-at its best with natural recordings where it adds little 21,38,25 A- 55 • 293

• AudioPro Avanti A.10 350 A tough and effective little speaker - overall balance is quite smooth and even 19,29,26 A+ 38 : • 319

• Bowers and Wilkins CM1 488 Luxury miniature has laid^back sound, low coloration and fine imaging, but weak dynamics 16.5,28,28 A- 40 279

• Bowers and Wilkins 684 699 A fine all-rounder at a realistic price, has a smooth, even and nicely open balance /483503 20,91,30 • 22 • 315

• Castle Knight 2 400 A true resurgence forthe Castle brand, the Knight 2 has a beguiling sound quality 20.38,33.5 A+ 42 • 338

• DALi Ikon 6 999 Needs care with setup, impressively transparent and obsessively detailed sound 19,100,33 • A 37 • 271

• Dynaudio DM 2/10 880 Has fine dynamics, grip, bass and headroom and is well mannered 27.5,45,35 A 22 • 299

• Focal Chorus 706V 389 Advanced drivers deliver an even, healthy dynamic expression and tension 22,39,25 A 27 • 319

• Focal Chorus 726V 950 Compact and realistically priced, the Chorus 726V is a good all-round performer 22,99375 • A 25 • 325

• JBL Studio Il8 700 Good value floorstanderwith neutrality, massive headroom and plenty of punch 22,99,37 • A 25 • 275

• KEF iQ50 599 Looks cute and very discreet. with spacious imaging, good balance and a sweet treble /483527 175,81.5,26 • A 23 • 315

• Monitor Audio BR2 230 Good-looking standmount has a muscular sound with superior coherence 18.5,35,25 A- 30 • 294

• Monitor Audio BR5 450 Not the best dressed in its class, but detailed, bold-sounding and good value 17,85,25 • A- 36 • 293

• Monitor Audio Silver RSB 850 Bold, dynamic sound, it’s an easy load that works well in larger rooms 90,18,27 • A 33 • • 276

• Monitor Audio GS10 900 More neutral tonally than some recent MAs, the GSlO 1s is easy to drive 20,36,27 A- 40 • 284

• PMCDBli 985 Could be more neutral, but a very effective musical communicator 15.5,29,23.4 A+ 30 • • 334

• ProAc Tablette Ref Eight 704 Stunning standmount with electrostatic-like imagery. Its brother is even better! 15,27,23 A+ 40 • 267

• Q Acoustics 1010 110 Neatly styled miniature has limited bass and power handling, fine midband voicing 15,21.5,19.5 A 48 • 286

• Q Acoustics 1020i 140 Outstanding value, t smooth well-balanced and lively sound makes a fine communicator /516273 175,25,26.5 A+ 60 • • 318

• Rega RS1 390 Clever close-to-wall speaker has a fine coherence and good communication skills 15,32,23.6 A 23 • 319

• Russ Andrews SP4 352 This tweaked Focal 705V RA has a sound thatis immediate, engaging and, and great fun 19231.5243 A+ 65 • 309

• SpendorS3/5R 750 Lacks dynamic muscle and loudness potential, smooth neutrality and g bass extension 16.5.30.5,190 25 • • 310

• Tannoy Revolution DC4T 599 Ultra-compact, lacks bass weight and dynamic tension, but sounds open and coherent 488857 15,85,16 • 40 • 316

• Tannoy Revolution DC6 900 Pretty compact standmount, delivering a lively bass and smooth, coherent midband 23,36.5,23 A 40 • 307

• Wharfedale Diamond 9.1 150 Superior shape and finish. Sound is laid back, butfree from boxiness 19.5,30,28 A- 45 • 307

• Wharfedale Diamond 10.5 480 Despite the price, the 10.5 ticks many of the boxes, with superior voice band coherence 1636776 22,88,30 • A- 50 • 326

Above £1,000

Adam Audio Tensor Della 8400 This active loudspeaker brings a powerful range of capabilities to its performance 33,56,34 A 50 • 329

1,000 This speaker boasts fine neutrality, sweet top, fine imaging and wide dynamic range 18.5,92,25 • A 30 • 334

1,500 320/587236 23,92,29.7 • A 27 •

AE Energy Radiance 2

AE Energy Radiance 3 This speakers effective enclosure ensures a wide dynamic range and a very clean sound

• AE AE1 Mklll 2,000 This speaker has a lovely midband smoothness and superior image focus 18.5,31,25 A 24 • 337

• Amphion Argon 3L 2,300 Solid build ensures an impressively clean sound with loads of bass and fine neutrality 19,92.5,30.5 • A 44 • 322

Aspara HL6 4300 Acoustic material sounds great and there are many strengths in design and performance 18.5,93.34.5 • A • : 332

• ATCSCM16A 2,376 Makes a great case for the active speaker. Includes built-in amps and is good value 27,45,33 ACT 42 • : 300

• Audioplan Kontrapunkt IVB 2,898 Boasts exceptional stereo imaging and mid-through-treble coherence 16,35,26 • A 45 • 329

• Audiovector S3 Super 2,600 Useful ability to upgrade, offers good musical communication and stereo imaging 19,103,31 • A 50 • 328

• AurousalVS 1,650 Finecoherence and imaging of a single driver system, extra help atthefrequency extremes /479149 21.5,107.5268 • : 20 • : 314

• AVIADM9 1,125 Active mini-monitorsthatare exceptionally accurate and dynamic sounding 20,30,26 ACT 60 • : 301

• Bowers and Wilkins CM9 1,760 Tall, elegant, expressive midband and expansive, but well-controlled bass Z597244 20,102.5,32 • A 60 • ! 321

• Bowers and Wilkins 802 11,500 This high-end speaker has an airy, spacious midband, withclean bass reproduction 36.8,138,56.3 • A 27 • 337

• Cabasse Bora 2,200 A real enthusiast's choice with high sensitivity, strong bass and powerful dynamics /618354 33,27,50 A 52 • . 324

• Focal Chorus 816 V 1,099 Fine, warm balance, superior dynamics and a sweet top end, but could be smoother 28,100,37.5 • A+ 20 • : 288

• Focal Chorus 826 V 1,349 Times nicely, goes loud with ease and will produce precise imaging if appropriately set up 28,104,37.5 • A 45 • : 287

• Focal Chorus 816WSE 1,499 The W cone makes some qualities associated with Focal’s high-end models more competitive 998,28.2,37.5 • A+ 39 • : 308

• Focal Chorus 826W LE 1,879 Focal has turbo charged the 826 resulting in lots of energy, excitement and fine detail 28.2,103.8,37.5 • A • 330

• Focal Electra 1027 Be 4,399 Outstanding mid and top with fine delicacy, low coloration, but lacks some bass grip and drive 26.5,111,35 • A- 25 • 276

♦ Free FS1 3,500 An elegant design with the minimum of wiring. Wireless with Sonos or Airport Express 16,87,27 • ACT 35 • : 301

• Gamut Phis 3040 Lovely discreet floorstander has excellent sound and several very clever engineering touches 17100,24 • ; 20 • : 305

• Green Mountain Audio Rio 2000 Fabulously tight timing and coherence makes for a very expressive and musical performer 208,40.6,34.9 • A 80 • 332
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Stereo speakers (continued)
Shapes and sizes for every budget

\ %

Stereo speakers

Price CommentsBadge Product

• GuruQMlO 1,595 Avery clever close-to-wall standmount with fine imaging, that sounds a lot biggerthan it looks /465869 30,25.2232 A 26 • 317

• JamoR 907 6,600 Arguably the more 'chummy' ofJamo's dipole flagships, powerful bass and open midrange /498515 441189.7 e A 30 e : 317

• JBL Everest DD6600 44,000 Awesome performance in the true meaning ofthe word 8t exceptional musical communication 111,96.5,47 e A 50 e : 331

• KudosX2 1,350 Attractive presentation alongside a lively sound makes for an involving experience 16.6,78,20.6 • 27 • : 337

• Kudos Cardea C2 1,950 This floorstander is a fine all-round performer with fine voicing and neutrality 20925,27 • 23 • : 322

• Magico V2 18,000 High pricing derives this speaker’s superb painstaking engineering 8t impressive performance /624700 25.5,115,30 • A 32 e : 325

• Magneplan Magneplanarl.6 2,500 Great with acoustic and classical material, this dipole panel speaker has superb sound quality 48,165,5 e A 43 : • 329

• Mission 796 1,300 Clean, open and detailed, smooth, relaxed loudspeaker does exactly what it says on the box /S94834 20.6.99.8.31.8 e A 25 e : 321

• Monopulse 42A 1,995 Oddball styling, fine bass-to-mid balance and dynamics and superb voice coherence 26,110,25 e A 25 e : 302

• Monitor Audio PL200 4,750 A costly, but beautifully presented loudspeakerwith outstanding  voicing and character 25.5,100,28.5 • A- • ' 330

• Mordaunt-Short Perf 6 LE 4,799 Striking moulded enclosure minimises coloration, overall balance is smooth, neutral and open 24,115,43 e A 22 e : 308

• Neat Momentum li 1,790 Sounds biggerthan it looks, with good coherence and an impressively wide dynamic range 22,3837 A- 23 • : 302

• Opera Callas 3,195 Technically innovative multi-tweeter system, this is a grown up and articulate performer /429144 23,37.5,34 32 • : 311

• Opera Seconda 1,995 Fine styling and finish, plus very superior voicing, if a shade lacking in warmth 24,102.5,31.5 • A 20 • : 314

• PioneerS-2EX-W 5,200 This speaker offers superb midband neutrality and exceptional clarity /587272 29.1,56.5,42.5 • A 37 • : 320

• PMCGBli 1,525 Fine voice reproduction, overall agility and well-judged balance 15.587234 e A 40 e : 337

e PMCFBli 2,100 A floorstanderthat boasts impressive bass extension and a smooth sweet top end /429594 20,100,30 e A 20 e 329

• PMC fact .8 4,600 Beautiful styling, alongside a superb all-round sound with a notably wide dynamic range 15.5,105,38 e A 5 5 e 327

• PMCIB2i 8,900 Delivers a top-class sound quality, fine imaging and exceptional dynamic grip /617595 33,74,465 e A 25 e 324

• PSB Synchrony One 3,500 Slim and discreet floorstanderthat delivers superb sound quality and flexible bass /516267 22,109,325 e A 45 e 318

• RevelF32 3,200 Meticulously balanced, tonally neutral design makes for a taut, well disciplined sound 22,105,39 • A 20 • 256

• RevolverScreen 3 2,799 Visually dramatic and very successful in delivering genuine high-quality hi-fi sound 50,140,11 A 35 • 329

• Roksan Caspian FR5 2,475 Sharp-looking speaker sounds exceptionally open and lively without aggression 20,100,25 • A 22 • 290

• Sonus faber Luito Monitor 1,690 Subtly designed, elegant-sounding package, especially with good recordings /603221 185,35.335 A- 55 • 322

• Sonus faber Minima Vintage 2,490 Easy, graceful-sounding compact, a natural for acoustic material at moderate volume levels /455417 20,33,27.5 A- 55 • 312

• Sonus faber Cremona Audit. 3,350 Open, exciting and with surprisingly good bass, this is ‘The Little SpeakerThat Could’ 20,35,37 A 50 • 305...........
• SpendorSAl 1,295 Very high-quality sub-miniature with notably superior sound 16.5,30.5,19 A 30 • ; 334

• SpendorSP3/1R2 1,600 Conservative styling. superb neutrality and coherence with unusually low coloration 22,4628 A 37 • : 317............
• Tannoy Definition DClOT 5,000 Classy speaker has massive base, high sensitivity and precise image focus /608326 34,112532 • A+ 35 • : 323

• Triangle Genese Lyrr 3,300 A well-balanced speaker with generous sensitivity, fine imaging and good expressiveness 2330.3,113.3 • A 30 • : 338

• Triangle Magellan Concerto 16,250 New 'sw2'version is less immediate than its predecessor, but it remains highly entertaining 60,160,45 • A- 32 • : 290

• Teufel Ultima 80 2,498 Exceptional value for money due to direct sales and easy system-matching 22,98,37 • A 42 • 335

• Vivid Audio Kl 14,495 With a subtle. fast and wide bandwidth, this speaker is one of the finest on the planet /625361 28,130,45 A 35 • 325

„•.... Wilson Benesch Curve 5,383 Much (but not all) ofthe ACT’S performance in a much more compact and affordable package 233137 • A 28 • 254

• Wharfedale Opus 1,500 Great material value and a solid, if bright and forward sound. Has great loudness potential 26,100.5,41 • A 23 • 314

• Yamaha Soavo 2 1,200 Cunningly crafted with a beautiful balance that always sounds lively, open and involving 2238,35 A 28 • 296

• Zu Essence 3,750 Realism and communication skills aremorethan compensation for balance shortcomings 30.5,125,30.5 • A 25 • 327

EkSJHS SlZEW.H.D (CM) Width, height and depth ofone cabinet in centimetres. FLOORSTANDER Speakers that don't require stands. EASE OF DRIVE How much power the 
amplifierneeds (approximately) to drive the loudspeaker effectively. A+ 25 watts plus A 50 watts plus A-100 watts plus ACT Active - the speaker has its own in-built amplifier. 
BASS FROM How low the speaker goes - the smaller the number the deeper the bass. FREE SPACE The speakers work best away from wall(s). CLOSE TOWALL The speakers will 
work best when up against a wall (but avoid corners).

HFC TOP PICKS

Amphion Ion L£900

A great-looking loudspeaker that also boasts a 
superb mid/treble coherence and and a super
sweet treble, some positioning care needed

Opera Seconda £1,995

Classy, sealed-box, two-and-a-half-way Italian 
floorstanderwith a very fine fit and finish and a 
superior voice band for acoustic work

Audioplan Kontrapunkt IVB £2,898

I t's small, it's expensive, but this German floorstander 
contains the finest ingredients and delivers a smooth 
sound with some of the best imaging around
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Equipment supportsHi-fi equipment supports come in all shapes and sizes
Badge Product Price Comments

Atacama Equinox 409

• Audiophile Base Std Supp't 1,200

Stable, modular design with style and excellent bass transients

Expensive and quite bulky, but sound is unusually detailed and resonance-free

81

57

Blok Stax 300 180 A simple and effective design that gives some useful isolation across most of the audio band

50,50

46,35

40,46

4 GLAs 217

3 MDF 302

3 MDF 334

Custom Design Inert Matt

Custom Design XL4

Custom Design Milan

70

380

509

I solation platform can improve the sound of hi-fi - ■mms., but is a bit small for most kit 

Simple con struct ¡c a off m smart looks. Soundcontribution is minimal

Good-looking stand with nothing more to complain of than slight muddying ch detail

40x25

60,42

57 48,39

Metal : 311

4 Glass

4 Glass

Hi-Fi Racks Podium

Isonoe Isolation feet

500 A keenly priced piece of high-class furniture that also happens to sound great

98 A set offour isolation feet that are ideally suited tomicrophonic kit like turntables

59.5 Wood 320

Alloy 327

Partington Minim

Quadraspire QX25 Support

470

25

Adds its own character to rock, but to the detriment of acoustic sounds

Beautifully simple design, cheap and easy to use. Excellent with CD [Uavam

78 4 5,37 Glass

Acrylic 327

Quadraspire Su noko-VentT 800 The sound is detailed and largely uncoloured, while the design is rigid and beautifully veneered 59,47

Russ Andrews Torlyte Rack 988 Attractive modular system made of very light Torlyte: a touch of added warmth is its only vice 68

Townshend VSSS 1,380 This attractive Seismic Sink retains the same excellent vibration-killing sound quality 76

54,49

35,50

4 Torlyte .

4 Glass

Speaker stands
Not all stands are made equal - try one of our top buys

^

LA
*00«

% \ 

O00 E.V.ALAX LA X
Badge Product Price Comments

Anvil Sound Display Stand 229 A variety of smart looks available -sound is clear and precise

Custom Design RS300

Custom Design SQ404

110

220

An attractive stand whose lack of coloration suits it to high-resolution systems 

Robust four-pillar design gives very low coloration and maximises performance

• Partington Ansa 60 119

Partington Dreadnought BS 299

Partington Heavin 499

Elegant flat-packer 'disappears' sonically; restrained but neutral and coherent

Sound is better defined in almost all areas than cheaper, slimmer stands can offer

Robust to the nth degree, this stand helps produce very precise bass and upper frequencies

50 20,17 ; •

56 16,5,18 i •

61 18,16.3 ; •

62 18,15 : •

62 17,23 I •

53 31,22 : •

1 293

281

4 283

4 232

309

6 287

Equipm
ent supports / Speaker stands

4 MDF .

HEIGHT (CM Height ofequipment support and speaker stand (not including spikes) in centimetres. TOP PLATE SIZE (CM Width by depth of the supporting platform(s). 
Single figures indicate a square platform (Speakers generally overhang top plates). FILLABLE The stand can be mass-loaded with sand and/or lead to stop ringing. WELDED As opposed 
to bolt-together construction. NUMBER Of SHELVES To put your kit on (different configurations are often available). NUMBER OF LEGS That support the stand. SHELFTYPE Material 
that shelves are made of.HFC TOP PICKS
Quadraspire QX25 Support £25
Fashioned from two identical pieces of acrylic 
sheet thatslide together, thesefeet create a very 
impressive degree of isolation

Partington Dreadnought BS £300
Probably the best speaker stand you can buy for 
the money - heavily engineered and backed up 
with sound theory, the Dreadnought is real class

Townshend VSSS £1,380
Although not cheap, MaxTownshend's skillfully 
engineered rack nears the ideal in terms of isolation 
and spending more doesn't really bring big gains

RE.Vax
SERVICE

reVox
APPOINTED SERVICE COMPANY SERVICE

THE MANUFACTURERS

Correct Revox Spare Parts Pricing24 Hour Estimation procedure 
Manufacturer Upgrades and Advice 
Delivery and Collection Service 
Comprehensive Guarantees

Factory Trained Engineers 
Rapid Response Turnaround 
Full Revox range serviced 
Written Technical Reports 
Late Evening Opening

TTL House, Sheeptick EndTelephone 01525 841999 on, Bedfordshire, M K43 OSF

Facsimile 01525 841009
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Hi-Fi Choice
Reader
C lassified
Welcome to Hi-Fi Choice Reader Classified, the UK's 
first and best free private ads service for buying and 
selling second-hand hi-fi components.
These pages are a must-read if you're 
thinking about buying used kit, and if 
you want to sell something it's definitely 
the place to be. It's free to place an 
advertisement-simply submit your ad of 
up to 30 words, remembering to include 
your email, phone number and county.

The simplest way to send your ad is via 
email to: hifichoice@futurenet.com. 
Or mail to: Reader Classified, Hi-Fi Choice, 
Future Publishing, 2 Balcombe Street, 
London NW1 6NW
Please note that this service is open to 
private advertisers only.

FOR SALE
REGAP3turntable and 
RB300 arm, Elys cartridge. 
Boxed, excellent condition. 
Recentmotorupgrade. Arm 
new and cartridge light use, 
£375. 07843762212or atj. 
harding@googlemail.com 
(Hants).
PIKJ-JECT record deck and 
Pro-ject phono amp, Musical 
FidelityXA-1 preamp, Arcam 
Alpha 9 CD player, Arcam P60 
power amp, Rogers Studio 5 
speakers. Includes all power 
cords(Russ Andrews) and 
cables/speaker stands and 
equipment stand. (£3,700) 
fl,400ono. Must be heard. 
Contact Steven on (0035387 
637 6623 (Co Wicklow Ireland).
MUSICCALFDEUYTri-Vista 
21 DAC, less than 200 hours 
use.Excellent condition, 
boxed with manual. £540 
phone07905 312191.
(Cheshire).
RC^UEAUI3IO88 valve 
power amp, fully overhauled 
and modified by Definitive 
Audio two years ago, 
absolute stunner! £1,000 
ovno.PhoneO7905 312191. 
(Cheshire).

VARIOUS COMPONENTS:
Arcam alpha 9 power 
amplifier9P, £250.Maplin 
amplifier boards, 50w/8R, 
70w/4R,four available,£25 
each. AvonMusic prototype 
power supply for Class A 
power amplifiers, £225.
AvonMusic prototype 
power supply for Garrard 
4/301 ThorensTD124, 
£225.Garrard 401 chassis 
and plinth, £700.Technics 
SL1210Mk2 £250.020749 
98729 (London).
PRIMARESPA2". amplifier, 
recommended almost as 
good in stereo as the 130, 
mint, remote and manual, 
two years old £1,100 plus 
shipping.Call Michael 
00353 86 8127103 or michaeL 
ogrady@gmx.co.uk(lreland).
NAIKAMICHHCR3Ef150.
NakamichiCR4Ef195. 
Dunlop Systemdeck 2 £185. 
AudiolabBOOOA £90. All 
good condition. No offers 
please. 07513039966.
(Dorset).
MONITOR AUDIOSilver RS6 
(oak) for sale £300.Just run- 
in.01501820875 (Scotland).

TANINOY DC6t speakers (oak) 
excellent £500.01501820875 
(Scotland)
MJ ACOUHCSPro 50
Mkll Subwooferf175ono 
(Excellent condition). Call 
Mike01562638119 or email 
mike222@blueyonder.co.uk 
(Worcestershire).
■^CVRDS-Tl transport 
(includesTrichord upgrade 
£400) receipt kept, manual, 
remote, boxed £275.Call 
Ken01384 293955. (West 
Midlands).
WANTED Reel to reel tape 
recorder, SonyTC377 or 
similar.Must be in good 
working order. Please call 
Lawrence on 01633421906 
(Newport)
IRISS ANDREWSPowermax
Plus mains cable.Big 
improvement for little money. 
Hi-Fi Choice Best Buy. Clean, 
precise sound. (£45) now 
£20.CallChris07981025698 
(Bristol)
AR(^MA38 integrated amp 
£895.CD37 playerf795. 
DenonTUlBOOFM/DAB tuner 
£150.All in good condition, 

withboxes.02380738935 
or email: golf3385@hotmaiL 
co.uk(Southampton).
MUSICALFDEUY ElOO 
integrated amp, piano black, 
excellent condition, digital 
and phono outputs £250. 
Aurum Cantus Leisure 5 
speakers piano rosewood 
£495. Unison Research S6 
valve integrated amp.£750 
CallTony0238022403 
(Southampton)
MUSICALFDEUTY P180 
(Mosfet) power am p, with 
choke-regulated power 
supply. Condition is excellent 
and was one of Hi-Fi World's 
favorites: "powerful and 
refined".£525. 07972 341692 
101424 446282. (East Sussex).
CCABASSE mt30 Antigua 
standmount speakers in 
wenge (black). Brand new 
won in competition(£460) 
£325. Kimber monoclex 
speaker cable, 13-feet, 
WBT slant bananas(approx 
£1,600) £675.01933405875 
(Northants).
CYRUSCDXT SE transport 
player(black), one-year old, 
boxed as new. Can demo. 
02476667877/07887 54082 
(Coventry).
PMARECDllOone-box 
CD player, 70w amp and 
DAB.Boxed with manual 
and remote. Russ Andrews 
Torlyte platform (£1,320) 
£650017919025005 (Sussex).
TACF/LYNGXJRFSDAl 2175 
integrated amp, superb 
quality and performance, 
200 watts, (silver), boxed 
(£1,895) £795.07776143890 
(Southampton)

DAU lkon6 loudspeakers. 
Unmarked with instructions. 
£250.01255 675115 (Frinton- 
on-Sea, Essex).
GR^O PSlOOO 
headphones, brand new, 
boxed with warranty, won 
in competition, £1,200ono. 
0115 9397413 
(Derbyshire).

ARCAM Alpha 10 DAVE, 
award-winning stereo 
amplifier, with factory-fitted 
Dolby Digital/DTS module, 
in excellent condition, 
with remote and original 
packaging, £450ono.
AlphalO@reticulum. 
demon.co.uk
(Carnbs I Beds border).

AUDIOQUEST Columbia
XLR Im interconnects, boxed, 
48v DBS stunning high-end 
cables, immaculate and in 
original case(£400) £175.
07876 226999 (Surrey).

MARANTZ CD 5003 CD 
player, black, pitch control 
and CD text, as new(£200) 
£100 no offers. 01268 
415 017(Basildon)

YAMAHA B2 and C2 pre and 
poweramp, 160watts per 
channel, £50 oroffers.st^.
patonl00@g^^lemaiL.com 
(Cumbria).

WANTED: Top-qualityhi-fi 
separates and complete 
systems, Nairn, Linn, Cyrus, 
Meridian, Arcam etc. fast, 
friendly responseand willing 
totravel/pay cash. 07815 
892458(Colchester).

MONITORAUDIO RS6, 
natural oak, just run-in 
£300.Tannoy DC6T, oak,

BUYING SECOND-HAND can be a great way to pick up a bargain.A formerly expensive second-hand component might well prove a better long-term betthan a brands 
new product ifthe price is right. DO SOME RESEARCH on which brands have a good service back-up, so if something does go wrong, you can get it fixed. Unless you purchase from a 
dealer, you're unlikely to get any warranty, so ^t's up to you to ensure the fitness ofany gear that you buy. USUALLY, speakers should be less prone to breakdown than amps, and amps 
should be more reliable than CD players. But any abused component could be trouble - have a proper demo and judge the seller as well as the goods!
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immaculate£500. 01501 
820875 (Lanarkshire).

CHORD signature speaker 
cable, 2m pair, £275. Chord 
1m Indigo Plus RCA pair, 
£475. Chord signature Links, 
two pair, £25.07970012450 
(Hampshire).

AUDIO RESEARCH LS2b 
preamp, original box, 
(£3,000) £780.Theta Pearl 
transport and Probasic 
3a DAC(£4,750) £1,250. 
Wanted: Transparent ultra/ 
reference s/e interconnect, 
finite Elemente rack. 07973 
220663 (Leicestershire).

RUARK TALISMAN Mkl 
speakers with soft-dome 
tweeters, cherry finish, very 
good condition, £240.01425 
613983 (Hampshire).

PS AUDIO phones,oneyear 
old, immaculate condition, 
manual, remote, boxes, 
purchased from new, can 
be demonstrated, very light 
usage, £495.01737 779938 
or 01306^107 (Surrey).

MUSICALRDEUTY Al
CD Pro Player, two years old, 
mint, boxed. Philips Pro 2 
mechanism 24-bit/ 192k 
DAC. Top-loader, £650. 
Original Pi Foundation stands 
circa 1990, 18-inch-high, top 
plate 7.5in square, sand- and 
shot-filled, brass -opped 
floor spikes, good condition, 
buyer collects, £150.07789 
712775(Hampshire).

REGA 3 full Isokinetik 
mods turntable, no arm, 
buyer collects, £250.01606 
784767(Cheshire).

MJ ACOUSTICS Refl 
subwoofer, 10-inch 
downward-firing driver, 
D.A.M.P amplifier 
technology, high/low inputs, 
variable crossover with 
digital readout, expensive 
option finish in red cherry, 
good condition,(£800) £400. 
Two Musical FidelityXlODs 
and oneX-PSU, cylindrical 
models, both XlODs are 
boxed as new, one has NOS 
Mullards fitted,X-PSU is as 
new, no box, all leads, £100 
each. 07876 705266(West 
Yoorks).

NAIM ARIVA loudspeakers 
qualityfloorstanders, excellent 
condition, Cherry finish, lOOw, 
original grills, plinths and 
cartons, but collection best 
option, (£1,400) £849.07595 
218695 or email: steve.
crowowe@yachtingpages.com 
(Bristol area).

NEAT MOTIVE 2 
loudspeakers, maple finish, 
unwanted prize, boxed, 
unopened, £900.01^M 
294849or07971662734or 
email: ultraarry@hotmail. 
com (Tewkesbury, Glos.). ART AUDIO Maestro Valve 
monoblocs 50 watts and 
valve VPl preamp, good 
condition, serviced recently 
and new valves, (£9,500), 
£2,500.Can demo. 01476 
579201(Grantham).

SPECTRALAUDIO dma 
150mk2 power amp, 
excellent con, superb sound, 
manual box, £3650ono. 0115 
9126424(Notts).

YAMAHA NS-F700 
loudspeakers, piano black, 
three-wayfloorstanders, 
new boxed 25kg, 
354x1012x374mm (WxHxD), 
unwanted prize, £750.
01245264248 petenicky@ 
tiscali.co.uk ^^x).

A&R A60 amplifier, low one- 
channel (pre) £30. Mission, 
?LE speakers £35.Yamaha 
NSC 120 centre speaker 
(boxed) £40. Technics 
ST70300 analogue tuner 
£40.01708457691 ^(Es.

UNISON RESEARCH S6 
valve amp(not working) open 
to offers. Buyer collects.
01482853091(HulO.

RUSS ANDREWS Kimber 
Crystal CU interconnet one 
metre(£150) £70.07891 
533084(Swansea).

PRO-JECT record deck 
and phono amp, Musical 
FidelityXA-1 preamp, 
Arcam Alpha 9 CD player, 
Arcam P60 power amp, 
Rogers Studio 5 speakers. 
Includes all cables, Russ 
Andrews mains leads and 
stands(£3,700) £1,600ono.
+0035387637 6623(Co 
Wicklow).

MICHELLTECNO black 
tonearm, as new, 15 hours' 
use, upgraded,(£445) £375, 
no offers. 07736 773830 
(Yorkshire).

ISOTEKELITE 1.5 metre 
mains cables x 4, cost £300. 
Open to any sensible offer. 
07891533084(Swansea).

ARCAM FMJA18six- 
monthsold, £350 ONO, 
Pro-Ject 1.9 Classic(cherry) 
turntable, MC35Flcartridge, 
£300 ONO, Trichord Dino, 
Dino and phono, PSY, £300 
ONO. 07896 410722 or 115 
9176776(Nottingham).

MUSICAL RDEUTY KW550 
amp, perfect, boxed, buyer 
collects, £2,500 ono. Arcam 
CD player 192, perfect, 
boxed, £350 ONO.Quad 
CDP99(MK I) £400 ono. 
01273 305176 (Brighton).

ARCAM FMJ DV29 high- 
end DVD audio/video player, 
silver, good condition, in 
original box with manual, 
£350 collected. Price 
includes 10 DVDs. 01452 
614515 (Gloucestershire).

WANTRD: Cambridge 
CD3 service manual. brian. 
hiU25@btopenworld.com 
01228 792344 (Cumbria).

CHORD ODYSSEY2 
cables 4-metre pair, 
terminated (£214) £120. 
Black Rhodium illusion OCT 
interconnect Imetre (£250) 
£150.Audio Note Lexus 
interconnect 1 metre (£275) 
£150.01243 528010(West 
Sussex).

MUSICAL RDELTY 
Elektra ElOO Amp, 70 
watts per channel, digital 
and phono inputs, E600 
CD player, ESOO tuner, 
all in piano black finish, 
Celestion CS6 speakers, 
all in excellent condition 
with manuals and 
remotes, £650. Marantz 
6003 CD player, only 
two months old, as new, 
£200. 02380224003 
(Southampton).

ROTELRA-06AMP/RCD- 
06 CD/Epos MS speakers 
(£1200)£550.Allboxed in 
pristine condition. Includes 
Chord Crimson interconnect 

HOW TO SUBMIT YOUR FREE ADYOUR DETAILS
Name____________  ___ ____  ___
Address_______________ _________________________

Email address
Daytime telephone number
DateYOUR ADVERTISMENT
SEND YOUR ADVERTISMENT TO
Hl-Fl Choice, Future publishing, 2 Balcombe Street London NW! 6NW

and Chord Silverscreen 
speaker cable, Marantz 
CD6002 CD player, award 
winner in silver, boxed in 
pristine condition (£280) 
£120, Kimber Classic 
Powercords Im, boxed 
as new. Under half price! 
£40 each, two available. 
Both for£70.loot2009@ 
hotmail.co.uk or01384 
412234 (West Midlands).
MARANTC SA-11 S2 
SACD player, excellent 
condition, £1,900 ono. 
Shunyata Hydra 2 £275, 
Shunyata power cables 
£100 each. 07810 434589 
(Surrey).

THORENS TD160 BC 
with SME 3009 fixed 
head Grado cartridge, 
Pro-Ject phono amp, 
Standesign two tier 
(glass/ metal) stand. Al 
condition.£400 ono.
mike222@blueyonder. 
co.uk or01562638119 
(Worcestershire).

TRANSPARENT MUSIC 
wave plus bi-wire 15-foot 
pairf200 ono, Mandrake 
silver wire interconnect 
phono, 1-metre pairflOO, 
Roksan Kandy AM/FM 
tunerKT-1 mint, unboxed 
£100 ono. 0208368 
4228 or petersmyth2@ 
googlemail.com (Barnet). 

MISSION M33 in beech 
finish with NAO C352, 
80 watts per channel 
integrated amplifier. 
Unmarked in boxes with 
remoteand manuals.
£185.01908376966 
(Milton Keynes).

MONEERFD-1009301 disc 
CD multiplayer. In excellent 
condition, with remote control 
and handbook.£50 ono. 
01622 208476(Maidstone).

KIMBER D-60 digital cable 
1-metre only, five hours' use 
£295.Kimber KCAG -14db 
CD interconnect OTSmetres 
£295. (£560 the pair) 
01902^4894 (Dudley).

SONY CD Player SCD555 ES 
(£1,000) £375.SonyDAB/ 
FM/AM tuner D777ES(£500 
) £175, matching Champagne 
Gold finish. Can dem. 02476 
711^668 (Coventry).

WANTRD:Topquality Hi-fi 
separates and complete 
systems, Nairn, Linn, Cyrus, 
Meridian, Arcam etc, fast, 
friendly response and willing 
to travel/pay cash.
7815892458(Colchester).

NAIM CDSi-2 CD player £500, 
Nairn Nait Si-2 amp £400, 
Monitor Audio RS6 (cherry) 
speakers £300 all as new and 
boxed. Nairn/Kudos upgrade 
forces sale. 07791339784 
or gary.pratchett@ntlworld. 
com or (Nottingham).

ROBERTS MP23 CD/radio 
sound system unit, under 
warranty, boxed, only four 
months old. (£250) £145. 
01304360230(Kent).

DUNLOPSYSTEMDEK 
transcription turntable (the 
original one) finished in 
charcoal nextel, hinged lid, 
new RB350 arm and Goldring 
1042 cartridge. Excellent 
condition. 0777150^44 
(day) or 01205 722000 
(Lines).

For sale / W
anted

To submit your advert to us, 
please email hifichoice@ 
futurenet.com or alternatively, 
use the postal form below. Please 
limit ads to a maximum of 30 
words, ensuring all details. model 
names etc are correctly stated. 
Kindly also include your email, 
telephone number and home 
county. We regret that we cannot 
take adverts over the phone.
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Next month
Discover this year's most anticipated 
new CD player - the new Audiolab 

8200CD in our exclusive, in-depth test

WORLD'S FIRSTTEST...

AUDIOLAB 
RETURNS!

If you can't always find a copy of this magazine. help is at hand1 Complete this form and hand in at your local store. they’ll arrange for a copy of each
Subject ta availability

Please reserve/deliver my copy of 
on a regular basis, starting with issue

Title First name

Surnamei ssue to be reserved for you Some stores may even be able to arrange for it to be delivered to your home. Just aski
Address

Postcode

Telephone number

If you don't want to miss an issue

PLUS Our regular six-way Blind-listening group test, round-ups of 
accessories and music, the most trustworthy hi-fi reviews on

the planet, not to mention the latest news, views and features from UK’s most 
reliable guide to high-performance audio.ISSUE340ON SALE THURSDAY 11NOV2O1O
BACK ISSUES & REPRINTSYOUR DETAILS
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Address ___ __ ___
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Expiry date
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(price per issue)

PAYMENT
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to Future Publishing Ltd. 

(PLEASE TICK RELEVANT BOX)
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O Mastercard 
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O Visa
0 Postal OrderSEND YOUR ORDER TO

uk readers:
Hi-Fi Choice Back Issues, 
10 Waterside Way, Northampton
NN4 7XD

overseas readers:
Hi-Fi Choice Back Issues, 
Cary Court, Somerton. 
Somerset. TA11 6TB UK

How to order a back issue
Back issues are available by post and from 
^ww.myfavouritemaga2ines.co.uk. They cost 
£5.95 (UK), £6.95 (Europe) or £7.95 (rest of the 
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by phone on 0844 848 2852 or +44 1604 
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to Future Publishing Ltd. For back issues only, 
please use the form on the left.

How to order a review reprint
I f you're interested in an HFCreview of an older 
component and the back issue has sold out, 
we can usually send photocopies of individual 
reviews to any UK address for a flat fee (inc p&p) 
off5 per review. You must know in which issue 
the original review appeared; we are unable to 
search back issues for old reviews, sorry. Please 
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Dealer Guide [ Classified ]

O'Brien Hi-Fi
60 Durham Road - London - SW20 OTW 
020 8946 1528 orshop@obrienhifi.com 
Tuesday to Saturday from 9am until 6pm 

www.obrienhifi.com

K a r

*— "".«'-"'"T^^ PIRO\ Avid

Outstanding music and video 
systems from a retail shop 
established for over 40 years.

Come and enjoy your 
favourite discs and a cup of 
coffee with our relaxed team.

Every brand we sell is chosen 
for its spectacular quality, 
performance and reliability.

Audio lab 
Chord
Cyrus
Dali
Marantz
Michell
Monitor Audio
Mordaunt Short
Pathos
Pioneer
Pro Ac
Project
Q-Acoustics 
Quad 
Sanos

► 
► 

► 

► 
►

York HiFi Specialist for over 40 Years 
New Store with Free Customer Parking 
Qualified Staff - Independent Advice o %

UpTo 36 Months
Quality HiFi Seperates from £100 to £10,000 oO/o Finance
Widest Choice in the Area - Most items from Stock Available*

► Open 10:30am - 5:30pm Monday to Saturday *Subject to status

► Visit our Website or Call for latest offers & promotions
Sugden
TEAC 
Wharfedale
& Many More... www.Vickers-Hifi.co.uk E-mail: VickersHiFi@Hotmail.com

mailto:orshop@obrienhifi.com
http://www.obrienhifi.com
http://www.Vickers-Hifi.co.uk
mailto:VickersHiFi@Hotmail.com
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Artaloatie Seduction
is our passion• r Acoustic Preference

l(emp ElclitroniEs

Almarro

'pel Acoustics

Auiito. Analogue

Stiver Arrow

Yamamoto AudiopHiietßase

Analogue Seduction are dedicated towards two 
channel Hi-Fi, specialising in vinyl replay.

As well as our on-line shop we have dedicated demonstration 
retail facilities based in Peterborough, Cambridgshire and we 

can offer our customers home demonstrations.

We stock the finest in amplification, analogue, digital replay and speakers. 
We also specialise in a cable termination and cable burn in service.

Please visit our website www.analogueseduction.net to browse 
or purchase products that are not easily available elsewhere.

New vinyl records now stocked

T^sute oracle Audio
Synthesis Ian noy In

Triangle Vnison ÿfsearcü PatHos

www.mayflowersounds.co.uk

Tel:+44 (0)1733 344768
Email: informa yflowersounds.co. i
Tel: 01302 711528 or 07931524266

http://www.analogueseduction.net
http://www.mayflowersounds.co.uk
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Outstanding 
in our Field

Basically Sound offers a relaxing,
out of town location for you to visit and 

experience the best performing 
audio systems available.

From turntables to the latest 
in network audio solutions, we ensure 

that you hear music as it should be heard 
- and the parking and coffee are free.

Audio

Home Cinema 
Multi-Room 

I nstallation

Brands 
offered include:

Arcam 
Bryston 

Dynavector 
HiFi Racks 

l soblue
Linn 
Nairn 
PMC 
Rega 

Squeezebox 
The Chord Co. 

Wilson Benesch 
Wireworld 

amongst others...

Recycle your magazine and seven days later 
it could come back as your newspaper.

BASICALLY
SOUND

www.recyclenow.com

Calveley Court, Reymerston, Norfolk. NR9 4QD 

01362 820800 enquiries@basicallysound.co.uk www.basicallysound.co.uk
ate

arcam 

dynavector 

epos 

epson

The possibilities are endless.

Front End Problems?
contact:

The Cartridge ManIt doesn't have to co tan am and leg to get the best - listen to my Koetsu - and - Decca - eater. Aho agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock & Mitchell & E.A.R, Graham Slee projects. Valve equipment re-build ervice available.
- Plus cartridge re-tipping service

020 8688 6565
Website: www.thecartridgeman.com

pmc (including fact)

stax

sumiko

trichord

well tempered

i pswich
w w w si

signals
hi-fi for grown-ups

(01473) 655171
gnals uk.com

http://www.recyclenow.com
mailto:enquiries@basicallysound.co.uk
http://www.basicallysound.co.uk
http://www.thecartridgeman.com
uk.com
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Hi-Fi, Home Cinema 

& Multi-room AV

...tvA«« sh'n /Ai sud i

www.ceritech-audio.com 
Tel: 0844 7365719 
Monmouthshire & 
Gloucestershire

sound cinergy

37 High Street, Aldridge 
01922 457926exposurefocal linn marantz michell monitor audio okki nokki onkyo optoma ortofon project rel roksan trichord

Ample Parking Tue-Sat 10 - 5.30pm 
www.soundcinergy.co.uk

- THE AUDIO BARN FROM ROCK SOLID SOUNDS -

Vivid Audio 
Electrocompaniet 
Audio physic 
cabasse
Ayon 
coda 
music Tools 
Neotech

AstinTrew 
Lumley 
Audiostone 
belles 
Oracle 
AURA 
Stello
Hl FI RACKS Rock Solid Sound 

Systems
The Old Barn, Rosier Business Park, Coneyhurst Road, Billingshurst

West Sussex, RH14 9DE. tel. 01403 782221 or 07950 274224 
info@rocksolidsounds.co.uk - www.rocksolidsounds.co.uk 

- Please telephone for on appointment -

Is this your problem? Here’s your 
answerloud too loud way too loud 

It's a common problem The usable range on the 
volume control is all down at the bottom end and 
fine control at low listening levels is either difficult 
or impossible The noise floor may be audible, 
too. There is a simple and effective solution - the 
Rothwell In-Line Attenuators They can be , 
used with pre/power or integrated amps to curer” 
the problems of excess gain and bring sonic j 
benefits with even the most expensive equipmqj

£39/pair - post free
01204 366133 www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk

J| “this accessory 

is heartily 

recommended 

^wl Gramophone

IAN HARRISON HIFI 
SALE!

Tel: 01283 702875
SPECIALIST SUPPLIER OF 

TURNTABLES, TONEARMS, 
CARTRIDGES AND PHONO STAGES

INCLUDING: AMATEK, ICON AUDIO, 
MICHELL, CLEARAUDIO, THORENS, 

SME, REGA, MOTH, SRM, 
WHEST AUDIO, TRICHORD, HEED, 

GOLDRING, GRADO, ORTOFON, DENON, 
KOETSU, SUMIKO, CARTRIDGE MAN, 
ZYX, BENZ MICRO, AUDIO TECHNICA, 

LEHMANN AUDIO, TRANSFIGURATION, 
PRO-JECT AND ROKSAN.

Al ^go are t^nd and fully g^ra^^.
^Go are not ndndl^ nd approval, fFre UK del^^

Details and prices from: Ian Harrison, 
7 Mill Hill, Repton, Derby DESS 6GQ, UK.

Tel: 01283 702875 9am-9pm inc Sundays

To advertise 
here please 
call Richard 
Jewels on 

0207 042 
4265

News with a view
TechRadar.com covers the stories you want to talk about
So come along and talk. If you're passionate about technology, you'll 
find lots to keep you interested and plenty of ways to have your say.

tech
k______________J

♦ #

.....................

radarZíRA
Deep into technology

http://www.ceritech-audio.com
http://www.soundcinergy.co.uk
mailto:info@rocksolidsounds.co.uk
http://www.rocksolidsounds.co.uk
http://www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk
TechRadar.com
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WMSOUND CINERGY

a 020 8943 3530
44 www.infidelity.co.uk

ALTERNATIVE AUDIO
Brompton Ralph, Taunton, Somerset

London N1

a 020 7226 5500
44 www.grahams.co.uk

INFIDELITY
9 High Street, Hampton Wick 
Kingston-upon-Thames, Surrey, KT1 4DA

NOTTINGHAM HI-FI CENTRE EM
120-122 Alfreton Road, Nottingham, 
Nottinghamshire NG7 3NR

SENSO SYSTEMS
Norfolk House, 16-17 Lemon Street,
Truro, Cornwall TR1 2LS

a 0870 458 4438
44 www.audio-cinema.co.uk

a 01984 624242
44 www.alternativeaudio.co.uk

SYNERGY AV HI-FI
12a West St, Congleton, Cheshire 
CW12 3JB

a 01260 280017
44 www.synergyav.co.uk

AUDIOBOFFS
338 Shenley Road, Borehamwood 
Herts WD 1TP

a 020 8177 4095
44 www.audioboffs.co.uk

BASICALLY SOUND & VISION
Calveley Court, Southburgh Rd, Reymerston

Norfolk NR9 40D

a 01362 820800
44 www.basicallysound.co.uk

DIVINE AUDIO EM
The Courtyard, Bennett's Place, High Street, 
Market Harborough, Leicestershire LE16 7NL

a 01858 432999
44 www.divineaudio.co.uk

AUDIO IMAGES
128 London Road North, Lowestoft, Suffolk 
NR321HB

a 01502 582853
44 www.audiolmages-hifi.com

37 High Street, Aldridge, Walsall, West Midlands
WS9 8NL

a 01922 457 926
44 www.soundcinergy.co.uk

ASTLEY AUDIO LTD
3 Marketplace, Wallingford, 
Oxfordshire OX10 DEG

a 01491 839305
44 www.audioimages-hifi.com

DOUG BRADY HI-FI
Kingsway Studios, 15a Kingsway North, 
Warrington, Cheshire WA1 3NU

a 01925 828009
44 www.dougbradyhifi.com

a 0115 9786919
44 www.nottinghamhifi.co.uk

AUDIO COUNSEL
26 High Street, Cheadle, Cheshire 
SK8 1AL

a 0161 491 6090
44 www.audio-counsei.co.uk

ACTON GATE AUDIO
4 Ruabon Rd, Wrexham, 
Clwyd LL13 7PB

a 01978 364500
44 www.acton-gate-audio.co.uk

______________________________________________

THE RIGHT NOTE SW
I 56 High Street, Saltford, Bristol

BS31 3EJ

a 01225 874728 
44 www.loissoftware.co.uk/rightnote/index.asp

________________________________________

GRAHAMS HI-FI Gl
Canonbury Yard, 190a New North Road,

VICKERS HIFI I
24 Gillygate, York, 
Y031 7EQ

a 01904 629659
44 www.vickers-hifi.co.uk

57 '7 1 1 * ।
_____________________________:______ _____

ACOUSTICA LTD N
17 Hoole Road, Chester, Cheshire
CH2 3NH

a 01244 344227
» www.acoustica.co.uk

______________

SE - South East, GL - Greater London, SW - South West, E - East, 
EM - East Midlands, WM - West Midlands, NE - North East, 
NW’North West, W- Wales.

HIFICHOICE
To advertise in the dealer directory, 

Please contact
Richard Jewels +44 (0) 207 042 4265

richard.jewels@futurenet.com

http://www.infidelity.co.uk
http://www.grahams.co.uk
http://www.audio-cinema.co.uk
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http://www.synergyav.co.uk
http://www.audioboffs.co.uk
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http://www.soundcinergy.co.uk
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http://www.vickers-hifi.co.uk
http://www.acoustica.co.uk
mailto:richard.jewels@futurenet.com
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JIMMY HUGHES

Winners united
Everyone knows building a system from award-winners shouldn't be 
done. But we challenged Jimmy Hughes to probe 2010's possibilities

hen magazines present awards to 
Wthe 'best' hi-fi components at 

different price points, there’s always 
a danger that - were you to 

assemble a system from the winners of each 
category - the end result might well be 
ill-matched and not very good. Hi-fi, like 
football, is a team sport, and success depends 
on each section playing its part.

While individual ability is very important, 
bringing together the right combination of 
‘ players' and getting them to perform as a 
collective unit, produces results greater than 
the sum of the parts. What you don't want is an 
assortment of individually brilliant all-stars that 
fails to gel as a team.

There’s more. The unique acoustic qualities 
of each listening room, adds a further 
complication. It's not enough to choose 
individual components that are sympathetic 
and compatible; they also have to suit the room 
in which the system is used. This introduces a 
huge unpredictable element into the mix.

Individual locations may superficially look 
quite similar in terms of size, shape and 
furnishings - yet the end result can be a totally 
different sound. It's a bit like football teams 
playing home and away; a hi-fi system may 
perform superbly in one location, only to 
fall-apart when taken somewhere else.

All hi-fi systems require time to settle-down 
and bed-in - you can't expect great results from 
the word go. There needs to be a period of 
acclimatisation. Sometimes things don't sound 
quite right when you first set the equipment up, 
but after a few hours (or days) the sound 
improves significantly.

Whether the sound really does change, or 
whether it's the listener's perception of it that 
alters, is difficult to say. But one thing's for sure; 
snap judgements in the first few minutes are 
dangerous. You need to give a hi-fi system at 
least a week to settle down - perhaps even a 
month or more if everything is brand-new.

Looking at this year’s award winners, we 
reckon it should be possible to mix ‘n’ match 
with reasonable freedom within (and even 
beyond) each category. While some listeners 
might prefer the sound produced by a runner- 
up over that of the winner, such things come 
with the territory - hi-fi is very subjective; 
there are no absolutes.

However, one definite compatibility pitfall is 
matching amplifier output power to speaker 
sensitivity. Those with an eye on the excellent 
Luxman L550A-II, for example, need to bear in 

mind its limited 20-watt output. The fact that 
it's a Pure Class A design means it delivers a 
bigger sound than its specifications indicate.

But, it's still only 20 watts. In comparison, the 
Rote! RC 1580/RB 1582 delivers a meaty 200 
watts. Those thinking of partnering the Luxman 
with any of the three winning speakers in the 
above £2,000 category might face a potential 
problem because the Audiovector and PMCs 
offer 89dB sensitivity, while the Teufels achieve 
just 86dB.

It's all about your room, of course
Now, this isn't to say the Luxman couldn't be 
used with any of these speakers - it could. But, 
much would depend on room size and the sort 
of volume levels you like to listen at. Basically, 
you'd have to decide whether the extra 'scale' 
created by the Luxman's Pure Class A output 
subjectively offsets its limited 20 watts output.

Ultimately, there's no substitute for listening. 
Only by making careful comparisons can you be 
certain you've made the best choice - the 
selection that best suits your room and the sort 
of music you like to listen to. And even 
assuming you have made the right choice, 
things like cables can greatly influence the 
end result.

Placing the speakers in the most favourable 
part of the room, getting them the optimum 
distance apart and listening to them from the 
right place (and the correct height) makes a 
huge difference. Remember - when fine-tuning 
a hi-fi installation, there are a 1001 tiny 
'victories' to be won - small battles that 
eventually win the war. •

I t's a bit like 
football teams 
playing home 
and away; a hi-fi 
system may 
perform superbly 
i n one location, 
only to fall apart 
somewhere else

JIMMY HUGHES
A hif enthusiast for four decades, Jimmy's 
knowledge of system-matching and record^ 
collecting are unmatched in the industry

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Has Dan challenged Jimmy a little too far this 
time? Can you spot an 'awards' system, too?
Email us now: hlfichoice@futurenet.com

Half of luxman*s l550A-ll factory output comes to the 
UK, we hear. We suspect that might go up, again!
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EXPERIENCE 
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Lifetime warranty
Multiple award-winning product range
Hand-built in Denmark
Custom-built DACs / CD players

WHAT HI FI?
SOUND AND VISION

"Wonderfully pure and detailed delivery. 
So clear and dynamic it should be bottled 

and sold in health shops."

What Hi-Fi, Jan 2006

A select group of music lovers who, for the 
last decade, have stretched the limits of audio. 
Producing a select range of musical products, all 
designed to give you lifelong musical enjoyment.

30 DAY MONEY
BACK GUARAN
PURE CLASS.
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Ed Selly, HiFi Choice August
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"There's no doubt 
about it, the Luxman is 
a genuine superstar."
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Luxman L55OAII
Integrated Amplifier

The gorgeous texture 
and three-dimensional 
performance of the 
original Class A 
amplifiers have been 
retained and further 
refined. Truly lasting 
satisfaction.
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We Have You Covered

In-Grille Wave Guide
The front grille provides an integral waveguide, allowing the 

treble unit to blend with the midrange output in a completely 

natural way. For the first time Hi-Fi speakers are able to produce 

optimal performance without having to remove the grilles.
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